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Jean Serge Quesnel

hat an exciting time to be the
President of the Canadian
Evaluation Society! Last year
at this time, the CES launched its
Professional Designation Program. The
program is a first for the field; the
world is watching our progress.

W

Q

Change is upon us and Council is
preparing for its future through
planning, review and evaluation. In the
coming year, we will move towards an
exciting and demanding future, while
at the same time learning from the past.

Le changement est imminent et le Conseil se
prépare en fonction de son avenir grâce à la
planification, à la révision et à l'évaluation. Au
cours de la prochaine année, nous nous
dirigerons vers un avenir exigeant et stimulant
tout en apprenant du passé.

The theme of Generations is extremely
appropriate for the CES 32nd National
Conference. Evaluation is maturing as a
profession. The society is maturing as an
organization.

Le thème de Générations est très pertinent pour le
32e Congrès national. L'évaluation prend de la
maturité comme profession. La société prend de
la maturité comme organisation.

I am excited to see that the conference’s
opening keynote presenter, Dr. Robert
Stake, is someone who has seen the
evolution of evaluation. Looking at the list
of presenters and their topics, it is evident
that we will be challenged to think outside
of the box.

uel moment opportun pour être
présidente de la Société canadienne
d'évaluation! À la même période l'an
dernier, la Société canadienne d'évaluation
lançait son programme de titres professionnels.
Ce fut une première dans le domaine, et le
monde entier surveille nos progrès.

Je suis tellement contente que le professeur
Robert Stake soit le premier conférencier du
Congrès, car il a vu l'évolution de l'évaluation.
En examinant la liste des présentateurs et des
sujets qu'ils présenteront, il est évident qu'il nous
faudra sortir des sentiers battus et adopter une
nouvelle façon de penser.

Thank you Alberta and Northwest
Territories Chapter, for all of your work!
Welcome to everyone from across
Canada and around the world. This
looks to be a tremendous conference.

Merci à la section de l'Alberta et des
Territoires du Nord-Ouest pour tout le travail
que vous avez fait! Bienvenue à tous et à
toutes de partout au Canada et dans le
monde. Le Congrès semble s'orienter vers un
franc succès.

Martha McGuire
President, Canadian Evaluation Society

Martha McGuire
Président, Société canadienne d’évaluation

Councillor / Conseillère

Brenda Stead
Councillor / Conseillère

Cindy Wood
Councillor / Conseillère

Robert Schwartz
CJPE Editor / Rédacteur de la RCEP
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A WARM WELCOME FROM THE CONFERENCE CHAIR
UN ACCUEIL CHALEUREUX DE LA PART DE LA
PRÉSIDENTE DU CONGRÈS
n behalf of the Alberta and
Northwest Territories Chapter
and the 2011 Conference
Planning Committee, I welcome all
delegates and presenters to the 2011
Annual Canadian Evaluation Society
Conference in Edmonton, Alberta! We are
pleased to host you in our beautiful city
and hope you will have an opportunity to
enjoy some of its highlights.

O

u nom de la section de l’Alberta et
des Territoires du Nord-Ouest et du
comité de planification du Congrès
de 2011, je souhaite la bienvenue à tous les
délégués et présentateurs du Congrès annuel
de la Société canadienne d’évaluation de 2011
à Edmonton, en Alberta! Nous sommes
heureux de vous accueillir dans notre belle
ville et espérons que vous aurez l’occasion de
profiter de certains de ses attraits.

A

Our 2011 conference theme is
Generations: a multigenerational approach
to evaluation. Over the past
30 years (one generation) the field of
evaluation has changed. The conference
this year will highlight:

Le thème du Congrès de 2011 est Générations :
une approche multigénérationnelle à l'évaluation.
Au cours des trente dernières années (une
génération), le domaine de l’évaluation a
connu des changements. Le congrès cette
année soulignera :

l changes in evaluation techniques and
tools

l les changements relatifs aux techniques et aux
outils d’évaluation

l changes in evaluators, including
education, training, experiences and
perspectives

l les changements relatifs aux évaluateurs,
notamment leurs études, leur formation, leurs
expériences et leurs perspectives

l changes in the populations served
by the programs and services we
evaluate

l les changements relatifs aux populations
bénéficiant des programmes et des services
que nous évaluons

We are delighted to offer a conference
program, complete with pre-conference
workshops, and a diverse range of topics
that will lead to a better understanding of
evaluation perspectives and practices. We
know you will benefit from the wisdom
and experience of our knowledgeable
presenters, and we have built into the
program many opportunities to meet with
your fellow evaluators. We trust you will
find the program meets your learning and
networking needs.
continued

Nous sommes heureux d’offrir un programme
du Congrès qui comporte des ateliers précédant
le Congrès et une gamme variée de sujets qui
permettront de mieux comprendre les
perspectives et les pratiques en matière
d'évaluation. Nous sommes convaincus que vous
profiterez de la sagesse et de l’expérience de nos
présentateurs bien renseignés et avons inséré
dans le programme plusieurs occasions de
rencontrer vos collègues évaluateurs. Nous
espérons que le programme comblera vos
besoins d’apprentissage et de réseautage.
voir verso
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Welcome continued

Bienvenue suite

I am indebted to the many people who
have dedicated so many hours to shape
the program and social events of this
conference. In particular I offer a sincere
and heartfelt thank you to:

J’ai une dette envers de nombreuses personnes
qui ont consacré un si grand nombre d'heures à
concevoir le programme et les activités sociales
du Congrès. En particulier, j’offre mes sincères
remerciements aux personnes suivantes :

l the members of the 2011 Conference
Planning Committee, the Program
Planning Committee and the Social
Committee who dedicated many
hours not only to teleconferences and
meetings, but who assumed
additional tasks in order to see the
event run smoothly;

l les membres du comité de planification du
Congrès de 2011, du comité de
planification des programmes et du comité
social qui ont non seulement consacré de
nombreuses heures aux téléconférences et
aux réunions, mais ont aussi accompli
d’autres tâches pour assurer un
déroulement harmonieux du Congrès;

l last year’s chairs Reed Early and
Sandra Sellick for their support and
guidance;

l les présidents de l’an dernier Reed Early et
Sandra Sellick pour leur soutien et leur
direction;

l our brilliant conference sponsors for
seeing the value in furthering the
knowledge and skills of evaluators;

l nos épatants commanditaires du Congrès
qui voient l’importance de perfectionner les
connaissances et les habiletés des
évaluateurs;

l all workshop leaders and presenters for
your efforts in preparing your
presentations and your willingness to
share your expertise; and
l all of the other conference volunteers
who have donated their time to
support your conference experience.

l yous les dirigeants et présentateurs d’ateliers
pour leurs efforts en vue de préparer leurs
présentations et pour leur volonté de partager
leur expertise; et
l yous les autres bénévoles du Congrès qui ont
donné de leur temps pour favoriser votre
expérience du Congrès.

Francis Remedios

Finally, I offer a big thank you to you, our
conference delegates, for your interest in
joining us and sharing your expertise
through the session discussions and
networking. I know you will leave the
conference refreshed and re-energized,
ready to take new information back to
your practice.

Enfin, je tiens à remercier particulièrement les
délégués du Congrès qui ont accepté de se
joindre à nous et de partager leur expertise lors
des séances de discussion et de réseautage. Je
sais que vous quitterez ce Congrès avec un
regain d’énergie et de vigueur, prêts à intégrer
l'information recueillie dans votre pratique.

Eleanor Hamaluk
Heidi Chorzempa

Welcome to Edmonton and the CES 2011
National Conference!

Bienvenue à Edmonton et au Congrès national
de la Société canadienne d'évaluation de 2011!

Warm regards,

Cordialement,

Wendy Doughty, PhD
Conference Chair

Wendy Doughty, Ph .
Présidente du Congrès

Social Committee
Comité scoial
Chair
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Generations: a multi-generational
approach to evaluation

Générations : une approche multigénérationnelle
à l’évaluation

Our 2011 theme is Generations: a multigenerational approach
to evaluation. Over the past 30 years (one generation)
the field of evaluation has changed. This conference will
highlight:

Le thème de 2011 est Générations : une approche multigénérationnelle à
l’évaluation. Au cours des trente dernières années (une génération), le
domaine de l’évaluation a connu des changements. Ce Congrès
mettra en évidence :

l Changes in evaluation techniques and tools

l Les changements relatifs aux techniques et aux outils d’évaluation

l Changes in evaluators, including education, training,
experiences and perspectives

l Les changements relatifs aux évaluateurs, notamment leur éducation,
leur formation, leurs expériences et leurs perspectives

l Changes in the populations served by the programs
and services we evaluate

l Les changements relatifs aux populations bénéficiant des
programmes et des services que nous évaluons

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIFS

After attending this conference, delegates will be able to:

Après avoir participé à ce congrès, les délégués pourront :

l Apply new approaches, techniques and tools for best
practice in their daily activities

l Appliquer des approches, techniques et outils nouveaux aux fins de
pratique exemplaire dans leurs activités quotidiennes

l Access new information and resources that will
directly apply to their evaluation work

l Accéder à de nouveaux renseignements et à de nouvelles ressources
qui s’appliqueront directement à leur travail d’évaluation

l Research further new concepts, ideas and theories in
their ongoing professional development

l Faire une recherche approfondie sur de nouveaux concepts, idées et
théories dans le cadre de leur perfectionnement professionnel continu

GREENING THE CONFERENCE

ÉCOLOGISONS LE CONGRÈS

Here are some ways each of us can contribute to greening
our conference and minimize our environmental imprint.

Voici quelques façons dont chacun d'entre nous peut contribuer à
l'écologisation du Congrès et minimiser notre empreinte
environnementale.

valuation is a multi-disciplinary field with broad
applications in many areas including government,
health care, education, and non-profit organizations
that provide programs and services. Engaging
approximately 2,000 members, the Canadian Evaluation
Society is a non-profit association that is dedicated to
enhancing and promoting professional and ethical
evaluation practices. The CES strives to advance evaluation
theory, knowledge and practice through leadership,
advocacy and professional development.

l Use the delgate bag provided to transport your
conference materials
l Bring a reusable mug or water bottle, pen/pencil and
notepaper, laptop and data stick
l Collect business cards of presenters and have them e-mail
reports and other information rather than collecting
printed hand-outs
l Recycle your waste: bottles, cans, paper, etc.

’évaluation est un domaine pluridisciplinaire comportant de vastes
applications dans de nombreux secteurs, y compris le
gouvernement, les soins de santé, l’éducation et les organisations à
but non lucratif qui offrent des programmes et des services. Avec
environ 2 000 membres, la Société canadienne d’évaluation est une
association à but non lucratif dédiée à l’amélioration et à la promotion
de pratiques d’évaluation professionnelles et éthiques. La SCÉ s’efforce
de faire avancer la théorie d’évaluation, la connaissance et la pratique
par l’entremise du leadership, de la défense des intérêts et du
perfectionnement professionnel.

l Apporter un porte-documents et/ou un sac de coton réutilisable pour
emporter le matériel ou les souvenirs du Congrès.
l Apporter une tasse ou une bouteille d'eau réutilisable, un stylo ou un
crayon et un cahier de notes, un portable et une carte mémoire flash.
l Obtenir les cartes d'affaires des conférenciers et demander qu'ils vous
envoient par mail leurs rapports et autres documents plutôt que de
ramasser des copies papier.

l Take advantage of energy and water conservation
features of your hotel, such as not having sheets and
towels changed every day

l Récupérer vos déchets : bouteilles, boîtes, papier, etc. e; et

l Do your sightseeing by foot, bicycle or public transport

l Explorer la ville à pied, en vélo ou par les transports en commun

l Profiter des mesures de conservation d'énergie et d'eau de votre hôtel,
par exemple, ne pas changer les draps et les serviettes chaque jour.
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SOCIAL EVENTS
ACTIVITÉS SOCIALES
Canadian Evaluation Society
Education Fund (CESEF)
Benefit auction

Enchères benefice du l’Encan-bénéfice
du Fonds de la Société canadienne
d’evaluation (FSCÉÉ)

Sunday, May 1, 2011 / 1800 to 2200

Dimanche 1er mai 2011 / 1800 à 2200

Don’t forget the CESEF Benefit Auction held Sunday
night at the opening reception of the 2011 CES National
Conference in Edmonton.

N’oubliez pas l’Encan-bénéfice du FSCÉÉ qui se tiendra dimanche
soir au cours de la réception d'ouverture du Congrès de la SCÉ de
2011 à Edmonton.

The Canadian Evaluation Society Educational Fund is a
charitable organization that provides scholarships,
awards, and educational opportunities to individuals
wishing to pursue a career in the field of Program
Evaluation.

Le Fonds de la Société canadienne d’évaluation pour l’éducation est un
organisme à but non lucratif qui offre des bourses, des prix et des
possibilités d'apprentissage aux personnes qui souhaitent faire carrière
dans le domaine de l’évaluation de programmes.

The CESEF Auction has become an annual tradition
where conference participants enjoy bidding on exciting
items that have been generously donated by individuals
and businesses.
Thanks to all those who donated to the successful event
last year in Victoria. Included in last year’s donations were
a kindle, GPS system, art objects, and treasures brought
from all the regions of Canada and around the world.
Without the support of CES members, we would not
have been able to reach our fundraising goals, nor
would we have had the fun of bidding on so many
terrific items.

L’encan de Fonds de la Société canadienne d’évaluation pour l’éducation
est devenu une tradition annuelle où les participants du Congrès
prennent plaisir à mettre aux enchères des articles intéressants qui ont été
généreusement donnés par des particuliers ou des entreprises.
Merci à tous ceux et celles qui ont fait des dons et qui ont contribué au
succès de l’encan de l’an dernier à Victoria. Parmi les dons de l’année
dernière, on retrouvait notamment un appareil Kindle, un GPS, des
objets d’art et des trésors de partout au Canada et du monde entier.
Sans l’appui des membres de la Société canadienne d’évaluation,
nous n’aurions pas pu atteindre nos objectifs en matière de collecte de
fonds et n’aurions pas eu le plaisir de mettre aux enchères un si grand
nombre d’articles.

We hope to have you participate in another successful
auction so that CESEF can continue to support the
development of future evaluators in Canada.

Nous espérons que vous allez contribuer au succès d’un autre encan
afin que la Fonds de la Société canadienne d’évaluation pour
l’éducation puisse continuer d’appuyer le perfectionnement
d’éventuels évaluateurs au Canada.

Let's make this year’s benefit auction in Edmonton the
best yet!

Aidez-nous à faire de l’Encan-bénéfice d’Edmonton le meilleur
jusqu'à maintenant!

Morning stretch yoga practice
with Angela Wiens

Séance matinale d’étirement-yoga
avec Angela Wiens

Monday, May 2, 2011 / 0630 to 0730

Lundi 2 mai 2011 / 0630 à 0730

This mindful morning practice will focus on opening our
bodies to the new day, centering our attention on releasing
the back, hips, and legs. You’ll leave the class feeling
centered and ready to start your day. All yoga experience
levels welcome.

Cette séance matinale consciencieuse se concentrera à préparer notre
corps à la nouvelle journée, notre attention se portant sur le relâchement
du dos, des hanches et des jambes. Vous quitterez la classe en vous
sentant centré et prêt à commencer votre journée. Tous sont les
bienvenus, peu importe leur niveau.

Please bring your yoga mat and wear loose comfortable
clothing. A few extra yoga mats will be available.

Veuillez apporter votre tapis de yoga et porter des vêtements amples et
confortables. Quelques tapis supplémentaires seront disponibles.

Visit Angela’s website at www.yogainnerspirit.com to read
about her classes and approach. Feel free to email her with
any questions.

Visiter le site Web d’Angela à l’adresse www.yogainnerspirit.com afin
d’en connaître plus à propos de ses classes et de son approche. N’hésitez
pas à lui envoyer des questions par courriel.

Angela Wiens is a certified hatha yoga teacher (registered
with Yoga Alliance).

Angela Wiens est une enseignante de Hatha Yoga certifiée (enregistrée
auprès de Yoga.
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Gala dinner –
at the Art Gallery of Alberta

Diner de gala –
Art Gallery of Alberta

Monday, May 2, 2011 / 1830 to 2200

Lundi 2 mai 2011 / 1830 à 2200

Join your colleagues at the new Art Gallery of Alberta for a
Gala Dinner. You will enjoy a four-course dinner as well as an
opportunity to explore this unique building and its galleries.
Ticket required.

Rejoignez vos collèges à la nouvelle Art Gallery of Alberta pour un
dîner de gala. Vous profiterez d’un repas à quatre services en plus
de l’occasion d’explorer cet immeuble unique et ses galeries. Ticket
required. Billet requis.

Address: 2 Sir Winston Churchill Square, Edmonton, Alberta

Adresse: 2 Sir Winston Churchill Square, Edmonton, Alberta

A map to the gallery can be found on page 68.

Une carte menant à la galerie se trouve à la page 68.

Morning stretch yoga practice
with Angela Wiens

Séance matinale d’étirement-yoga
avec Angela Wiens

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 / 0630 to 0730

Mardi 3 mai 2011 / 0630 à 0730

See description for Monday

Voir la description de lundi

Alberta Night

Soirée de l’Alberta

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 / 1900 to 2200

Mardi 3 mai 2011 / 1900 à 2200

Hosted by Malatest

Organisé par Malatest

Mix and mingle with this year’s conference participants!
Drinks, food, Alberta trivia, and line dance lessons will allow
you to experience Alberta at its best! Ticket required.

Mêler aux participants du congrès de cette année! Des boissons, de la
nourriture, des questions générales sur l’Alberta et des cours de
danse en ligne vous permettront de faire l’expérience de l’Alberta à
son meilleur! Billet requis.

Hospitality Suite

Suite de réception

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 / 2000 to 2200

Mardi 3 mai 2011 / 2000 à 2200

The provincial chapters invite you to join them for mixing
and mingling as you wind down from the busy day. Join
them for refreshments and conversation.

Les sections provinciales vous invitent à vous joindre à eux et à
vous mêler aux participants du Congrès pour vous détendre à la fin
d'une journée chargée. Joignez-les pour des rafraîchissements et de
la bonne conversation.

Wednesday, May 4, 2011

Mercredi 4 mai 2011

Group run with Sherry Honey

Course en groupe avec Sherry Honey

Wednesday, May 3, 2011 / 0630 to 0730

Mercredi 4 mai 2011 / 0630 à 0730

Drop in and join the Westin Edmonton’s very own Sherry
Honey for a run or walk around Edmonton. Sherry is an
AFLCA certified fitness and group exercise leader. There
is no charge for this activity. Simply meet Sherry in the
hotel lobby.

Joignez-vous à Sherry Honey, de l’hôtel The Westin Edmonton, pour
courir ou marcher dans Edmonton. Sherry est une instructrice de
conditionnement physique et d’exercice de groupe certifiée de
l’Alberta Fitness Leadership Certification Association. Cette activité
est gratuite. Il suffit de rencontrer Sherry dans le hall d'hôtel.
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THEMATIC BREAKFASTS
PETITS DÉJEUNERS THÉMATIQUES
Thematic breakfast roundtables are a great opportunity for
delegates to network and share their experience in
evaluation. Anyone is welcome to join. Led by a volunteer
facilitator, these informal groups discuss a shared interest in
a particular are or topic of evaluation.

Les petits déjeuners thématiques sont l’occasion idéale pour les
participants du Congrès de prendre contact et de partager leur
experience! Ces groups à caractère non official permettront aux
inscrits de discuter d’un domaine ou d’un sujet particulier en
matière d’évaluation.

The thematic breakfast roundtables will be held on Tuesday
May 3, 2011 from 0730 to 0830. Breakfast will be served; the
cost is already included in your conference fee.

Cet événement aura lieu le mardi 3 mai 2011 entre 0730 et 0830.
Un petit déjeuner sera servi. Le coût est compris dans les frais
d’inscription au Congrès.

l Francois Dumaine – Evaluation in the wake of the census eradication
l Sonja Quirouette – Exploring issues and challenges of online data collection
l Marie Gervais – L'évaluation dans la Francophonie: nos ambitions, nos réalisations, nos collaborations, nos priorités d'action
l Larry Bremner – CES Diversity initiative
l Gail Barrington – Consulting issues for evaluators
l Robert Shepherd – Methodological challenges for place-based evaluation: Moving forward on recognizing contexts and particular evaluation
applications
l Donna Smith-Moncrieffe – Using statistical tests to increase program attribution
l Brenda Stead and Mary Kay Lamarche – Webinar learning: What's your appetite?
l Kathryn Graham – Evaluating complex health research and innovation systems: implementation challenges and promising solutions

CES 2011 CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT
SECRÉTARIAT DU CONGRÈS DE LA SCÉ DE 2011
For general conference and program inquiries contact:
BUKSA Strategic Conference Services
Suite 307, 10328 - 81 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB T6E 1X2
Phone: 780.436.0983 x234
Fax: 780.437.5984
Email: CES@buksa.com
www.buksa.com/CES

Pour toute question générale au sujet du Congrès ou du programme :
BUKSA Strategic Conference Services
Bureau 307, 10328 - 81, Avenue NW
Edmonton (Alberta) T6E 1X2
Téléphone : 780.436.0983 (poste 234)
Télécopieur : 780.437.5984
Courriel : CES@buksa.com
www.buksa.com/CES

For registration inquiries contact:
The Willow Group
1485 Laperriere Ave.
Ottawa, ON K1Z 7S8
Phone: 613.725.2526
Fax: 613.729.6206
Email: sue.ryan@thewillowgroup.com

Pour toute question au sujet de l'inscription :
The Willow Group
1485, avenue Laperriere
Ottawa (Ontario) K1Z 7S8
Téléphone : 613.725.2526
Télécopieur : 613.729.6206
Courriel : sue.ryan@thewillowgroup.com
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Canadian Evaluation Society 2011 Conference
Congrès de la Société canadienne d’évaluation de 2011

SPONSORS
COMMANDITAIRES
Thank you to our sponsors!
Merci à nos commanditaires!

Platinum / Platine

Gold / Platine

Silver / Argent

Science Metrix
Bronze / Bronze
Prairie Research Associates

Supporter / Partenaire

Emerging Directions Consulting Ltd.
Goss Gilroy Inc.
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Canadian Evaluation Society 2011 Conference
Congrès de la Société canadienne d’évaluation de 2011

PROGRAM AT A GLANCE
BREF APERÇU DU CALENDRIER
Sunday, May 1, 2011

Dimanche 1 mai 2011

0730 – 2000

Registration

Inscription

0900 – 1600

u PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS

u ATELIERS PRÉLIMINAIRES

1800 – 2200

l Opening reception and CESEF benefit auction

l Réception d’ouverture et encan-bénéfice du FSCÉÉ

Monday, May 2, 2011

Lundi 2 mai 2011

0630 – 0730

s Morning stretch yoga practice / Angela Wiens

s Séance matinale d’étirement-yoga / Angela Wiens

0730 – 1700

Registration

Inscription

0730 – 0830

Refreshments

Rafraîchissements

0800 – 1300

n Student case competition preparation

n Préparation au Concours d’évaluation à l’intention
des étudiants

0815 – 0830

n OPENING REMARKS
Wendy Doughty

n MOT DE BIENVENUE
Wendy Doughty

0830 – 0945

n KEYNOTE PRESENTATION
Evaluation generations: Veneration,
vituperation, or simply divestiture
Robert Stake

n DISCOURS-PROGRAMME
Générations d’évaluation : Vénération, vitupération, ou
simplement abandon
Robert Stake

0945 – 1000

Break

Pause

1000 – 1130

n CONCURRENT #1

n 1re SÉANCE SIMULTANÉE

1130 – 1300

Lunch on your own

Dîner libre

1300 – 1600

n Student case competition presentations

n Présentations du Concours d’évaluation à l’intention
des étudiants

1300 – 1430

n CONCURRENT #2

n 2e SÉANCE SIMULTANÉE

1430 – 1500

Break

Pause

1500 – 1630

n CONCURRENT #3

n 3e SÉANCE SIMULTANÉE

1600 – 1700

n Student case competition reception

n Réceptions du Concours d’évaluation à l’intention
des étudiants

1700 – 1800

l CES Annual General Meeting

l Assemblée générale annuelle de la SCÉ

1830 – 2200

l Gala dinner – at the Art Gallery of Alberta

l Dîner de gala – Art Gallery of Alberta
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Tuesday, May 3, 2011

Mardi 3 mai 2011

0630 – 0730

s Morning stretch yoga practice / Angela Wiens

s Séance matinale d’étirement-yoga / Angela Wiens

0730 – 1700

Registration

Inscription

0730 – 0830

l Thematic breakfasts

l Déjeuners thématiques

0730 – 0830

l CESEF Annual General Meeting

l Assemblée générale annuelle du FSCÉÉ

0830 – 1000

n KEYNOTE PANEL
Moderator: Mark Cabaj
Presenters: Paul Born, Liz O’Neill

n GROUPE D’EXPERTS
Animateur : Mark Cabaj
Présentaters : Paul Born, Liz O’Neill

1000 – 1015

Break

Pause

1015 – 1145

n CONCURRENT #4

n 4e SÉANCE SIMULTANÉE

1145 – 1330

l CES awards luncheon

l Déjeuner de remise des prix de la SCÉ

1330 – 1400

l CES credentialing update

l Mise à jour des accréditations de la SCÉ

1400 – 1530

n CONCURRENT #5

n 5e SÉANCE SIMULTANÉE

1530 – 1600

Break

Pause

1600 – 1730

NETWORKING EVENTS

ACTIVITÉS DE RÉSEAUTAGE

l Developing an evidence-based policy culture

l Élaborer des politiques fondées sur des preuves

l Poster gallery event

l Galerie d’affiches

1900 – 2200

l Alberta Night
Hosted by Malatest

l Soirée de l’Alberta
Organisé par Malatest

2000 – 2200

l Hospitality suite

l Suite de réception

Wednesday, May 4, 2011

Mercredi 4 mai 2011

0630 – 0730

s Group run / Sherry Honey

s Course en groupe / Sherry Honey

0730 – 1200

Registration

Inscription

0730 – 0830

Refreshments

Rafraîchissements

0830 – 1000

n CONCURRENT #6

n 6e SÉANCE SIMULTANÉE

1000 – 1030

Break

Pause

1030 – 1130

n KEYNOTE PRESENTATION
Renée Vaugeois

n DISCOURS-PROGRAMME
Renée Vaugeois

1130 – 1200

n CLOSING REMARKS

n MOT DE LA FIN
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Canadian Evaluation Society 2011 Conference
Congrès de la Société canadienne d’évaluation de 2011

PROGRAM
PROGRAMME
Sessions take place in the Manitoba / Saskatchewan
Ballroom, unless otherwise noted.

Toutes les séances se dérouleront dans la Salle de bal Manitoba /
Saskatchewan, à moins d’indication contraire.

Sunday, May 1, 2011

Dimanche 1 mai 2011

0730 – 2000

Registration

Inscription

0900 – 1600

u PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS

u ATELIERS PRÉLIMINAIRES

These interactive workshops provide participants
with hands-on opportunities to gain knowledge
and expertise in evaluation methods, concepts and
tools. Workshop details are listed on page 25.

Ces ateliers interactifs offrent aux participants des occasions
d’acquérir de façon pratique des connaissances et de l’expertise
en ce qui a trait aux méthodes, aux concepts et aux outils de
l’évaluation. Les détails des ateliers se trouvent à la page 25.

Full-day workshops

Ateliers d'une journée

0900 to 1600

0900 à 1600

A1 Handling data: From logic model to final report

Room / Salle : Centennial

Gail Barrington, Barrington Research Group, Inc.

A2 Evaluation project management 101: Introduction to evaluation management practice

Room / Salle : Leduc

Nicole Michaud, Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council
Shannon Townsend, National Research Council

Half-day workshops

Ateliers d'une demi-journée

Morning: 0900 to 1200

Le matin : 0900 à 1200

B1 Practical approaches to managing ethical risk in evaluation projects
THIS SESSION IS NO LONGER OFFERED.

B2 A wide-angle view of program success: When are performance

Room / Salle : Strathcona

indicators meaningful, what are their limitations, and how can we create
alternative approaches?
Tammy Horne, WellQuest Consulting Ltd.

B3 Waawiyeyaa (Circular) evaluation tool certification

Room / Salle : Turner Valley

Andrea L. K. Johnston, Johnston Research Inc.

B4 Evaluating environmental, resource and conservation programs

Room / Salle : Visions

Andy Rowe, ARCeconomics Inc.

B5 La conduite d’évaluations complexes (French session)
THIS SESSION IS NO LONGER OFFERED.

B6 Writing for action

Room / Salle : Chairman

Rochelle Zorzi, Cathexis Consulting Inc.
Cameron Hauseman, Cathexis Consulting Inc.

1200 – 1300

Lunch (provided for full-day workshop participants and
two half-day workshop participants)

Diner (si vous assistez à deux ateliers d'une demi journée ou un atelier
d'une journée le diner est offert)

Room: Saskatchewan

Salle : Saskatchewan
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Half-day workshops

Ateliers d'une demi-journée

Afternoon: 1300 to 1600

L’après-midi : 1300 à 1600

C1 Developmental evaluation: The experience and reflections of early adopters

Room / Salle : Devonian

C2 Evaluating development results in peace-precarious situations

Room / Salle : Manitoba

Mark Cabaj, Vibrant Communities

Catherine Elkins, RTI International and Duke University

C3 Designing and advancing evaluation quality

Room / Salle : Visions

Cheryl Poth, University of Alberta
Michelle Searle, Queen’s University
Lyn Shulha, Queen’s University

C4 Social return on investment: An emerging tool for the evaluator’s toolkit

Room / Salle : Strathcona

Stephanie Robertson, SiMPACT Strategy Group

C5 Program evaluation and organizational development: An integrative framework

Room / Salle : Turner Valley

Wendy Rowe, Royal Roads University

C6 Conducting complex evaluations (English session)

Room / Salle : Chairman

Simon Roy, Goss Gilroy Inc.

l Opening reception and CESEF benefit auction

l Réception d’ouverture et encan-bénéfice du FSCÉÉ

The opening reception is hosted by the Canadian
Evaluation Society Educational Fund (CESEF)
with silent auction items from near and far. It is a
great opportunity to meet new and old colleagues
and to start the conference off in a fun way.

Une réception d’ouverture organisée par le Fonds de la Société
canadienne d’évaluation pour l’éducation (FSCÉÉ), avec un
encan silencieux présentant des articles d’ici et d’ailleurs. Il s’agit
d’une excellente occasion de rencontrer de nouveaux et d’anciens
collègues et de commencer le congrès de façon amusante.

Monday, May 2, 2011

Lundi 2 mai 2011

s Morning stretch yoga practice with
Angela Wiens

s Séance matinale d’étirement-yoga avec
Angela Wiens

This mindful morning practice will focus on
opening our bodies to the new day, centering our
attention on releasing the back, hips, and legs.
You’ll leave the class feeling centered and ready to
start your day. All yoga experience levels welcome.
Please bring your yoga mat and wear loose
comfortable clothing. A few extra yoga mats will
be available.

Cette séance matinale consciencieuse se concentrera à
préparer notre corps à la nouvelle journée, notre attention se
portant sur lerelâchement du dos, des hanches et des jambes.
Vous quitterez la classe en vous sentant centré et prêt à
commencer votre journée. Tous sont les bienvenus, peu
importe leur niveau. Veuillez apporter votre tapis de yoga et
porter des vêtements amples et confortables. Quelques tapis
supplémentaires seront disponibles.

Angela Wiens is a certified hatha yoga teacher
(registered with Yoga Alliance). Please visit
Angela’s website at www.yogainnerspirit.com to
read about her classes and approach. Feel free to
email her with any questions.

Angela Wiens est une enseignante de Hatha Yoga certifiée
(enregistrée auprès de Yoga Alliance). Veuillez visiter le site Web
d’Angela à l’adresse www.yogainnerspirit.com afin d’en
connaître plus à propos de ses classes et de son approche.
N’hésitez pas à lui envoyer des questions par courriel.

0700 – 0815

Breakfast on your own

Déjeuner libre

0730 – 1700

Registration

Inscription

0800 – 1300

n Student case competition preparation

n Préparation au Concours d’évaluation à l’intention
des étudiants

1800 – 2200

0630 – 0730
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0815 – 0830

0830 – 0945

Monday, May 2, 2011 continued

Lundi 2 mai 2011 suite

n OPENING REMARKS

n MOT DE BIENVENUE

Wendy Doughty, Chair, Conference Organizing
Committee

Wendy Doughty, présidente du Comité organisateur du Congrès

n KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

n DISCOURS-PROGRAMME

Evaluation generations: Veneration,
vituperation, or simply divestiture

Générations d’évaluation : Vénération, vitupération,
ou simplement abandon

Robert Stake, Director, Centre for Instructional
Research and Curriculum Evaluation, University
of Illinois

Robert Stake, Directeur, Centre for Instructional Research and
Curriculum Evaluation, University of Illinois

For a reflective start to the conference, join us
for Robert Stake’s opening keynote address.
Drawing from long tenure as a professional
evaluator and teacher, Bob will illustrate the
growth and change in the field from the 1960s,
and help us identify potential future scenarios.
In his acceptance to our invitation, Bob said, “You
have heard it. The modest response is ’... but I
stood on the shoulders of giants.’ Are we builders
on old shoulders? In what ways are the formal
evaluations of 2011 built upon those of 1971? How
much do generations present rely on generations
past? Precious little, I think. The current people
express polite respect for the founding fathers and
mothers. The current people express disregard,
mostly disdain, for ancient standards of validity.
But mostly the present is a separation from the
past, not particularly inventive, mostly adaptive.
The times have changed. They have. The old stuff
doesn’t fit very well. Generations present adapt to
situations unthinkable to generations past.”
Bob is known for his responsive evaluation
approach and special use of case study methods.
Since 1975, he has been Director of the Center for
Instructional Research and Curriculum
Evaluation (CIRCE) at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, a center that has been
evaluating diverse education initiatives for more
than 45 years.

Pour un départ au Congrès propice à la réflexion, soyez
des nôtres au discours inaugural de Robert Stake. En
s’inspirant de ses nombreuses années à titre d’évaluateur
professionnel et d’enseignant, Robert illustrera la
croissance et les changements dans le domaine depuis les
années 1960 et nous aidera à déterminer les scénarios
futurs éventuels.
En acceptant notre invitation, Robert a déclaré : « Vous
avez entendu. La modeste réponse est... “Mais, j’étais
debout sur les épaules de géants”. Sommes-nous des
bâtisseurs se tenant sur les épaules du passé? De quelle
façon les évaluations officielles de 2011 s’appuient-elles sur
celles de 1971? Dans quelle mesure les générations
actuelles dépendent-elles des générations passées? Fort
peu, je pense. Les gens d’aujourd’hui font preuve d’un
beau respect pour les mères et les pères fondateurs. Les
gens d’aujourd’hui ont du mépris, surtout du dédain, pour
les anciennes normes de validité. Mais, en général, le
présent est une séparation du passé, il n’est pas
particulièrement inventif, il s’adapte principalement. Les
temps ont changé. En effet. Les choses anciennes n’ont pas
vraiment leur place. Les générations actuelles s’adaptent à
des situations inconcevables pour celles du passé. »
Robert est connu pour son approche ouverte à l’évaluation
et son recours spécial aux méthodes d’étude de cas. Depuis
1975, il est directeur du Center for Instructional Research
and Curriculum Evaluation (CIRCE) au UrbanaChampaign à la University of Illinois, un centre qui évalue
les diverses initiatives d’éducation depuis plus de 45 ans.

0945 – 1000

Break – Ballroom Foyer

Pause – Foyer de salle de bal

1000 – 1130

n CONCURRENT #1

n 1re SÉANCE SIMULTANÉE

A

Building frameworks for planning and evaluation
Room / Salle : Turner Valley
Moderator – Leslie Ayre-Jaschke
Donna Smith-Moncrieffe – Using internet research methods in a needs assessment framework (p. 61)
Rebecca Georgis – A framework for community-based evaluation: Theory into action (p. 51)
Marla Steinberg – CAPTURE and CLASP: Expanding the reach of chronic disease prevention programming and
evaluation (p. 62)
continued / voir verso
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n CONCURRENT #1 continued

n 1re SÉANCE SIMULTANÉE suite

B

Case studies
Room / Salle : Strathcona
Moderator – Margo Schmitt-Boshnick
Denise Belanger – Video and voice: Exploring case studies as a vehicle for youth voice in evaluation (p. 47)
Andrea Johnston – Case studies that work with (not without) communities (p. 54)
Brigitte Bouchard-Morris – Using case studies to document innovative practices (p.48)

C

Knowledge translation and exchange
Room / Salle : Centennial
Moderator – Tammy Horne
Eugene Krupa – Evaluating community health workers systems in rural / remote Zambia: Designing for intersectoral
collaboration, knowledge translation and sustainability (p. 55)
Faith Layden – Evaluating knowledge synthesis, translation and exchange: The complexities and the challenges (p.55)
Dana Robinson – From micro to macro: What can program evaluations tell us about an issue? (p. 60)

D

Panel – Dear proposal writer… Dear RFP writer… (p.45)
Moderator – Birgitta Larsson
Presenters – Simon Roy, Benoit Gauthier, Borys Shelley, Stephen Kester

Room / Salle : Devonian

1130 – 1300

Lunch on your own

Dîner libre

1300 – 1600

n Student case competition presentations

n Présentations du Concours d’évaluation à l’intention
des étudiants

Curious about the next generation of evaluators?
Let us help you!
CES and the CESEF are excited to host the
Final Round of the 2011 CES Student Case
Competition. Come on out and support these
three teams who have beaten out all the others.
Each of these teams has been working on a case
for the past five hours and will be making their
presentations to a panel of judges. Following
their presentations, the winner of the 2011 SEEK
Award will present the winning paper. The case
competition winners will be announced at a
reception at 1600. Who knows, maybe you’ll
find the next great minds of evaluation.

1300 – 1430

n CONCURRENT #2

Vous êtes curieux à propos de la prochaine génération
d’évaluateurs? Laissez-nous vous aider!
La SCÉ et le FSCÉÉ sont heureux de présenter la dernière
manche du Concours d’évaluation à l’intention des étudiants
de la SCÉ de 2011. Venez encourager les trois équipes qui ont
battu toutes les autres. Chacune de ces équipes a travaillé sur
un cas pendant les cinq dernières heures et fera une
présentation devant un groupe de juges. Par après, le gagnant
du prix décerné à un étudiant pour l’excellence dans
l’avancement des connaissances en matière d’évaluation de
2011 annoncera le travail gagnant. Les gagnants du concours
d’évaluation seront annoncés au cours d’une réception à 16 h.
Qui sait? Vous y découvrirez peut-être les prochains grands
penseurs de l’évaluation.
n 2e SÉANCE SIMULTANÉE

A

Building evaluation capacity in organizations
Room / Salle : Turner Valley
Moderator – Rebecca Gokiert
Eugene Krupa – Evolving a capacity-building and utilization-focused evaluation for CATCH: A community-driven
movement to address early childhood development in Kelowna, BC (p. 54)
Hubert Paulmer – Evaluation capacity building (ECB) at project / organization level – Experience from the recent past and
lessons for the future from three different regions across the Atlantic (p. 58)
Michael Obrecht – A logic model for evaluation capacity development (p. 58)

B

Panel – Diversity in evaluation: Evolving practices (p. 46)
Room / Salle : Strathcona
Moderator – Wendy Doughty
Presenters – Patricia Saunders, Larry K. Bremner, Linda E. Lee, Heather Fowler Smith, Khaddouj Souaid
continued / voir verso
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n CONCURRENT #2 continued

n 2e SÉANCE SIMULTANÉE suite

C

Using web-based technology in evaluation
Room / Salle : Centennial
Moderator – Jeanne Annett
Michelle Picard-Aitken – Evaluation of the Collaborative Research and Development (CRD) Program: A discussion of the
challenges and lesson learned associated with online surveys of companies and university students (p. 58)
Tammy Horne – Connecting communities on-line to share learning: Using web conferencing for group interviews in
evaluating community development initiatives (p. 53)
Vera Radyo – Breakthroughs in shared measurement evaluation: A BC example (p. 59)

D

Impact evaluation
Room / Salle : Devonian
Moderator – Mary Ellen Skinner
Robert Malatest – Challenges in utilizing randomized control trials in social program evaluation: Lessons learned (p. 57)
Eileen Piggot-Irvine – Changing values and strategies in feedback in evaluation: Evidence of impact (p. 59)
Nazeem Muhajarine – Effecting family changes for the healthy development of children: A provincial early childhood
intervention program evaluated using mixed methods (p. 57)

1430 – 1500

Break – Ballroom Foyer

Pause – Foyer de salle de bal

1500 – 1630

n CONCURRENT #3

n 3e SÉANCE SIMULTANÉE

1600 – 1700

A

Cultural competence and social justice in evaluation: Global perspectives
Room / Salle : Turner Valley
Moderator – Cheyanne Scharbatke-Church
Joy Fraser – Should principles of social justice and cultural competency be included in all program evaluations? (p. 51)
Eugene Krupa – Evaluation of LoHiCdSHI in rural / remote Zambia: Building capacity to addressing maternal and child
health and determinants of health in rural/remote communities (p. 55)
Donna Brown – Evaluating global partnerships: A new evaluation model and approach to building partnerships (p. 48)

B

Creating and using strong evidence for decision-making
Room / Salle : Strathcona
Moderator – Ollie Triska
Ann Doucette – Examining measures used in evaluation: Addressing challenges with new tools (p. 50)
Bejoy Thomas – Thinking out-of-the-box: A cancer care experience of evaluating access and utilization (p. 62)
Serena Humphries – Developmental evaluation applied: Promoting evidence use in health care organizations (p. 54)

C

Panel – No method to our madness:
Getting methods out of the way of good evaluation (p. 45)
Moderator – Sharlene Wolbeck Minke
Presenters – Andy Rowe, Larry Bremner, Linda Lee

D

Evaluating place-based approaches
Room / Salle : Devonian
Moderator – Gene Chan
Teresa Bellefontaine – The evaluation of place-based approaches (p. 48)
Kate-Lynn Duplessis – Application and utility of geomatics to evaluation: Mapping vulnerable populations and
community-based services in Canada (p. 50)
Patricia Macklin – First impressions community exchange (FICE) longitudinal evaluation (p. 57)

E

Panel – Approaches, challenges and lessons
in onducting an evaluation of a web-based initiative (p. 45)
Moderator – Stanley Varnhagen
Presenters – John Ma, Darcey Bell

n Student case competition reception
Room: Ballroom foyer
The winning team from the 2011 competition
held earlier today will be announced at the
reception.

Room / Salle : Centennial

Room / Salle : Leduc

n Réceptions du Concours d’évaluation à l’intention
des étudiants
Salle : Foyer de salle de bal
L’équipe gagnante du concours de 2011 tenu plus tôt
aujourd’hui sera annoncée à la réception.
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1700 – 1800

l CES Annual General Meeting

l Assemblée générale annuelle de la SCÉ

1830 – 2200

l Gala dinner – at the Art Gallery of Alberta

l Dîner de gala – Art Gallery of Alberta

Join your colleagues at the new Art Gallery of
Alberta for a Gala Dinner. You will enjoy a fourcourse dinner as well as an opportunity to
explore this unique building and its galleries.
Please bring your ticket.

Rejoignez vos collèges à la nouvelle Art Gallery of Alberta
pour un dîner de gala. Vous profiterez d’un repas à quatre
services en plus de l’occasion d’explorer cet immeuble unique
et ses galeries. S.V.P. veuillez apporter votre billet.
Une carte menant à la galerie se trouve à la page 68.

A map to the gallery can be found on page 68.

Tuesday, May 3, 2011

Mardi 3 mai 2011

s Morning stretch yoga practice with
Angela Wiens

s Séance matinale d’étirement-yoga avec
Angela Wiens

See description for Monday.

Voir la description de lundi.

0730 – 1700

Registration

Inscription

0730 – 0830

l Thematic breakfasts

l Déjeuners thématiques

Start the day off with an invigorating
roundtable discussion over breakfast.
Discussion leaders will facilitate conversations
on topics of interest to you. A great way to
network and learn! (See page 8.)

Commencez votre journée en participant à une table ronde
enrichissante au déjeuner. Les animateurs de discussion
faciliteront la conversation sur des sujets qui vous intéressent.
La parfaite occasion pour faire du réseautage et apprendre!
(Voir page 8.)

l CESEF Annual General Meeting

l Assemblée générale annuelle du FSCÉÉ

The annual general meeting will provide an
opportunity to learn about the past year’s
activities and provide direction for 2011/2012.

L’assemblée générale annuelle fournira l’occasion de
connaître les activités de la dernière année et donnera une
orientation pour 2011/2012.

n KEYNOTE PANEL

n GROUPE D’EXPERTS

Moderator:
Mark Cabaj, Executive Director, Vibrant Communities
Canada

Animateur :
Mark Cabaj, directeur général, Vibrant Communities, Canada

0630 – 0730

0830 – 1000

Presenters:
Paul Born, President, Tamarack – An Institute for
Community Engagement
Liz O’Neill, Executive Director, Big Brothers
Big Sisters of Edmonton & Area
The demand for new ways of tackling pressing
social, economic and environmental challenges
grows with each day.
Evaluators might be able to help. The seeds of
evaluation theory and practice were planted
during the scientific evolution, sprouted in the
late stages of the industrial revolution, and grew
robustly after the Second World War. In that
time, evaluators have developed a great deal of
capacity to help assess the “downstream” work
of implementing and improving policies and
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Présentateurs :
Paul Born, président, Tamarack – An Institute for
Community Engagement
Liz O’Neill, directrice générale, Grands frères/Grandes sœurs,
région d'Edmonton
La demande s’accroît tous les jours pour de nouvelles
façons de s’attaquer aux défis pressants sur le plan social,
économique et environnemental.
Les évaluateurs pourraient aider. Les graines de la théorie et
de la pratique de l’évaluation ont été semées pendant
l’évolution scientifique, ont germé vers la fin de la révolution
industrielle et ont poussé vigoureusement après la Seconde
Guerre mondiale. Pendant ce temps, les évaluateurs ont
développé une étonnante aptitude à évaluer le travail « en
aval » consistant à mettre en œuvre et à parfaire les politiques
et les programmes ainsi qu’à juger leur mérite ou leur valeur
de façon globale.

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 continued

Mardi 3 mai 2011 suite

programs as well as judging their overall merit
or worth.

Toutefois, les évaluateurs s’efforcent toujours de trouver
des façons d’offrir aux innovateurs sociaux un soutien en
matière d’évaluation qui soit pertinent, opportun et
efficace dans le cadre du procédé « vers l’amont », qui
consiste à découvrir et à concevoir de nouveaux
programmes, stratégies et politiques, tout en mettant en
évidence – plutôt qu’en attaquant – le procédé dynamique,
imaginatif, désordonné et imprévisible que ce genre de
travail demande habituellement.

Evaluators are still struggling, however, to find
ways to provide social innovators with relevant,
timely and effective evaluative support in the
“upstream” process of surfacing and designing
new strategies, programs or policies in a way that
embraces – rather than undermines – the dynamic
creative, messy, unpredictable process that this
work typically requires.
This keynote session will include an interview
and small group discussions with two well
known Canadian social innovators to explore
how they create, radically restructure, and grow
social innovations in fast moving environments
– and how they think evaluators can help (and
hinder) – their efforts.

Cette séance inaugurale comprendra une entrevue et une
discussion en petit groupe avec deux innovateurs sociaux
canadiens bien connus afin d’explorer de quelle manière ils
créent, restructurent de façon radicale et cultivent des
innovations sociales dans des environnements en rapide
évolution – et de quelle manière ils estiment que les
évaluateurs peuvent aider (ou gêner) leurs efforts.

1000 – 1015

Break – Ballroom Foyer

Pause – Foyer de salle de bal

1015 – 1145

n CONCURRENT #4

n 4e SÉANCE SIMULTANÉE

A

Creating survey tools for use with specific population groups
Room / Salle : Chairman
Moderator – Jeanne Annett
Hubert Paulmer – Household surveys – the “traditional way” in today’s ICT world – A case from Africa (p. 58)
Gunter Rochow – Multi-language electronic surveying – within budget (p. 60)
Dale Howard – Quality of life as a performance measure in providing supports to adults with developmental
disabilities (p. 53)

B

Treasury Board of Canada evaluation policy
Room / Salle : Turner Valley
Moderator – Cheyanne Scharbatke-Church
Anne Routhier – The policy on evaluation 2009: Progress toward full implementation (p. 60)
Sandiran Premakanthan – Planning for program monitoring and evaluation (M&E) readiness (p. 59)
Robert Chambers – Assessing evaluation quality: Current practices at the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat’s
Centre of Excellence for Evaluation (p. 49)

C

Applying collaborative evaluation approaches across diverse settings
Room / Salle : Leduc
Moderator / Animateur – Robyn Sachs
Pernelle Smits – L'attitude positive des gestionnaires envers les évaluations et sa traduction dans la pratique (p. 61)
Jennifer Yessis – Lessons from applying developmental evaluation approaches: relationships, relevance and rigour (p. 63)
Jennifer Hewson – Engagement and research design: learnings from a three year, arts based community development
project (p. 53)

D

Panel – Developmental program evaluation:
Challenging conventional practice and roles (p. 44)
Moderator – Ann Howlett
Presenters – Wendy Doughty, Linda Barrett-Smith, Tammy Horne, Birgitta Larsson

E

Theory to Practice
Room / Salle : Strathcona
Moderator – Jim Klingle
Michael Harnar – Theory building through praxis discourse: A theory – and practice-informed model of a transformative
participatory approach to evaluation (p. 52)
Kaireen Chaytor – Evaluation theory – the starting point for evaluation (p. 49)
Nu’man Al-Musawi – The conceptual change approach to improving evaluators' perspectives: Effectiveness and
implications for program evaluation theory and practice (p. 46)

Room / Salle : Devonian

continued / voir verso
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F

Panel – Multi-site evaluation and you: Tips for smooth implementation (p. 45)
Moderator – Emma Wilkins
Presenters: Kate Powadiuk, Rochelle Zorzi, Madina Jacobson

Room / Salle : Visions

G Economic evaluation

Room / Salle : Centennial
Moderator– Kenna Ranson
Greg Mason – Three cases in cost-effectiveness analysis – pushing the boundaries (p. 57)
Sarah French – Social return on investment: The Edmonton context (p. 51)
Stephanie Robertson – Social return on investment – a tool for your evaluation tool kit (p. 60)

1145 – 1330

1330 – 1400

1400 – 1530

l CES awards luncheon

l Déjeuner de remise des prix de la SCÉ

Join us for the Awards Luncheon, where we will
recognize colleagues who have been deemed
leaders in the field. The program will also include
the Presidential Address as well as a few words
from the editor of the Canadian Journal of Program
Evaluation. The luncheon will be another great
networking opportunity.

Soyez des nôtres pendant que nous dégustons un déjeuner
décontracté et que nous reconnaissons nos collègues qui se sont
démarqués dans le domaine et qui servent d’exemple à suivre
pour notre travail. Le déjeuner sera une autre bonne occasion
pour faire du réseautage, en plus des connaissances que vous
développerez du discours présidentiel et des autres
conférenciers.

l CES credentialing update

l Mise à jour des accréditations de la SCÉ

Following lunch, find out the latest in CES
Credentialing during this update session.

Après le déjeuner, découvrez les dernières nouvelles quant aux
accréditations de la SCÉ au cours de cette séance de mise à jour.

n CONCURRENT #5

n 5e SÉANCE SIMULTANÉE

A

Culturally relevant learning through engaging diverse groups in evaluation
Room / Salle : Centennial
Moderator – Jennifer Carey
Dianne Lepa – Aboriginal engagement in the evaluation process at INAC (p. 56)
Rebecca Gokiert – Community-based evaluation within a cross-cultural context (p. 51)
Eleanor Hamaluk – Using case studies to tell the evaluation story: A hybrid approach (p. 52)

B

Building capacities in new evaluators
Room / Salle : Strathcona
Moderator – Robyn Sachs
Louise Bahry – Building competencies in situational practice: Addressing the coursework gap (p. 47)
Andrew Lejeune – Bridging the gap: Examining models for evaluator training (p. 56)
Pernelle Smits – Change of attitude among non-professional evaluators (p. 61)

C

Panel – Evaluating policy programs: Lessons learned by the
Room / Salle : Turner Valley
interdepartmental Policy Program Evaluation Working Group (p. 46)
Moderator – Donna McBey
Presenters: Denise Wong, Nazish Ahmad, Hélène Dupuis, Mary-Frances MacLellan-Wright, Paul Wheatley

D

Evaluating education programs
Room / Salle : Leduc
Moderator – Jason Daniels
Michelle Anderson-Draper – Evaluation's role in improving educational outcomes for children and youth in care (p. 46)
Augusto Legaspi – The process and the learning from developing ESL course evaluations: From the high-level trust
creation to the ground-level decision of which word to use (p. 56)
Stanley Varnhagen – Encouraging experimentation and innovation in instruction through evaluation (p. 62)

E

Panel – Implementing the assessment of economy and
efficiency in program evaluations (p. 44)
Moderator – Wendy Doughty
Presenters – Chantal Langevin, Paul Kenney, Anne Routhier

Room / Salle : Devonian

continued / voir verso
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F

Using developmental evaluation to understand complexity
Room / Salle : Chairman
Moderator / Animateur – Gene Chan
Leslie Ayre-Jaschke – Developmental evaluation and outcome mapping in Alberta: Finding new ways to respond
to complexity (p. 47)
Kathy Howery – Navigating developmental evaluation: The role of a sherpa within organizations (p. 53)
Lynda Rey – Implantation du concept « Hôpital Promoteur de Santé » en contexte de périnatalité de l’analyse des
processus à l’appui à la décision: une approche développementale (p. 59)

G Strengthening commitment to a positive evaluation culture in organizations

Room / Salle : Visions
Moderator / Animateur – Birgitta Larsson
Wendy Doughty – Diverse voices: Building a culture of assessment within a multigenerational, multidisciplinary,
multiple program/unit team (p. 50)
Moktar Lamari – Valorisation de l’évaluation de programme dans les politiques gouvernementales : Un examen
empirique de la capacité d’absorption des ministères agissant dans les principaux domaines d’intervention du
gouvernement du Québec (p. 55)
Heather Buchanan – Ethics DO matter! (p. 49)

1530 – 1600

Break – Ballroom Foyer

Pause – Foyer de salle de bal

1600 – 1730

n NETWORKING EVENTS

n ACTIVITÉS DE RÉSEAUTAGE

We’ve organized two great opportunities in one
– networking, learning and meeting new
colleagues and friends during the EAN session
and the poster gallery, all in the same location.
Plan to make this event a big part of your
conference experience!

Nous avons organisé deux grandes possibilités en une – le
réseautage, l’apprentissage et la rencontre de nouveaux collègues et
amis – au cours de la séance portant sur le réseau d’évaluation et de
la galerie de présentations qui auront lieu toutes deux au même
endroit. Prévoyez faire de cette activité une bonne partie de votre
expérience du Congrès!

n Developing an evidence-based policy culture

n Créer une culture d'élaboration des politiques fondée sur
des preuves

Room : Ballroom foyer
Join us for a time of networking and hors
d’oeuvres. Hear opening remarks by Robert
Bhatia, Chair of the Deputy Minister Steering
Committee on the Government of Alberta’s
(GOA) Policy Capacity. Spend some time
with GOA staff and conference colleagues
sharing information on how evidence is used
to inform policy development and the use of
‘communities of practice’ to dialogue and
build knowledge across generations. Bring
your ticket to win a prize!!
This session has been organized by the GOA’s
Evaluation and Assessment Network.

Salle : Foyer de salle de bal
Joignez-vous à nous pour faire du réseautage et déguster des
hors-d’œuvre. Venez écouter les remarques préliminaires de
Robert Bhatia, président du comité directeur du sous-ministre
sur la capacité d’élaboration des politiques du gouvernement de
l’Alberta. Échangez de l’information avec le personnel du
gouvernement de l’Alberta et les collègues du Congrès sur
comment les preuves sont utilisées pour éclairer l’élaboration
des politiques et comment des communautés de pratiques sont
utilisées pour dialoguer et acquérir des connaissances
multigénérationnelles. Apportez avec vous votre billet pour
gagner un prix!!
Cette séance a été organisée par le réseau d’évaluation du
gouvernement de l’Alberta.

n Poster gallery

n Galerie de présentations

Room : Ballroom foyer

Salle : Foyer de salle de bal

This is your opportunity to network with
poster presenters – to learn of and ask
questions about their work. Presenters will be
providing mini-presentations (3 to 4 minutes)
about their work, seeking to engage you in a

Voici une occasion de faire du réseautage avec les
présentateurs, de connaître leur travail et de poser des
questions à ce sujet. Les présentateurs feront des miniprésentations (de 3 à 4 minutes) sur leur travail en cherchant
à vous faire prendre part à une discussion pendant cet
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discussion during this gallery event. Posters will
also be on display for the duration of the
conference so delegates can still peruse them
visually at their leisure.

événement-galerie. Les présentations seront affichées
pendant toute la durée du Congrès pour que les délégués
puissent les regarder à leur gré.

l Alberta Night
Hosted by Malatest

l Soirée de l’Alberta
Organisé par Malatest

Mix and mingle with this year’s conference
participants. Drinks, food, Alberta trivia, and line
dance lessons will allow you to experience
Alberta at its best! Please bring your ticket.

Mêler aux participants du congrès de cette année! Des boissons,
de la nourriture, des questions générales sur l’Alberta et des
cours de danse en ligne vous permettront de faire l’expérience de
l’Alberta à son meilleur! S.V.P. veuillez apporter votre billet.

l Hospitality suite

l Suite de réception

Room: Turner Valley

Salle : Turner Valley

The provincial chapters invite you to join them for
mixing and mingling as you wind down from the
busy day.

Les sections provinciales vous invitent à vous joindre à eux et à
vous mêler aux participants du Congrès pour vous détendre à la
fin d'une journée chargée.

Wednesday, May 4, 2011

Mercredi 4 mai 2011

s Group run with Sherry Honey

s Course en groupe avec Sherry Honey

Meet in the hotel lobby.

Rencontrer dans le hall d'hôtel.

0730 – 1200

Registration

Inscription

0730 – 0830

Breakfast on your own

Déjeuner libre

0830 – 1000

n CONCURRENT #6

n 6e SÉANCE SIMULTANÉE

1900 – 2200

2000 – 2200

0630 – 0730

A

Performance measurement and beyond
Room / Salle : Turner Valley
Moderator – Ann Howlett
Rita Gunn – Transitioning to performance measurement in legal services: Institutional and conceptual barriers (p. 52)
Frédéric Bertrand – Does research performance influence environment-related outcomes of countries? Lessons learned
from a macro-level evaluation using bibliometric indicators and environmental performance indexes (p. 48)
Kathryn Graham – Effective evaluation: Innovative methods, tools and promising practices (p. 52)

B

Innovative application of research methods to evaluation
Room / Salle : Strathcona
Moderator – Cheryl Pollard
Samantha Evans – Ethnographic research techniques in the context of evaluation (p. 50)
Saad Chahine – Using cognitive interviews to understand educators’ data use (p. 49)
Alexey Babayan – Embedded case studies: Innovations in case study design in the evaluation of a provincial nursing
smoking cessation best practice initiative (p. 47)

C

Panel – Program activity architecures and departmental evaluaton planning (p. 44)
Moderator – Jim Klingle
Presenters – Robert Chambers, Rohit Samaroo

D

Community-based participatory evaluation
Room / Salle : Devonian
Moderator – Jane Springett
Colleen Dell – Applying the principles of community-based research to mental health and addictions program
evaluation (p. 49)
Carol Siu – An action inquiry of a pilot community health promotion program: Empowerment program evaluation (p. 61)

Room / Salle : Chairman

continued / voir verso
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E

Panel – Guiding change with experience:
Room / Salle : Centennial
Mentoring and new directions in evaluation training (p. 45)
Moderator – Tammy Horne
Presenters – Kathryn Radford, James Coyle, Dominique Leonard, Lisa O’Reilly, Lisa Styles

F

Evaluating medical education
Room / Salle : Visions
Moderator – Ollie Triska
Chris Lovato – Evaluating the contribution of medical education to physician human resources: The Distributed
Medical Education Program at UBC (p. 56)
Helen Hsu – Evaluating long-term outcomes of medical education programs on the development of physician
competencies (p. 54)
Stephanie Sutherland – Lessons learned about medical school curricular integration: Perceptions of students, faculty
and curriculum leaders (p. 62)

G Panel – Evaluating as change agents within Alberta’s Primary Care Networks:

Room / Salle : Leduc

Perspectives from the front lines (p. 44)
Moderator – Kate Woodman
Presenters – Judith Krajnak, Terry Funk, Dave Ludwick, Marion Relf, Donna Thompson

1000 – 1030

Break – Ballroom Foyer

Pause – Foyer de salle de bal

1030 – 1130

n KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

n DISCOURS-PROGRAMME

Renée Vaugeois, Executive Director, John Humphrey
Centre for Peace and Human Rights

Renée Vaugeois, Directeur général, John Humphrey Centre for
Peace and Human Rights

Whether in Uganda addressing the needs of
orphans and grandparents affected by the AIDS
crisis, or working to advance human rights of
those marginalized in our increasingly diverse
Canada, Ms. Vaugeois critically reflects on what
kind of world we live in and what it means to
embrace human dignity and foster change.

Qu’elle se trouve en Ouganda pour se pencher sur les
besoins des orphelins et des grands-parents affectés par la
crise du sida ou qu’elle travaille à défendre les droits des
personnes marginalisées dans notre pays de plus en plus
diversifié, Mme Vaugeois jette un œil critique sur le genre
de société dans laquelle nous vivons et ce que signifient
comprendre la dignité humaine et favoriser le changement.

Building sustainable change towards a culture of
peace and human rights involves looking beyond
the immediate, exercising reflection and learning,
while fostering relationships between diverse
perspectives and individuals. Embracing
diversity must move beyond discussions of race,
gender or religion to include notions related to
our abilities, our backgrounds, as well as our
generations. To build sustained and meaningful
change for the future requires the consideration
of our diverse generations. In Uganda and in
Canada, Ms. Vaugeois works to bridge the
wisdom of the elders with the innovation of the
youth to foster community building, individual
growth and inclusion.

Le fait de produire un changement viable vers une culture
de la paix et des droits de la personne nous pousse à
regarder au-delà de l’immédiat, pour stimuler la réflexion
et l’apprentissage, tout en encourageant les liens entre la
diversité des points de vue et les particuliers. Embrasser la
diversité doit aller au-delà des discussions sur la race, le
sexe ou la religion et doit inclure des notions liées à nos
capacités, à nos antécédents ainsi qu’à nos générations.
Pour produire un changement viable et significatif pour
l’avenir, on doit considérer nos générations diversifiées. En
Ouganda comme au Canada, Mme Vaugeois travaille à
combler le fossé entre la sagesse des aînés et l’innovation
de la jeunesse pour encourager le renforcement des
collectivités, la croissance individuelle et l’inclusion.

n CLOSING REMARKS

n MOT DE LA FIN

1130 – 1200
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PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS
Sunday, May 1, 2011
All of the workshops will take place at The Westin Edmonton. Full-day workshops run from 0900 to 1600,
with lunch provided from 1200 to 1300. Half-day workshops are offered in the morning, from 0900 to 1200,
or in the afternoon from 1300 to 1600. If you attend two half-day workshops, lunch will be provided.

ATELIERS PRÉLIMINAIRES
Dimanche 1 mai 2011
Tous les ateliers auront lieu à l'hôtel The Westin Edmonton. Les ateliers d'une journée sont de 0900 à 1600,
et le dîner à lieu de 1200 à 1300. Les ateliers d'une demi-journée sont offerts le matin, de 0900 à 1200, ou l'après-midi,
de 1300 à 1600. Si vous assistez à deux ateliers d'une demi journée, le dîner est offert.

Full-day workshops – 0900 to 1600
Ateliers d'une journée – 0900 à 1600
A1 Handling data: From logic model to final report
Gail Barrington, Barrington Research Group, Inc.
Room / Salle : Centennial
This full-day workshop will discuss ways of identifying,
collecting, analyzing, and reporting program evaluation
data in ways that are effective for the evaluator and that
answer the policy questions posed by the client. Working
together and in small groups, you will learn how to:
l Surface underlying issues that can hamper success
of an evaluation
l Use evaluability assessment to develop a logic model
l Ask the right questions
l Develop an overall data collection plan and simplify it
for participants
l Link data collection tools
l Compile data
l Map themes;
l Triangulate data
l Prepare and use evidence tables
l Report findings in comprehensive and effective ways
l Enhance conclusions and recommendations, and
l Think about knowledge transfer post-report

A2 Evaluation project management 101:
Introduction to evaluation management practice
Nicole Michaud, Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council
Shannon Townsend, National Research Council
Room / Salle : Leduc
Against a backdrop of demanding requirements and a
dynamic political environment within the current
Canadian context, the goal and challenge of evaluation
management is to develop, with available resources and
time, valid and useful evaluations. This workshop will
focus on building and increasing the evaluation
management knowledge and skills of those who conduct
evaluations, or those who have oversight responsibility,
based on an adaptation of project management tools and
methodologies, i.e., PMI’s Project Management Body of
Knowledge, in real-world evaluation settings.
Using a combination of short presentations, seminar
discussions, and case examples in small group exercises,
participants will have the opportunity to enhance their
skills in managing or overseeing each phase of an
evaluation. Other examples of evaluation management
challenges and potential solutions will be provided by
the instructors as well as being drawn upon from
participants’ experiences.
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Half-day workshops
Morning: 0900 to 1200
Ateliers d'une demi-journée
Le matin : 0900 à 1200
B1

Practical approaches to managing ethical risk in
evaluation projects

the 20-minute video, complete the paper and crayon
exercise and incorporate our stories into an evaluation
report. You will take home your story, as well as a
certification in the use of the Tool. The DVD and Manual
are for sale, however free to interested First Nations.

THIS SESSION IS NO LONGER BEING OFFERED

B2

B3

A wide-angle view of program success:
When are performance indicators meaningful,
what are their limitations, and how can we create
alternative approaches?

Evaluating environmental, resource and
conservation programs

Tammy Horne, WellQuest Consulting Ltd.

Andy Rowe, ARCeconomics Inc.

Room / Salle : Strathcona

Room / Salle : Visions

Reporting progress on indicators has become increasingly
central to evaluators’ work as funders’ emphasis on
accountability has grown. However, simply monitoring
indicators can lead to describing change, without
exploring how’s, why’s, and implications of change.
We will discuss how to (1) distinguish between welldeveloped and poorly-developed indicators, (2) write
well-constructed indicators (both quantitative and
qualitative), (3) distinguish between performance
measurement/monitoring and program evaluation,
(4) determine when indicators are most likely to
provide useful data for decision-making, or not, and (5)
develop alternative approaches that could complement
or replace pre-determined indicators, depending on an
evaluation’s focus. The workshop will draw from the
experiences of participants as well as the facilitator, and
will include opportunities for creative interaction and
fun. Sharing your own experiences and perspectives
with other participants will further strengthen your
skills/ideas for evaluation capacity building among
your colleagues beyond this conference.

The distinguishing characteristic of evaluation in
resource, environmental and conservation settings is
an evaluand that involves two systems, human and
natural. A two-system evaluand stretches
contemporary evaluation approaches and requires
evaluators to modify their approaches and methods.
This workshop introduces the concept of the twosystem evaluand and provides guidance on some of
the main adjustments required for evaluation methods.
The workshop will include group sessions interspersed
with tutorials based on twenty-five years of experience
working in these settings in Canada, the U.S., Asia and
the Western Pacific experience in this area. It is most
appropriate for those with basic evaluation knowledge
and will be of interest to those who work or want to
work in resource, environmental and conservation
settings as well as those who are interested in how this
newly identified type of evaluand contributes to
evaluation thinking and methods.

B5

Room / Salle : Turner Valley
This workshop reviews an innovative Aboriginal
culture-based data collection evaluation tool. The
Waawiyeyaa (Circular) Evaluation Tool is first geared
towards program staff as a method for gathering
systematic storytelling from program participants.
Participants like the tool because the storytelling is
driven by them through their own eyes and at their own
pace, as well as in-privacy while in a group session.
Evaluators can also use the Tool during site visits and it
is ideal for group session data collection, as well as
individual consultations. We will review the manual, see

La conduite d’évaluations complexes
(French session)
THIS SEESION IS NO LONGER BEING OFFERED

Waawiyeyaa (Circular) evaluation tool certification
Andrea L. K. Johnston, Johnston Research Inc.
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B4

B6

Writing for action
Rochelle Zorzi, Cathexis Consulting Inc.
Cameron Hauseman, Cathexis Consulting Inc.
Room / Salle : Chairman
Do you consider yourself to be a good writer, but still
wish your reports would have more of an impact than
they do? Then join us! This hands-on workshop provides
a set of tools that you can use to make every report a
springboard for action.
This will be a hands-on workshop, including large
group discussion, paired activities, and individual
activities. Participants will consider a report or other

communication that they have written or are about
towrite. With guidance from the facilitators, they will:

This workshop addresses the following Competencies for
Canadian Evaluators:

l Identify their communication goals

l Competency 3.5: Serves the information needs of
intended users

l Analyse a target audience for the report and

l Competency 5.1: Uses written communication skills
and technologies

l Select strategies that will help them convey their
messages

Half-day workshops
Afternoon: 1300 to 1600
Ateliers d'une demi-journée
L’après-midi : 1300 à 1600
C1

Developmental evaluation: The experience and
reflections of early adopters

This workshop consists of participatory presentation
including individual and group exercises using case
studies. We will examine results-relevant characteristics
of peace-precarious settings and development projects
from an evaluation perspective, critiquing methods and
approaches within a framework to guide participants
assessing strengths, weaknesses, and persisting gaps in
the field. Evaluation and M&E practitioners interested in
development, especially in conflict/post-conflict/fragile
or analogous settings, will participate in small-group
exercises using case studies, and contribute to
collaborative learning.

Mark Cabaj, Vibrant Communities
Room / Salle : Devonian
This half-day session is a presentation discussion-style
workshop aimed at people interested in learning more
about the experience of their colleagues in using
developmental evaluation, an approach designed to be
used in situations of social innovation, high complexity,
program replication, crisis situations and ongoing/radical
program design. The content of the workshop is based on a
six-month investigation into the experience of 18 “early
adopters” of developmental evaluation and include:
distinguishing developmental evaluation from formative
and summative evaluation; the ‘niches’ in which
developmental evaluation is employed; the conditions for
effective development evaluations; coping with ‘imperfect’
conditions for developmental evaluations; planning and
budgeting for emergent interventions; methodolgical
issues; accountability paradigms; expertise and
competencies of evaluators in developmental evaluation;
implications and recommendations for evaluation theory
and practice. The presenter recommends that participants
have a basic understanding of developmental evaluation.

C2

Evaluating development results in peaceprecarious situations
Catherine Elkins, RTI International and Duke University*
Room / Salle : Manitoba
Contemporary development programs are undertaken
where wars have barely concluded, and where analogous
security concerns dominate other community priorities.
Our theory and expectations for programs expected to
produce development results in peace-precarious
situations require critical examination, from design
assumptions to ultimate empirical results. Successfully
navigating peace-precarious environments to produce
measurable development progress requires innovative
strategies, analysis, and tools.

*Although the workshop is presented in English, the
presenter is also fluent in French.

C3

Designing and advancing evaluation quality
Cheryl Poth, University of Alberta
Michelle Searle, Queen’s University
Lyn Shulha, Queen’s University
Room / Salle : Visions
The Program Evaluation Standards, Third Edition (2010),
developed by the Joint Committee on Standards for
Educational Evaluation (JCSSE), has been approved by
the American National Standards Institute, and
adopted by the Canadian Evaluation Society (CES).
This half-day workshop will introduce participants to
the five dimensions and 30 standards that, as a set,
define quality evaluation. The session will begin by
applying one or more dimensions of evaluation quality
to a practical problem in evaluation. This experience
will form the foundation for examining how standards
can work both independently and interactively to guide
evaluation decision making. Attendees will also have
the opportunity to report on their own evaluation
dilemmas and explore, in small and large groups, how
the application of program evaluation standards may
serve to increase and balance dimensions of evaluation
quality, such as utility, feasibility, propriety, accuracy,
and evaluation accountability.
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C4

Social return on investment: An emerging tool for
the evaluator’s toolkit

Program evaluation and organizational
development: An integrative framework

Stephanie Robertson, SiMPACT Strategy Group

Wendy Rowe, Royal Roads University

Room / Salle : Strathcona

Room / Salle : Turner Valley

Social Return on Investment (SROI) is an increasingly
sought-out approach to value the impact of a project,
program, organization or policy. A tool for investors,
evaluators, project managers and communicators, an
SROI expresses value of social and community changes
at risk of being undervalued or ignored altogether,
because it is not understood.

This workshop will introduce participants to a framework
that integrates evaluation methods and OD processes
(E-OD) into an organizational or program change model;
leveraging the power of these two disciplines to help
organizations achieve outcomes and to sustain continuous
learning and development. This session will describe the
stages of the E-OD change model beginning with
mobilizing commitment to a desired change, using
visioning, planning and needs assessments processes, and
finally using evaluation results within the organization
and for all stakeholders groups to direct and sustain
continued change and development.

This session will draw upon three years of case
development in Calgary and a recent province-wide
exercise to train 107 people representing 55 Alberta-based
organizations, including evaluators. The discussion will
illustrate how an effective approach to SROI emphasizes
the whole story, not the ratio. Both monetizable and nonmonetizable sources of value are presented together to
ensure that SROI result tells the entire value creation story.
This workshop will provide opportunities for participants
to develop aspects of an SROI on an individual basis.
Participants will also think through financial proxies and
apply them to their own case examples.

ALBERTA NIGHT
Sponsored by R.A. Malatest & Associates Ltd.

Tuesday, May 3
Showcasing Alberta and all its finest!
Try our Mala-Cocktails
Appetizers and door prizes
Test your knowledge of Alberta
Join the crew from Malatest
in line dance training!

Thanks for joining us at the CES conference!
Please visit our website at www.malatest.com or call us
at 1 800 665 5848 for more information about our firm.
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C5

C6

Conducting complex evaluations
(English session)
Simon Roy, Goss Gilroy Inc.
Room / Salle : Chairman
Evaluations can be highly complex for a number of
reasons. They can be complex by the subject matter (or
program type), program structure, evaluation governance
structure and/or the sources of information. This
complexity can lead to a number of undesired outcomes,
including delayed timelines and inappropriate
findings/conclusions or recommendations. For this
workshop, the presenter will present key strategies and
tips that could be used for four types of challenging
evaluations: horizontal and multi-program evaluations,
evaluations of highly complex subject matters/programs,
evaluations with tight timelines, and evaluations about
sensitive programs. Participants will learn about practical
strategies and tools to help them deal with these
complexities. Strategies will be related to the governance of
evaluations, the use of experts, stakeholder participation,
methodology, and the analysis and presentation of results.
The workshop will be presented in an interactive format
that will allow participants to learn from experiences of
other participants.

Canadian Evaluation Society 2011 Conference
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
CONFÉRENCIERS

PAUL BORN
President, Tamarack – An Institute for Community Engagement
Mr. Paul Born directs Tamarack – An Institute for Community
Engagement, a 10-year journey and partnership with Alan
Broadbent of the Avana Capital Corporation and Maytree
Foundation to advance place-based solutions to entrenched
problems like poverty.

M. Paul Born dirige depuis 10 ans l’organisme Tamarack – An Institute
for Community Engagement, en partenariat avec Alan Broadbent, de
l’Avana Capital Corporation et de la Maytree Foundation. Le but de
cet organisme est de proposer des solutions axées sur le lieu à des
problèmes enracinés comme la pauvreté.

Paul was the Executive Director and founder of The Community
Opportunities Development Association (CODA) for 12 years,
one of Canada’s most successful community economic
development organizations where he also founded
Opportunities 2000, a millennium campaign to reduce poverty in
Waterloo Region to the lowest in Canada, which received the
United Nations' Top 40 Projects Worldwide. His work has also
been recognized with awards from the Conference Board of
Canada, Imagine Canada and the Governor General of Canada.

Paul a été pendant 12 ans le directeur général et le fondateur de la
Community Opportunities Development Association (CODA), l’une
des organisations communautaires de développement économique
connaissant le plus de succès, où Paul a fondé Opportunities 2000,
une campagne du millénaire tentant de réduire la pauvreté dans la
région de Waterloo au niveau le plus bas du Canada, ce qui lui a valu
une place parmi les 40 plus grands projets du monde des Nations
unies. Il a également été récompensé pour son travail par le
Conference Board du Canada, par Imagine Canada et par le
gouverneur général du Canada.

An author of three books, Paul is a motivational, inspiring,
informative and often humorous speaker who loves the
power of stories. He has extensive experience in helping
organizations and communities to develop new and
sustainable ideas that motivate people to collaborative action.

Auteur de trois livres, Paul est un orateur motivant, inspirant,
informatif et souvent humoristique qui aime le pouvoir des histoires. Il
aide souvent les organismes et les collectivités à formuler de nouvelles
idées durables qui motivent les gens à accomplir des efforts collectifs.

MARK CABAJ
Executive Director, Vibrant Communities Canada
Mr. Mark Cabaj is a founding principal of Tamarack – An
Institute for Community Engagement, an organization based in
Waterloo, Ontario, focused on assisting people build strong
communities through local action.

M. Mark Cabaj est un directeur fondateur de Tamarack – An Institute
for Community Engagement, un organisme situé à Waterloo, en
Ontario, qui a pour but d’aider les gens à bâtir des communautés
fortes grâce à des efforts locaux.

Mark joined Tamarack in 2002 and is currently the Executive
Director of Vibrant Communities – a network of communities
and national organizations that use collaborative, comprehensive
approaches to substantially reduce poverty within Canada.

Mark s'est joint à Tamarack en 2002 et est actuellement le directeur
général de Vibrant Communities, un réseau de collectivités et
d'organismes nationaux qui se servent d’approches collaboratives
et globales pour réduire considérablement la pauvreté au Canada.

Mark’s current focus is on developing ideas and techniques for
understanding, planning and evaluating policies, programs and

La priorité actuelle de Mark est de formuler des idées et d’élaborer
des techniques pour la compréhension, la planification et
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initiatives that address complex issues, such as
neighbourhood renewal, poverty and homelessness,
community safety, educational achievement and health. He is
particularly involved in expanding the ideas and practice of
developmental evaluation, a new approach to evaluation
which places a heavy emphasis on learning and design in
emerging and sometimes fast moving environments.
He has provided planning and evaluation support for
community economic development and regional
development organizations, and served briefly as the
Executive Director of the Canadian Community Economic
Development Network (CCEDNet).

l’évaluation des politiques, des programmes et des initiatives qui
abordent des enjeux complexes, tels que le renouvellement des
quartiers, la pauvreté, l’itinérance, la sécurité de la collectivité, la
réussite scolaire et la santé. Il participe principalement à
l’accroissement des idées et des pratiques de l’évaluation basée sur le
développement, une nouvelle approche de l’évaluation qui accorde
une grande importance à l’apprentissage et à la conception dans des
environnements émergeants qui évoluent parfois rapidement.
Il a offert du soutien en matière de planification et d’évaluation aux
organisations communautaires de développement économique et
de développement régional, et a été brièvement le directeur général
du Réseau canadien de développement économique
communautaire (RCDÉC).

LIZ O’NEILL
Executive Director, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Edmonton & Area
Ms. Liz O’Neill began her career at the Department of
Secretary of State in youth policy and programming and
then became the Field Director of Youth Services for the
Ontario Youth Secretariat. In 1979 Liz became the Executive
Director of Big Sisters of Edmonton. In 1991 Big Sisters and
Big Brothers merged and created Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Edmonton and Area.

Mme Liz O’Neill a commencé sa carrière au Secrétariat d’état, dans
les programmes et politiques visant les jeunes, et elle est ensuite
devenue directrice locale des services à la jeunesse au Secrétariat à la
jeunesse de l’Ontario. En 1979, Liz est devenue la directrice générale
des Grandes Sœurs d’Edmonton. En 1991, les Grandes Sœurs et les
Grands Frères ont fusionné et sont devenus Big Brothers Big Sisters
of Edmonton and Area.

Liz is currently the Co-Chair of the Alberta Mentoring
Partnership, a member of the Edmonton Community
Foundation Board and a member of the BBBS of Canada
National Vision and Strategy Committee. Liz was recently
named Chair of the Nonprofit & Voluntary Sector Citizen’s
Advisory Committee, Alberta Culture & Community Spirit.

Liz est actuellement coprésidente du Alberta Mentoring Partnership,
membre du conseil de l’Edmonton Community Foundation et membre
du National Vision and Strategy Committee des Grands Frères Grandes
sœurs du Canada. Liz a récemment été nommée présidente du
Nonprofit & Voluntary Sector Citizens Advisory Committee et du
Alberta Culture & Community Spirit.

Liz has received the YWCA Women of Distinction Award in
Social Services as well as being named a Women of Vision by
Global TV. Liz has received the Government of Canada 125th
Anniversary Medal for Community Service as well as the
Alberta Centennial Medal for Community Service.

Liz a reçu la mention Femme de distinction dans les services sociaux de
la part du YWCA et a été nommée femme de vision par la chaîne Global
TV. Liz a reçu la Médaille commémorative du 125e anniversaire de la
Confédération du Canada pour services communautaires et l’Alberta
Centennial Medal pour services communautaires.

ROBERT STAKE

BA MA PhD
Director, Centre for Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation (CIRCE),
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Dr. Robert Stake is one of several educational researchers who
created theory and practice for educational program
evaluation in the 1960s. He became in 1975, and remains,
director of CIRCE at the University of Illinois. His approach,
“responsive evaluation,” emphasizes the study of classroom
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Dr Robert Stake est l’un des chercheurs en enseignement qui ont créé
des théories et des pratiques pour l’évaluation des programmes
pédagogiques dans les années 1960. En 1975, il est devenu, et l’est
encore aujourd’hui, directeur du Center for Instructional Research and
Curriculum Evaluation de l’University of Illinois. Son approche,

experience, personal interaction, institutional processes and
contexts, often in the form of case studies. Among the
evaluative studies he has directed have been works in
science and art education, model programs and conventional
teaching, special education and gender equity. Stake
authored Quieting Reform, a book on Charles Murray's
evaluation of Cities-in-Schools and four earlier books on
research methodology: Standards-Based and Responsive
Evaluation; Evaluating the Arts in Education; The Art of Case
Study Research and Multiple Case Study Analysis. For his
evaluation work, in 1988, he received the Lazarsfeld Award
from the American Evaluation Association and, in 2007, the
President's Citation from the American Educational Research
Association. He holds honorary doctorates from the
University of Uppsala and the University of Valladolid.

l’évaluation répondante, met l’accent sur l’étude des expériences en
salle de classe, des interactions personnelles, des processus
institutionnels et des contextes, souvent sous forme d’études de cas.
Parmi les études d’évaluation qu’il a menées, il y a eu des travaux
sur l’enseignement des sciences et des arts, des programmes modèles
et l'enseignement traditionnel, l’éducation spéciale et l’égalité entre
les sexes. Il est l’auteur de Quieting Reform, un livre sur l’évaluation
de Charles Murray du programme « Cities-in-Schools », et de quatre
livres antérieurs sur la méthodologie de la recherche : Standards-Based
and Responsive Evaluation, Evaluating the Arts in Education, The Art of
Case Study Research et Multiple Case Study Analysis. Pour souligner son
travail en évaluation, il a reçu, en 1988, le Lazarsfeld Award de la part
de l’American Evaluation Association et, en 2007, le prix du
président de l’American Educational Research Association. Il
possède des doctorats honorifiques de l’University of Uppsala et de
l’University of Valladolid.

RENÉE VAUGEOIS

MA
Executive Director, John Humphrey Centre for Peace and Human Rights
Ms. Renée Vaugeois is the Founding President of
Ainembabazi Children’s Project, a charitable organization
focused on improving the rights of orphans and vulnerable
children affected by AIDS in East Africa through education,
health and community economic development.
She is also the Executive Director of the John Humphrey
Centre for Peace and Human Rights, an organization
focused on advancing the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights through education, research, collaboration and
community development.
She has her Master of Arts in Political Science from the
University of Alberta and her areas of experience include
human rights, international political economy, armed
conflict’s impact on children as well as HIV and AIDS,
Aboriginal issues, racism and discrimination.
Ms. Vaugeois is currently a member of the National
Commission for UNESCO in Canada, the ONEdmonton
Leadership Initiative, as well as sits on the Boards of the
South Sudan Development Foundation and Association for
Immigrant Development and Integration.

Mme Renée Vaugeois est la présidente fondatrice du
Ainembabazi Children’s Project (site Web en anglais seulement),
un organisme de bienfaisance dont le but est d’améliorer les droits
des orphelins et des enfants vulnérables touchés par le sida en
Afrique de l’Est grâce à l’éducation, à la santé et au
développement économique communautaire.
Elle est également la directrice générale du Centre John Humphrey
pour la paix et les droits de la personne (site Web en anglais
seulement), un organisme dont le but est de faire avancer la
Déclaration universelle des droits de l’homme grâce à l’éducation, la
recherche, la collaboration et le développement des collectivités.
Elle possède une maîtrise ès arts en sciences politiques de l’University
of Alberta et ses domaines d’expérience comprennent les droits de
l’homme, l’économie politique internationale, l’incidence des conflits
armés sur les enfants, le VIH et le sida, les questions autochtones, le
racisme et la discrimination.
Mme. Vaugeois est actuellement membre de la Commission
canadienne pour l’UNESCO et de l'initiative sur le leadership
ONEdmonton, et siège aux conseils de la South Sudan
Development Foundation et de l’Association for Immigrant
Development and Integration.
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The Evaluator’s Institute®

... building and supporting quality in evaluation practice through
concentrated professional development, and harnessing thought
leadership to support innovative evaluation applications

Programs
n
n
n
n
n

Washington, DC (January and July)
San Francisco / Chicago (alternating every April)
Ottawa, Canada (October)
Atlanta, Georgia (anticipated start: September 2011)
Other within organization and agency-based programs available on request

Certificate Program
TEI offers evaluators three course-based certificates: Evaluation Practice (CEP), Advanced Evaluation Practices
(CAEP) and Analytic Evaluation Methods (CAEM). The Master Evaluator Certificate follows the completion of
the CEP and CAEP. The Master Evaluator Certificate is portfolio-based and committee reviewed.

... developing and facilitating knowledge use to further effective,
efficient and meaningful evaluation application

Midge Smith Center for Evaluation Effectiveness / The Evaluators’ Institute
The George Washington University n 1922 F Street NW, Suite 407-A/B n Washington, DC 20052
Tele: 202.994.5232 n Website: www.tei.gwu.edu n Email: tei@gwu.edu

T

he Government of Alberta’s Evaluation and Assessment Network (EAN)
was formed in 2005 as a community of practice. The EAN supports the
development of an evaluation culture and the incorporation of objective
evidence, gathered through evaluation and assessment practices, into policy,
planning and program delivery. The Government of Alberta (GOA) is a leader in
performance measurement and recognizes the importance of evidence in a
complex policy-driven environment. Creating internal communities of practice
and encouraging linkages to external organizations is one way the GOA enables
inter-generational transfer of knowledge and practices.
For more information on the EAN contact:
Michelle Anderson-Draper (michelle.anderson-draper@gov.ab.ca)
For general information on the Government of Alberta: www.alberta.ca

Canadian Evaluation Society 2011 Conference
Congrès de la Société canadienne d’évaluation de 2011

WORKSHOP LEADERS
ANIMATEURS DE L’ATELIER

GAIL BARRINGTON

PhD
President, Barrington Research Group
Dr. Gail Barrington has made a significant contribution to
the field of evaluation in terms of practice, writing,
teaching, training, mentoring, and service. She founded
Barrington Research Group, Inc. in Calgary,Alberta in
1985 and has conducted more than 100 program
evaluation studies. Her studies range from health
promotion and health services to education and training,
research, and knowledge exchange. Her recent work on
evidence-based evaluation has led to the development of
more rigorous evaluation designs. She currently advises a
number of organizations on evaluation and applied
research topics.

Dr Gail Barrington contribue grandement au domaine de
l’évaluation sur le plan de la pratique, de la publication, de
l'enseignement, du perfectionnement, du mentorat et des services.
Fondatrice du Barrington Research Group Inc. à Calgary (Alberta)
au Canada en 1985, elle a mené plus d'une centaine d'évaluations de
programmes. Ses études portent tant sur la promotion des soins de
santé et les services de santé que sur l’enseignement et le
perfectionnement, la recherche, ainsi que sur le partage des
connaissances. Son récent travail sur l’évaluation fondée sur les
données probantes a permis l’élaboration de modèles d’évaluation
plus rigoureux. Elle conseille actuellement un certain nombre
d'organisations sur l’évaluation et des sujets de recherche appliquée.

She is a Credentialed Evaluator, a Certified
Management Consultant and a certified teacher. She
has conducted workshops on evaluation topics at the
Claremont Graduate University in California, at the
Summer Institute, sponsored by the Centres for
Disease Control and the American Evaluation
Association, and at many CES and AEA conferences.

Elle est évaluatrice en titre, consultante certifiée en gestion et
enseignante certifiée. Elle dirige des ateliers sur des sujets
d’évaluation à la Claremont Graduate University en Californie, au
Summer Institute, financés par les Centres for Disease Control et
l’American Evaluation Association, ainsi que dans plusieurs
colloques de la Société canadienne d’évaluation de l’American
Evaluation Association.

MARK CABAJ
Executive Director, Vibrant Communities Canada
Mr. Mark Cabaj is a founding principal of Tamarack – An
Institute for Community Engagement, an organization
based in Waterloo, Ontario, focused on assisting people
build strong communities through local action.

M. Mark Cabaj est un directeur fondateur de Tamarack – An Institute
for Community Engagement, un organisme situé à Waterloo, en
Ontario, qui a pour but d’aider les gens à bâtir des communautés fortes
grâce à des efforts locaux.

Mr. Cabaj joined Tamarack in 2002 and is currently the
Executive Director of Vibrant Communities – a network of
communities and national organizations that use
collaborative, comprehensive approaches to substantially
reduce poverty within Canada.

M. Cabaj s'est joint à Tamarack en 2002 et est actuellement le directeur
général de Vibrant Communities, un réseau de collectivités et
d’organismes nationaux qui se servent d'approches collaboratives et
globales pour réduire considérablement la pauvreté au Canada.

His current focus is on developing ideas and techniques for
understanding, planning and evaluating policies, programs
and initiatives that address complex issues, such as
neighbourhood renewal, poverty and homelessness,
community safety, educational achievement and health. He
is particularly involved in expanding the ideas and practice
of developmental evaluation, a new approach to evaluation
which places a heavy emphasis on learning and design in
emerging and sometimes fast moving environments.

Sa priorité actuelle est de formuler des idées et d’élaborer des
techniques pour la compréhension, la planification et l’évaluation
des politiques, des programmes et des initiatives qui abordent des
enjeux complexes, tels que le renouvellement des quartiers, la
pauvreté, l’itinérance, la sécurité de la collectivité, la réussite scolaire
et la santé. Il participe principalement à l’accroissement des idées et
des pratiques de l’évaluation basée sur le développement, une
nouvelle approche de l’évaluation qui accorde une grande
importance à l’apprentissage et à la conception dans des
environnements émergents qui évoluent parfois rapidement.
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CATHERINE ELKINS

PhD MALD
RTI International, Duke University
Dr. Catherine Elkins has worked for nearly 25 years in the
political economy of development, focusing on strategic
analysis, M&E, and evaluation. She provides senior
leadership and technical assistance in M&E, impact
evaluation, and results-based management for governance,
economic growth, health, education, and multi-sectoral
interventions in low-resource settings around the world.
She has professional experience in more than 25 countries,
including Iraq, Afghanistan, Guinea, Lebanon, Guyana,
Pakistan, and the West Bank. Dr. Elkins currently leads
Results Measurement and Evaluation at RTI International,
and teaches Monitoring and Evaluation in the Sanford
School’s Master of International Development Policy
program at Duke University.

CAMERON HAUSEMAN

Dr Catherine Elkins travaille depuis près de 25 ans en économie
politique du développement, plus particulièrement à l’analyse
stratégique, au suivi-évaluation et à l’évaluation. Elle assure la direction
principale et l’assistance technique en suivi-évaluation, en évaluation
des incidences et en gestion axée sur les résultats aux fins de la
gouvernance, de la croissance économique, de la santé, de l’éducation et
des interventions multisectorielles en milieu défavorisé dans le monde
entier. Elle a travaillé dans plus de 25 pays, dont l’Irak, l’Afghanistan, la
Guinée, le Liban, le Guyana, le Pakistan et la Cisjordanie. Dr Elkins
dirige actuellement les activités de mesure et d'évaluation des résultats
à RTI International et enseigne le suivi-évaluation dans le cadre du
programme de maîtrise en politiques de développement international
de la Sanford School (Master of International Development Policy
program) de la Duke University.

BEd MEd

Med Cathexis Consultant Inc.
Mr. Cameron Hauseman is an emerging evaluator, having
joined Cathexis in September 2010. He has obtained Master
and Bachelor of Education degrees from Nipissing University
in addition to being a graduate of York University's theatre
program. Mr. Hauseman’s practical experience and education
in the teaching profession have provided him with a keen
understanding of education theory and policy, and refined his
skills as a researcher. Having a firm belief in the benefits of
effective communication, he is known for having excellent
written and oral communication skills forged during his work
as an Ontario Certified Teacher and professional actor in the
Toronto area.

M. Cameron Hauseman est un nouvel évaluateur ayant joint
Cathexis en septembre 2010. Il détient un baccalauréat et une
maîtrise en éducation de la Nipissing University en plus d’être
diplômé du programme de théâtre de la York University. Par son
expérience et sa formation concrètes en enseignement, M. Hauseman
possède une compréhension inouïe des principes et des stratégies
didactiques, et il perfectionne ses connaissances à titre de chercheur.
Croyant fermement aux avantages d’une communication efficace, il
est renommé pour ses excellentes habiletés en communication orale
et écrite acquises comme enseignant certifié de l’Ontario et comme
acteur professionnel dans l’agglomération de Toronto.

TAMMY HORNE

PhD
WellQuest Consulting Ltd.
Dr. Tammy Horne has been a community-based evaluation
consultant in Edmonton for 17 years, working with clients in
western Canada and nationally. She has conducted many
workshops covering performance indicators, as well as more
'emergent' approaches like developmental evaluation. She is
dedicated to strengthening evaluation capacity – supporting
and mentoring internal evaluators and other consultants at an
earlier career stage, and publishing the manual, Making a
Difference: Program Evaluation for Health Promotion. She is an
Adjunct Associate Professor at University of Alberta's School
of Public Health (Centre for Health Promotion Studies), where
she taught a graduate on-line program planning and
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Dr Tammy Horne est consultante en évaluation en milieu
communautaire à Edmonton depuis 17 ans auprès de clients de l’Ouest
canadien et ailleurs au pays. Elle dirige de nombreux ateliers traitant
des indicateurs de rendement, ainsi que des approches « émergentes »
comme l’évaluation du développement. Elle se consacre au
renforcement de la capacité d'évaluation, plus précisément par le
soutien et le mentorat d’évaluateurs internes et autres consultants en
début de carrière, et par la publication du manuel intitulé Making a
Difference: Program Evaluation for Health Promotion. Elle est professeure
adjointe agrégée à la School of Public Health de l’University of Alberta
(Centre for Health Promotion Studies), où elle a donné pendant dix ans
le cours en ligne de planification et d’évaluation de programmes. Elle

evaluation course for 10 years. She is a past instructor for
Canadian Evaluation Society’s Essential Skills Series in
Alberta. Dr. Horne combines her academic
research/evaluation background with practical experience in
ways engaging and relevant to adult learners. She has a PhD
in Kinesiology from University of Waterloo.

ANDREA L. K. JOHNSTON

est une ancienne formatrice du programme sur les compétences
essentielles de la Société canadienne d’évaluation en Alberta. Dr Horne
ajoute à son expérience en évaluation et en recherche universitaire une
expérience pratique traitant des moyens motivants et pertinents
d'enseigner aux apprenants adultes. Elle est titulaire d’un doctorat en
kinésiologie de l’University of Waterloo.

PhD

CEO, Johnston Research Inc.
Ms. Andrea Johnston is the CEO and innovator for
Johnston Research Inc. She opened the company in early
2001 and has completed over 80 Aboriginal research and
evaluation projects in her 15 years of doing evaluation.
Ms. Johnston is recognized as an expert in the use of
Aboriginal indigenous knowledge in various aspects of
the evaluation field, such as building relationships and
partnerships with communities, developing research
questions and methodologies, interpreting data, and
reporting on findings.
Ms. Johnston was featured as a guest editor for the
Canadian Journal of Program Evaluation (CJPE) Winter
2010 edition, released in May with a four-paper section,
where Johnston wrote the introduction, titled: Aboriginal
Ways of Knowing: Aboriginal-led Evaluation. Ms. Johnston
is an innovator in using technology to enhance
Indigenous evaluation practices and promote selfevaluation knowledge among program staff – focussed
on visual and oral knowledge transfer through video
and 3-D graphic mediums.

Mme Andrea Johnston est présidente-directrice générale et innovatrice
de Johnston Research Inc. Elle a lancé cette société début 2001 et réalisé
plus de 80 projets de recherche et d’évaluation autochtones au cours de
ses quinze années d’évaluation. Madame Johnston est reconnue à titre
de spécialiste dans l’art d’utiliser le savoir indigène des Autochtones
dans plusieurs aspects du domaine de l’évaluation, comme
l’établissement de relations et de partenariats avec les collectivités,
l’élaboration de questions et de méthodes de recherche, l’interprétation
de données et la présentation de conclusions.
Mme Johnston a été choisie à titre de rédactrice en chef invitée du
Canadian Journal of Program Evaluation (CJPE), numéro de l’hiver
2010, paru en mai, dont elle a signé l’introduction d'une section
comportant quatre articles s’intitulait Aboriginal Ways of Knowing:
Aboriginal-led Evaluation (Modes de connaissance autochtones :
l’évaluation menée par des Autochtones). Mme Johnston est une
innovatrice par son utilisation de la technologie servant à améliorer
les pratiques d’évaluation indigènes et à promouvoir la connaissance
par l’autoévaluation au sein du personnel du programme, lequel est
axé sur le transfert de connaissances d’un langage visuel et oral au
moyen de supports vidéo et graphiques 3D.

NICOLE MICHAUD

MPM
Senior Evaluation and Performance Officer, Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council
Ms. Nicole Michaud is a Senior Evaluation and
Performance Officer at the Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) since 2007. She has
recently completed a Master of Project Management
Degree from the Université du Québec en Outaouais,
which included a research project on the value-added of
project management in the field of program evaluation.
Over the last 12 years, she has held various positions at
SSHRC in the areas of program design, policy and
management, and evaluation requiring the application of
project management methodology and skills. She has
played a key role in building internal capacity with respect
to the integration and application of general project
management principles within the evaluation function, and
other sections of the organization, including the
development of a project “template” toolkit, customized
training and training manual for MS-Project software.

Mme Nicole Michaud est agente principale du Rendement
organisationnel et de l’évaluation au Conseil de recherches en sciences
humaines du Canada (CRSHC) depuis 2007. Elle a récemment obtenu
une maîtrise en gestion de projets de l’Université du Québec en
Outaouais pour laquelle elle a notamment mené un projet de recherche
sur la valeur ajoutée de la gestion de projets dans le domaine de
l’évaluation de programmes. Au cours des douze dernières années, elle
a occupé divers postes au Conseil de recherches en sciences humaines
du Canada dans les secteurs de la conception, des politiques et de
gestion de programmes, ainsi que dans l’évaluation nécessitant le
recours aux méthodes et aux compétences en gestion de projets. Elle a
tenu un rôle clé dans le cadre de la mise en valeur des moyens internes
touchant l’intégration et le recours aux principes de la gestion de projets
appliqués à la fonction d’évaluation et autres secteurs de l’organisation,
dont l’élaboration d’une trousse de « projet-modèle », l’adaptation de la
formation et la production d'un manuel de formation au logiciel
Microsoft Project.
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CHERYL POTH

PhD
Assistant Professor, University of Alberta
Dr. Cheryl Poth is a faculty member of the Center for
Research in Applied Measurement and Evaluation within
the Department of Educational Psychology at the
University of Alberta. She teaches the doctoral level
program evaluation course and coordinates the
undergraduate classroom assessment course in the preservice teacher education program. Dr. Poth brings over a
decade of evaluation experience including working with
school boards, post-secondary institutions, and federal
organizations in the areas of educational programs and
health services. She has used case studies in a number of
contexts and conducted both singular and multi-case
analyses, and has expertise in qualitative, quantitative, and
mixed methodologies. She is a regular contributor to the
Canadian and American Evaluation Association
conferences and publications. Her research interests
include evaluation use with particular emphasis on
developmental and participatory evaluation approaches.

STEPHANIE ROBERTSON

Dr Cheryl Poth est membre du corps professoral du Center for
Research in Applied Measurement and Evaluation au département
de la psychologie de l'éducation de l’University of Alberta. Elle
donne un cours d’évaluation au troisième cycle et coordonne le cours
d’évaluation au premier cycle du programme de stage d’études
pratiques. Dr Poth possède plus de dix années d’expérience en
évaluation et a notamment travaillé au sein de commissions
scolaires, d’établissements postsecondaires et d'organismes fédéraux
dans les secteurs des programmes d’éducation et des services de
santé. Elle utilise des études de cas dans plusieurs contextes, réalise
des études de cas multiples et uniques et est spécialisée dans les
méthodes qualitatives, quantitatives et mixtes. Madame Poth
participe régulièrement aux conférences et publications de la Société
canadienne d'évaluation (SCE) et de l’American Evaluation
Association (AEA). Elle consacre ses travaux de recherche à
l’utilisation d’évaluations, plus précisément aux méthodes
d’évaluation développementales et participatives.

MBA

President, SiMPACT Strategy Group
Ms. Stephanie Robertson is a leading professional in the
area of social and community impact management,
measurement and valuation. She is known for her
effectiveness as a teacher and as a powerful communicator.
Although she was the first accredited social return on
investment (SROI) practitioner in North America (March
2010), Stephanie has been working in the area of SROI since
2001. Having spent seven years in London, England, and
completing her MBA at London Business School, Ms.
Robertson brings both a business management and
international perspective to all aspects of SiMPACT’s
approach to demonstrating the value of community and
social investment (founded in 2004). Her work continues to
break new ground as a result of ongoing emphasis upon
management tools to effectively illustrate the value of
community and social investment by corporate and publicsector investors. SiMPACT seeks to contribute to the
growth of a community of professionals who are skilled in
the use of the SROI methodology in Canada.
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Mme Stephanie Robertson est une professionnelle de premier plan
dans le secteur de la gestion, de la mesure et de l’évaluation des
incidences sociales et communautaires. Elle est reconnue pour son
excellence en tant qu'enseignante et communicatrice. Première
praticienne accréditée en rendement social sur les investissements en
Amérique du Nord (mars 2010), elle se consacre à ce domaine depuis
2001. Elle a séjourné sept ans à Londres et a obtenu sa maîtrise en
administration des affaires (M.B.A). à la London Business School.
Mme Robertson donne une dimension à la fois internationale et axée
sur la gestion des affaires à tous les aspects de l’approche de
SiMPACT qui vise à montrer la valeur de l’investissement
socialement responsable ou axé sur la collectivité (créé en 2004). Elle
continue de jouer un rôle de précurseur en mettant continuellement
l’accent sur les outils de gestion pour bien illustrer la valeur de
l’investissement socialement responsable ou axé sur la collectivité
par les investisseurs du monde des affaires et du secteur public.
SiMPACT s’efforce de contribuer à la croissance d’un milieu de
professionnels qualifiés dans l’utilisation de la méthodologie du
rendement social sur les investissements au Canada.

ANDY ROWE

PhD
Managing Partner, ARCeconomics Inc.
Dr. Andy Rowe has 30 years of experience as an economist
and evaluation consultant in North America, Europe,
South Asia, the Western Pacific and the Caribbean. He now
works primarily in conservation and environmental
sectors in the U.S., on urban environmental development
assignments in India, and community development and
coastal conservation in the Western Pacific.
He has a PhD from the London School of Economics and
is a former President of the Canadian Evaluation Society.
Dr. Rowe’s current assignments include evaluations for
the Packard Foundation Conservation and Science
program, the US Environmental Protection Agency, the
World Bank, US Department of the Interior, Government
of Alberta, and the UK Department of International
Development. Before moving to the U.S., Dr. Rowe
evaluated marine, coastal and terrestrial resource
development programs as well as the consequences of
unsustainable resource exploitation efforts such as
closure of the Atlantic Groundfish Industry, the seal
industry and a commercial salmon fishery.

Dr Andy Rowe possède trente 30 années d’expérience comme
économiste et conseiller en évaluation en Amérique du Nord, en
Europe, en Asie du Sud, dans le Pacifique Ouest et dans les Caraïbes.
Il travaille actuellement principalement dans les secteurs de la
conservation et de l’environnement aux États-Unis, de
l’aménagement environnemental en milieu urbain en Inde et du
développement des collectivités et de la conservation des zones
côtières dans le Pacifique Ouest.
Il est titulaire d’un doctorat de la London School of Economics et a
été président de la Société canadienne d’évaluation.
Dr Rowe réalise actuellement des évaluations pour Packard Foundation
Conservation and Science program, l’Environmental Protection Agency
des États-Unis, la Banque mondiale, le département de l’Intérieur des
États-Unis, le gouvernement de l’Alberta et le Department of
International Development de Grande-Bretagne. Avant de s’établir aux
États-Unis, Dr Rowe a participé à l’évaluation des programmes
d’exploitation des ressources marines, côtières et terrestres et des
conséquences de l’exploitation des ressources non durables, comme la
fermeture de l’industrie du poisson de fond de l’Atlantique, l’industrie
du phoque et la pêche commerciale du saumon.

WENDY ROWE

BA MA PhD MBA
Associate Professor, Royal Roads University
Dr. Wendy Rowe is an associate professor at Royal Roads
University, teaching research methods, organizational
change, and leadership development in the MA Leadership
Program. She has a PhD in Human and Organizational
Systems from Fielding Graduate University, an MBA from
Western Washington University, and a BA and MA in
Psychology from Simon Fraser University.
Dr. Rowe has worked in the field of program evaluation
across various public sectors in Canada and United
States, for more than 30 years. She focuses on the use of
models of collaboration and empowerment evaluation to
facilitate the enhancement of organizational capacities
and increased program efficiency and effectiveness. As a
result of this work Dr. Rowe has published several
articles on organizational evaluation as well as produced
over 150 study reports. In addition, Dr. Rowe has
facilitated many professional development workshops in
areas of strategic planning, change and resistance,
community development, facilitation methods and
program evaluation.

Dr Wendy Rowe est professeure adjointe à la Royal Roads University
où elle enseigne les méthodes de recherche, le changement
organisationnel et l’acquisition des qualités de chef dans le
programme de leadership à la maîtrise. Elle est titulaire d’un
doctorat en systèmes humains et organisationnels de la Fielding
Graduate University, d’une maîtrise en administration des affaires
(M.B.A.) de la Western Washington University et d’un baccalauréat
et d’une maîtrise en psychologie de la Simon Fraser University.
Dr Rowe travaille dans le domaine de l’évaluation de programmes
dans divers secteurs publics au Canada et aux États-Unis depuis
plus de 30 ans. Elle se concentre sur l’utilisation de modèles
d’évaluation collaborative et responsabilisante pour faciliter
l’amélioration des capacités organisationnelles et accroître
l’efficacité et l’utilité des programmes. Dr Rowe a publié plusieurs
articles sur l’évaluation organisationnelle et produit plus de 150
rapports d’études. En outre, Dr Rowe a donné de nombreux ateliers
de perfectionnement professionnel dans les domaines de la
planification stratégique, du changement et de la résistance au
changement, du développement des collectivités, des méthodes de
facilitation et de l’évaluation de programmes.
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SIMON ROY

PhD
Partner, Goss Gilroy Inc.
Dr. Simon Roy is a partner at Goss Gilroy Inc. and has
conducted over 60 program evaluations since 1995. He
conducted evaluations in a wide variety of areas,
including human resources, social programs, health,
education, economic development, science, culture, and
many others. He has expertise in designing qualitative
and quantitative methodologies, having designed many
instruments for key informant interviews, focus groups,
case studies, and telephone/mail/online surveys for
studies of regional and national scope. Dr. Roy has
delivered several workshops for CES since 2001. He
published and presented at conferences numerous
articles and research papers. He is also lecturer at the
University of Ottawa and the University of Quebec in the
areas of program evaluation and business/social research
methods. Dr. Roy recently published a chapter about case
study methodologies for a manual on social research
methods. He has a PhD in Sociology from the University
of Paris (1995).

MICHELLE SEARLE

Dr Simon Roy est associé chez GGI (Goss Gilroy Inc.). Il a dirigé plus
de soixante évaluations de programmes depuis 1995. Il a mené ces
évaluations dans une grande variété de domaines, dont les ressources
humaines, les programmes sociaux, la santé, l’éducation, le
développement économique, les sciences, la culture et bien d’autres
encore. Il s’est spécialisé dans les méthodes qualitatives et
quantitatives, après avoir mis au point de nombreux outils pour la
tenue d'entretiens avec des informateurs, la formation de groupes de
discussion, des études de cas ainsi que des questionnaires pour des
sondages téléphoniques, postaux ou électroniques, menés dans le
cadre d’études d’envergure régionale et nationale. Dr Roy a dirigé
plusieurs ateliers pour la Société canadienne d’évaluation depuis 2001.
Dans le cadre de conférences, il a publié et présenté de nombreux
articles scientifiques et travaux de recherches. Il est aussi chargé de
cours à l’Université d’Ottawa et à l’Université du Québec en
évaluation de programmes ainsi qu’en méthodologie de la recherche
sociale et d’affaires. Monsieur Roy a récemment rédigé un chapitre
consacré aux méthodes de l’étude de cas publié dans un manuel
portant sur les méthodes de la recherche sociale. Il est titulaire d’un
doctorat en sociologie de l’Université de Paris (1995).

PhD Candidate

Queens University
Ms. Michelle Searle is a fourth year doctoral student at
the Faculty of Education, Queen’s University. Her
dissertation research is a district-wide case study
exploring the role of arts-inquiry in a participatory,
educational evaluation. As a member of the Queen’s
Assessment and Evaluation Group for the past five years,
she has worked on projects that included post-secondary
assessment curriculum for pre-service teachers,
professional development for experienced teachers, artsbased learning opportunities, interprofessional and
collaborative practice, and provincially funded programs
for elementary students. Prior to pursuing her PhD,
Michelle completed her Bachelor of Education and
worked as an educator both internationally and in
Ontario, teaching Grades 2-12 for six years.
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Mme Michelle Searle termine sa quatrième année de doctorat à la
faculté de l’Éducation de l’Université Queen’s. Le sujet de sa thèse,
une étude de cas menée sur une échelle régionale, porte sur le rôle
de l’intérêt pour les arts dans le cadre d’une évaluation
participative et didactique. En tant que membre du groupe
d’évaluation et d’analyse de l’Université Queen’s, elle a travaillé,
pendant les cinq dernières années, sur des projets consacrés
notamment à l’évaluation de la formation des étudiants du
programme en enseignement postsecondaire, de la formation
professionnelle des professeurs chevronnés, fondée sur une
approche passant par les arts, dans le cadre d’une approche
interprofessionnelle et collaborative. Elle a également participé à
l’évaluation de programmes subventionnés par la province destinés
aux étudiants en enseignement au primaire. Avant de se lancer
dans son doctorat, Michelle a obtenu un baccalauréat en éducation
et a travaillé six ans comme enseignante auprès des enfants de la 2e
à la 12e année, et ce, tant en Ontario qu’à l’étranger.

LYN SHULHA

PhD
Professor, Queens University
Dr. Lyn M. Shulha is a professor and director of the
Assessment and Evaluation Group, Queen’s University in
Kingston, Canada, and a charter member of the Consortium
of Universities for Evaluation Education (CUEE). She has
been a member of the Canadian Society for the Study of
Education (CSSE) for over 20 years and has represented this
organization on the Joint Committee on Standards for
Educational Evaluation (JCSEE) since 2003. She is also a
longtime member of the American Evaluation Association
(AEA) serving as a chair of AEA’s professional development
committee and a member-at-large for the Evaluation Use
topical interest group. She currently contributes to the
editorial boards of the American Journal of Evaluation, the
Canadian Journal of Program Evaluation, and Evaluation and
Program Planning. She continues to lead projects and publish
in the areas of evaluative inquiry in school-university
professional learning partnerships; collaborative,
participatory and mixed methods approaches to evaluation.

Dr Lyn M. Shulha est professeure et directrice du Groupe d’évaluation
et d’analyse de la Queen’s University de Kingston, au Canada. Elle est
aussi une des membres-fondateurs du Consortium des Universités
pour l’évaluation de l’éducation (CUÉÉ). Pendant plus de vingt ans,
elle a été membre de la Société canadienne pour l’étude de l’éducation
(SCÉÉ) qu’elle représente, depuis 2003, au sein du Joint Committee on
Standards for Educational Evaluation (JCSEE). Elle est en outre
membre de l’American Evaluation Association (AEA) de longue date
et préside le comité de développement professionnel de l’American
Evaluation Association, en plus d’être conseillère pour l’Evaluation
Use Topical Interest Group. Elle fait actuellement partie des comités
éditoriaux de l’American Journal of Evaluation, de La Revue canadienne
d'évaluation de programme et de Evaluation and Program Planning. Elle
continue de diriger plusieurs projets et de publier, entre autres
constantes, sur les demandes d’évaluation des partenariats entre les
universités et les écoles pour l’apprentissage professionnel autant que
sur les approches collaboratives, participatives et mixtes comme
méthodes d’évaluation.

SHANNON TOWNSEND

MPM
Manager, Evaluation, National Research Council
Ms. Shannon Townsend is Manager of the evaluation
function with the National Research Council (NRC) in
Ottawa. She possesses a Master of Project Management
Degree from the Université du Québec en Outaouais.
Formerly a Senior Consultant with Pricewaterhouse
Coopers, she has been a practising evaluator for over 13
years. She has overseen numerous large, multi-method
evaluations within the public sector, often requiring the
application of multiple techniques and responding to
complex program issues. Since joining NRC in 2001, she
has been instrumental in helping to build the capacity of
the organization’s evaluation activities by applying
general project management principles. She has
introduced a number of innovations to allow for the
creation of a truly 'projectized' evaluation environment
at NRC including the implementation of a Project Office,
matrix resource management and the use of 'hybrid' or
internal-external evaluation teams. Recently she has
supported NRC's implementation of the federal policy
on project management.

Mme Shannon Townsend est gestionnaire de la fonction d’évaluation
au Conseil national de recherches Canada (CNRC) à Ottawa. Elle est
titulaire d'une maîtrise en gestion de projets de l’Université du
Québec en Outaouais. Elle pratique l’évaluation depuis plus de treize
ans et a été conseillère principale chez PricewaterhouseCoopers. À la
fonction publique, elle a supervisé à de nombreuses reprises de
grandes évaluations multiméthodes, qui ont souvent nécessité le
recours à des techniques multiples et devaient répondre à des aspects
complexes du programme. Depuis son arrivée au Conseil national de
recherches Canada en 2001, elle a contribué de façon déterminante à
mettre en valeur le potentiel des activités d’évaluation de
l’organisation, par le recours aux principes généraux de la gestion de
projets. Elle a introduit diverses innovations qui ont permis le
développement, au sein du Conseil national de recherches Canada,
d’un environnement d’évaluation réellement axé sur les projets, dont
la mise en place d'un Bureau de projet, la gestion matricielle des
ressources ou encore le recours à des équipes d’évaluation mixtes
(formées de membres internes et externes). Elle a récemment appuyé
la mise en œuvre par le Conseil national de recherches Canada de la
politique fédérale de gestion de projets.
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ROCHELLE ZORZI

MSc
Vice President, Cathexis Consulting Inc.
Ms. Rochelle Zorzi has over 14 years’ experience in
evaluation and has carried out over 70 research and
evaluation projects. She is an active participant in the
Canadian evaluation community. At present, she is vicechair of the Canadian Evaluation Society Education Fund,
which supports the development of evaluation knowledge
and expertise in Canada.

Mme Rochelle Zorzi compte quatorze années d’expérience en
évaluation et a mené à bien plus de 70 projets de recherche et
d’évaluation. Elle est une membre active du secteur canadien de
l’évaluation. Elle est actuellement vice-présidente du Fonds de la
Société canadienne d'évaluation pour l’éducation, qui cherche à
développer au Canada la connaissance et l’expertise dans le
domaine de l’évaluation.

Ms. Zorzi believes that evaluators can improve the value of
their evaluations by communicating effectively with their
target audiences. Recently, she has been exploring different
ways of presenting information that really “speak” to her
audience. She has also been developing tools she can use to
communicate in a more utilization-focused way. She is
enthusiastic about sharing her learnings with other
evaluators, and learning from their ideas.

Mme Zorzi croit fermement que les évaluateurs peuvent
améliorer la valeur de leurs évaluations en communiquant
efficacement avec leurs publics cibles. Ces derniers temps, elle
analyse en détail des moyens de présenter des renseignements
vraiment « parlants » pour ses destinataires. Elle a également mis
au point des outils de communication plus fortement axés sur
l’utilisation. Elle adore faire partager ses propres connaissances
avec d’autres évaluateurs et en retour s’inspirer de leurs idées.
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1

3
Evaluating as change agents within Alberta’s
Primary Care Networks: Perspectives from the
front lines

Program activity architectures and departmental
evaluation planning

Ms. Judith Krajnak, Alberta Primary Care Initiative

Mr. Robert Chambers, Centre for Excellence for Evaluation –
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat

Mr. Dave Ludwick, Sherwood Park Primary Care Network

Mr. Rohit Samaroo, Director, MRRS Policy Development and
Systems Integration, Results-Based Management Division,
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat
With the introduction of the Program Activity Architecture
(PAA) as the common organizing framework for their
programs, federal departments and agencies now have a
clarified ‘programming universe’ upon which to base their
Departmental Evaluation Plans (DEPs). In this session, the
Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat will provide an
overview of the conceptual synergies between the PAA and
DEPs. This discussion will include references to departmental
uses of the PAA for evaluation planning. In doing so potential
challenges and solutions in developing DEPs using PAAs will
be discussed, as well as how this has supported alignment of
evaluation with expenditure management and departments’
strategic needs.

2
Developmental program evaluation: Challenging
conventional practice and roles

Ms. Terry Fung, Edmonton West Primary Care Network
Ms. Marion Relf, Edmonton Oliver Primary Care Network
Ms. Donna Thompson, Red Deer Primary Care Network
Once upon a time not all so long ago, an evaluator’s job was to
go into an organization, design and carry out an evaluation
around a particular program, write a report, make a presentation,
and then move on. Times have really changed over the last
decade, and the expanding roles that evaluators play are diverse,
multi-faceted and visionary. Some might even describe
themselves as “agents of change” by incorporating evaluation
methods into their organizations’ daily work processes.
Primary care networks have been developed as a way of
administering care with the goal of increasing access to primary
care services through the development of innovative community
and team-based health programming.
Those doing front line evaluation work within Alberta’s primary
care networks will describe what brought them into their current
professional role, and how they use their role as evaluators to
advance learning about team-based primary care within their
organization, provincially and nationally.

4

Dr. Wendy Doughty, Emerging Directions Consulting Ltd.
Ms. Linda Barrett-Smith, Alberta Innovates Health Solutions
Dr. Tammy Horne, WellQuest Consulting Ltd.
Ms. Birgitta Larsson, BIM Larsson & Associates
Members of the panel will share their learning over a twoyear developmental, formative evaluation of the design and
delivery of the ARECCI Project Ethics curriculum offered by
Alberta Innovates Health Solutions. Initially a collaborative
evaluation process was used during the development of
Level 1 course curriculum. This evolved into a formative
evaluation process that included a Level 2 course and a
Train-the-Trainer course.
Throughout this process the two lead instructors and the
curriculum designer have worked alongside the three external
evaluators. Evaluation findings have been used to
continuously improve the curriculum. The evaluators have at
times ‘changed hats’ and assisted with curriculum design and
delivery. The collaborative approach has highlighted CES PE
Standards and Guidelines for Ethical Conduct and the
evaluation approach has challenged conventions for the
evaluators’ roles, reporting processes and utilization of
results. (Standards addressed A2,A9,A11,P5,P7,F1,F2,F3;
Utility Standards - all)
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Implementing the assessment of economy and
efficiency in program evaluations
Ms. Chantal Langevin, Health Canada
Mr. Paul Kenney, Health Canada
Mr. Brian Moo Sang, Treasury Board Secretariat
Ms. Anne Routhier, Treasury Board Secretariat
Treasury Board Secretariat-Centre for Evaluation Excellence
(TBS-CEE) will present the Government of Canada (GoC) policy
on evaluation (April 2009) and will explain in more detail the
expectations behind one of the core issues that is required to be
addressed by all federal evaluations, namely the demonstration
of efficiency and economy (E&E) of federal programs. TBS-CEE
will share its draft guidance on this core issue.
Health Canada has drafted a conceptual framework in order
to clarify the definitions and address operationalizing the
assessment of economy and efficiency in its program
evaluations. Health Canada will present its conceptual
framework and provide attendees with both a decision tree
and validated standardized performance measures.
Attendees will have an opportunity to hear from, and discuss
with, both TBS-CEE and Health Canada in order to better

understand the implementation of E&E and take away possible
tools to assist them in their evaluative work.

5
Approaches, challenges and lessons in conducting
an evaluation of a web-based initiative
Mr. John Ma, Citizenship and Immigration Canada
Ms. Darcey Bell, Citizenship and Immigration Canada
Over the past decade, the rapid growth in Internet use has
required most government organizations to deliver some form of
online content. Measuring the performance of websites against
program outcomes brings new challenges and complexities, as
well as requiring new tools and techniques. Drawing from the
lessons learned following CIC’s 2010 Evaluation of the Going to
Canada Immigration Portal, the presentation will explore
approaches to evaluating the relevance, design and delivery, and
performance of internet-based initiatives. Specifically, the
presentation will highlight the challenges that can be
encountered within four methodologies: web analytics and log
file analysis; online-user surveys; focus groups with users and
non-users of the site; and external review by a content expert.

6
Multi-site evaluation and you: Tips for smooth
implementation
Ms. Kate Powadiuk, Cathexis Consulting Inc.
Ms. Rochelle Zorzi, Cathexis Consulting Inc.
Ms. Madina Jacobson, Cathexis Consulting Inc.
The demand for multi-site evaluation is growing as funders
become increasingly interested in knowing the cumulative
impact of funding streams. These evaluations are complex and
often include multiple stakeholders and a large team of
evaluators. This presents a new and exciting challenge for even
the most seasoned project manager.
In “Multi-site evaluation and you,” we will explore the ways you
can use careful planning to make your multi-site evaluation a
success. This presentation will draw on Cathexis Consulting's
experience with multi-site projects to provide practical tips for
project managers.

7
Guiding change with experience: Mentoring and
new directions in evaluation training
Ms. Kathryn Radford, Government Consulting Services
Mr. James Coyle, Interior Health Authority
Ms. Dominique Leonard, Social Research and Demonstration
Corporation
Ms. Lisa O’Reilly, O’Reilly Management and Evaluation Consulting
Ms. Lisa Styles, Transport Canada

Over the past thirty years the field of evaluation has changed.
The transfer of knowledge, skills and experiences from one
evaluation generation to the next is critical. We believe that this
can be achieved, in part, through a national mentoring program.
The Core Mentoring Working Group initiated research efforts in
2010 to inform a national survey of evaluators. The purpose of
these efforts was to support the development of a business case
regarding a mentoring initiative within this field. The Group
would like to take the opportunity to present data from these
research efforts on the current demand, dimensions, advantages
and disadvantages, possible longer term options, models and
strategies as well as the associated risks of such a program. This
presentation builds on formative sessions conducted at the
National Capital Chapters’ Annual Learning Event and is
particularly relevant as the Group moves forward in exploring
the pilot phase of this project.

8
No method to our madness: Getting methods out of
the way of good evaluation
Mr. Andy Rowe, ARCeconomics
Mr. Larry Bremner, Proactive
Ms. Linda Lee, Proactive
Good judgments, not good methods are the signature of high
quality and useful evaluation. While evaluation is showing an
alarming and undue emphasis on method, this can get in the
way of good evaluation judgment and effective use of resources
to improve utilization and quality. The panelists will present
Canadian and international examples from their experience
working in diverse settings.

9
Dear proposal writer… Dear RFP writer…
Dr. Simon Roy, Goss Gilroy Inc.
Mr. Benoit Gauthier, Circum Networks
Mr. Borys Shelley, Environment Canada
Mr. Stephen Kester, Department of Foreign Affairs and International
Trade
A call for proposals is typically a highly contained process in
terms of communications. After an RFP is issued, some questions
and answers may be exchanged, but proposals are typically
submitted without any further communications between parties.
While this process ensures a fair and transparent process, it
unfortunately creates a classic situation of a "Prisoners dilemma",
where key stakeholders are incapable of communicating the right
information in the right format to meet their mutual needs. This
panel will feature a discussion between two consultants and two
public servants who will exchange views on what they like and
not like to see in RFPs and proposals. The objective of the panel
will be to raise friendly discussions on these issues to ultimately
improve the quality of both types of documents.
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10
Diversity in evaluation: Evolving practices
Ms. Pat Saunders, Price-MacDonald and Associates Consulting
Mr. Larry K Bremner, Proactive Information Services
Ms. Linda E Lee, Proactive Information Services
Ms. Heather Fowler Smith, Social Research Demonstration
Corporation
Mr. Khaddouj Souaid, Health Canada
Since the early 1990s there has been growing professional
concern with issues of race, culture, diversity and difference
as these shape evaluation theory and practice. This panel
brings together five presentations to explore how evaluation
practice has evolved to meet the needs of culturally diverse
and emergent populations. Drawing on experiences of
working with Immigrant, Aboriginal, and disability
populations, presenters will offer practical lessons learned for
adapting evaluation methods and tools and investigate
theoretical perspectives on culturally competent evaluation.

11
Evaluating policy programs: Lessons learned by
the interdepartmental policy program evaluation
working group
Ms. Denise Wong, Centre of Excellence for Evaluation- Treasury Board
of Canada, Secretariat
Ms. Nazish Ahmad, Finance Canada
Ms. Hélène Dupuis, Department of Canadian Heritage
Ms. Mary Frances MacLellan-Wright, Public Health Agency of Canada
Mr. Brian Moo Sang, Centre of Excellence for Evaluation- Treasury
Board of Canada, Secretariat
Mr. Paul Wheatley, Justice Canada
Policy development and advice are core government
activities that, under the renewed Policy on Evaluation
(2009), should be evaluated regularly – at minimum once
every five years like other direct program spending. In 2009,
the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat’s Centre of
Excellence for Evaluation established the Policy Program
Evaluation Working Group to explore the evaluation of
these “policy programs” (also referred to as policy
functions).
In this presentation, working group members from several
federal departments will form a panel to present current
thinking about evaluating policy programs, including a
reflection on how we can serve this new “evaluation client”.
The panel members will begin by defining a “policy
program” and highlighting synthesized findings from an
international literature review. Next, they will compare
emerging applications, challenges and solutions based on
pilot evaluations and activities undertaken to-date.
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ORAL PRESENTATIONS / PAPER
PRÉSENTATIONS ORALES / PAPIER
1
The conceptual change approach to improving
evaluators’ perspectives: Effectiveness and
implications for program evaluation theory
and practice
Dr. Numan Al-Musawi, University of Bahrain
The aim of this study is to examine the effectiveness of an
innovative approach to staff development, the conceptual
change approach, which attempts to change teachers’
perspectives on evaluation. The evaluation investigated the
program at three levels: the impact on the conceptions of
evaluation of the participants, the resultant impact on their
evaluation practices, and the consequential effects on student
ratings. The sample consisted of eighteen teachers involved in a
year-long professional development program for academic staff
at the University of Bahrain. The mixed methods design,
including questionnaires and interviews, was used in theorydriven evaluations under the conceptual framework of Program
Theory. The program brought about detectable conceptual
change in ten evaluators who received better ratings on their
practices from students in the following academic year while
none of those who did not change their conceptions showed
similar gains in ratings. Implications for program evaluation
theory and practice are discussed.

2
Evaluation’s role in improving educational
outcomes for children and youth in care
Ms. Michelle Anderson-Draper, Children and Youth Services,
Government of Alberta
Ms. Karen Sliwkanich, Alberta Education
Ms. Tracey With, Banister Research and Consulting
Alberta Children and Youth Services and Alberta Education
are working together to improve high school completion and
other educational outcomes for children and youth in
government care. As a result of the ground work in looking at
ways to improve school success for children and youth in
care, the approved cross ministry strategy called for the
development of a Provincial Protocol Framework (PPF). Four
demonstration sites were established to field test the draft PPF
and develop regional agreements at the local level to inform
implementation across the province. This interactive
presentation will show how a mixed-method evaluation,
conducted by both internal and external evaluators, was
integrated in the work of the demonstration sites and how the
findings from the evaluation were instrumental in getting
executive level support for moving forward with provincial
implementation. Sounding boards and learning events, as

innovative ways of collecting and sharing data and engaging
partners (students, teachers, caseworkers, caregivers,
administrators etc.) will be also discussed.

3
Development evaluation and outcome
mapping in Alberta: Finding new ways to
respond to complexity
Ms. Leslie Ayre-Jaschke, Alberta Rural Development Network
This session will describe Outcome Mapping (OM), an
approach used primarily for international development
planning, monitoring and evaluation (PME) and its
implementation for an Alberta development project.
Outcome Mapping will be described and located within
Patton’s developmental evaluation (DE) approach, which
applies complexity concepts to support innovation and
evaluation use.
In 2009, the newly-formed Alberta Rural Development
Network (ARDN), a network of the 21 publicly funded and
publicly governed post-secondary institutions in Alberta
working to support and enhance rural development, chose
OM for its PME framework. This has resulted in increased
interest in OM as another approach to evaluation in Alberta
and across Canada.
The evaluator will describe and reflect on her experience with
learning and implementing OM and using a DE approach
during ARDN’s first two years of development. Attendees
will be encouraged to consider how OM and DE may be
applicable to their own work.

4
Embedded case studies: Innovations in case
study design in the evaluation of a provincial
nursing smoking cessation best practices
initiative
Dr. Alexey Babayan, Ontario Tobacco Research Unit
Dr. Robert Schwartz, Ontario Tobacco Research Unit
Ms. Emily Di Sante, Ontario Tobacco Research Unit
Ms. Ahila Srikandarajah, Ontario Tobacco Research Unit
It is widely accepted that case studies provide rich
information about how and why interventions perform. It is
also well known that case studies suffer from generalizability
limitations. Yet, evaluation seeks to both assess the overall
program and understand the underlying mechanisms of
change under a variety of contexts. An innovative mixed
method embedded case design was developed to evaluate a
program delivered through local public health units to
registered nurses and their organizations. Three public health
units were chosen as mother cases and three organizations
served by each were chosen as embedded cases. The three
levels of data (general from web-survey, public health unit

level and organization level) were synthesized to understand
how the initiative worked, what practice changes occurred
over time at the individual and organizational levels, and
contextual factors to explain facilitators and barriers. The
paper discusses the benefits of this approach for particular
evaluation challenges.

5
Building competencies in situational practice:
Addressing the coursework gap
Ms. Louise M. Bahry, University of Alberta
Ms. Michelle Anderson-Draper, Children and Youth Services,
Government of Alberta
Dr. Cheryl Poth, University of Alberta
Recent initiatives have focused on increasing both the
quantity and breadth of evaluation courses and certificates
within the Canadian context. A preliminary review of courses
offered through the Consortium of Universities for Evaluation
Education reveals a prevalent focus on developing technical
and interpersonal competencies. As a professional
community, as we begin to formalize evaluation education
within the Canadian context, it is essential that practical
experiences be integrated with a focus on bridging theory and
practice. This paper recounts experiences from three
perspectives (a new evaluator, a government-based evaluator
and an evaluation researcher) of an internship focused on
developing competencies in the situational practice domain.
This discussion is particularly timely as evaluators are now
being required to demonstrate a level of competency across
five domains in order to become credentialed. These lessons
learned have implications for establishing partnerships
between government and universities that promote rich
learning experiences for new evaluators.

6
Video and voice: Exploring case studies as a
vehicle for youth voice in evaluation
Ms. Denise Belanger, Proactive Information Services
Mr. Adrien Sala, JUST TV
Within the context of evaluation, case studies have been used
increasingly to provide depth of information not easily
collected by other methods. As part of a multi-method
evaluation of five gang prevention and intervention
programs, case studies with a learning focus illustrated what
can be learned from the telling of a unique story. One of these
programs, Just TV, creates urban music and documentary
videos with youth in a unique social space where youth voice
is valued and their messages legitimized. Through video and
discussion, this presentation will explore how both the Just
TV program and the case study provide a vehicle for youth
voice on social issues such as abandonment and belonging,
poverty, and urban violence, as well as provide a voice of
those traditionally silent in social discourse and evaluation.
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7

advantages and limitations of the use of such a macro-level
approach to inform research evaluation process.

The evaluation of place-based approaches
Ms. Teresa Bellefontaine, Policy Research Initiative, Government
of Canada
Ms. Robin Wisener, Myro and Partners
Collaborative place-based approaches have been identified as
requiring innovative evaluation designs that are tailored to
take into account their unique characteristics. This paper
documents the challenges associated with evaluating placebased approaches drawing on academic, community and
federal government sources. It also points to new evaluation
methods that are being developed as a way to address these
challenges. As part of this survey, the paper analyzes several
cases of federal place-based evaluations to establish what
challenges, if any, have been encountered within them. The
paper concludes, that while federal government place-based
initiatives are documenting challenges similar to those
identified in the literature, they are not being identified as
characteristic challenges, potentially limiting learning
opportunities across evaluations and across policy domains in
terms of evaluation best practices. It suggests that further
cross-cutting research could point toward innovations in
evaluation design and methodology being applied to placebased approaches and point to more effective evaluation
possibilities within the federal government.

8
Does research performance influence environmentrelated outcomes of countries? Lessons learned
from a macro-level evaluation using bibliometric
indicators and environmental performance indexes
Mr. Frédéric Bertrand, Science Metrix
Mr. David Campbell, Science Metrix
Mr. Gregoire Cote, Science Metrix
Mrs. Michelle Odile Geoffroy, Independent Consultant
The measurement of the contribution of scientific research to
national-level outcomes continues to challenge research
evaluation. Several rankings and indexes have been
developed and used to investigate the influence of economic
and non-economic factors on the environmental performance
of nations. However, the role of national research
performance, as a determinant of national environmental
performance, has not been fully investigated. This paper aims
to explore the interpretative value of macro-level indicators to
better understand the relationships between the research
performance and the environmental performance of nations.
Using bibliometric tools developed by Science-Metrix as
proxy indicators of environmental research performance of
countries and the Environmental Performance Index (EPI)
published jointly by Yale University and Columbia University,
the authors present results and discuss the
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9
The use of case studies to identify and document
innovative practices
Mrs. Brigitte Bouchard-Morris, PRA Inc.
There is increasing emphasis on effectiveness, coupled with
increasingly decentralized and third-party delivery of
government social and economic programs and services.
This in turn increases the importance of sharing experiences
and lessons learned in a variety of settings, including with
regard to innovative delivery practices. Challenges typically
lie in the identification of practices that are innovative, and
in building on the innovation. In-depth case studies can
prove very effective to help identify and document
innovative practices. This presentation focuses on key
considerations in the selection and design of case studies,
and in the tailoring of data collection and reporting strategy,
with a view to maximize the likelihood of identifying and
documenting existing innovative practices, and do so in a
manner suitable for broader circulation, learning and
application. It includes examples of cases studies from
various government program evaluations.

10
Evaluating global partnerships: A new evaluation
model and approach to building partnerships
Mrs. Donna Brown, Donna Brown and Associates
Ms. Betty Ann Turpin, Turpin Consultants Inc.
New organizations and networks such as World Health
Organization’s Global Noncommunicable Diseases Network
and Pan American Health Organization's Partners Forum
were formed to address global health issues. Their primary
objectives of reducing risk, morbidity and mortality related
to noncommunicable diseases and sharing modifiable risk
factors through partnership action and multi-sectoral
collaboration face a multitude of challenges.
Increasingly, the evaluation of global health partnerships /
collaborations needs to center on shared learning from
experience. Toward this end, benchmarking research leads
to a new evaluation model that emphasizes how evaluation
can facilitate new partnership endeavours in assessing
progress, evaluating results and translating lessons learned
into action.
This presentation will: 1) outline the new strategic evaluation
model and process; (2) identify challenges to evaluating
partnerships; and (3) demonstrate how the adopted process
strengthened partnerships. The evaluation model is eclectic,
arising from a wholistic approach which draws from several
existing evaluation models, theories and perspectives.

11
Ethics DO matter!
Ms. Heather Buchanan, Jua, Management Consulting Services
Mr. Wayne MacDonald, Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada
The presenters wish to continue a dialogue on the importance of
ethics within our profession. Following on their presentation in
2010 – Do Ethics Matter? this presentation will provide the
results of research conducted into the issue of ethics in
evaluation, including the results of a survey of Canadian
Evaluators on this subject.
The presenters will provide some parameters for their research
(definitions, international and domestic contexts) and present
their analysis of the current situation in Canada related to ethical
challenges. They will argue for a more proactive agenda and
action on the part of CES to support the needs and challenges of
its members in this important area.

12
Using cognitive interviews to understand
educators’ data use
Mr. Saad Chahine, Metrein Consulting, OISE/UT
Cognitive interviews are one of the most frequently used
methods for collecting qualitative data in evaluation studies.
Although cognitive interviews allow for flexibility in
modifying the interviewing procedure, no clear method of
analysis has been proposed in the literature. This paper
proposes a systematic procedure for analyzing cognitive
interviews. To illustrate the procedure, I describe a study
that used cognitive interviews to examine educators’ ability
to interpret large-scale data reports to inform their own
practice. The interview protocol included questions to assess
educators’: (1) statistical literacy, (2) educational history and
level of comfort with statistics, and (3) ability to interpret
score reports. Qualitative matrix analysis was used as the
primary method of analysis to group educators into
different categories of ability. The paper provides some
preliminary steps in developing a comprehensive model for
interpreting data collected in cognitive interviews.

evidence to support expenditure management including
strategic reviews of federal programs and; b) monitoring the
health of the evaluation function. In fulfilling these two
roles, assessment of evaluation quality is vital for informing
users of evaluation about the degree to which the findings
and conclusions in a given evaluation are ‘credible’ and in
providing feedback to departments on the performance of
their evaluation functions. In this presentation, CEE will
outline its model for analysing evaluation quality by
providing an overview of the main concepts and tools used.

14
Evaluation theory – the starting point for
evaluation
Dr. Kaireen Chaytor, Dalhousie University
Ms. Nancy Carter, Nova Scotia Health Research Foundation
Shadish, Cook and Levinton (1992) developed an approach to
evaluation theory. The importance of theory to evaluation was
later stressed in Shadish’s AEA presidential address titled
“Theory is who we are.” A review of evaluation theory at a
recent AEA conference pleaded the case for this work to be
recognized as foundational to evaluation practice and of
continued relevance to the field.
This presentation defines and discusses evaluation theory and
its importance for positioning the field of evaluation as a
discipline or a profession. We note the absence of theory in
recent evaluative initiatives in Canada, and the consequences
of practicing or commissioning evaluation in the absence of
evaluation theory. The importance of theory as the starting
point in public sector evaluations and the relationship
between evaluation theory and program theory will be
presented. Suggestions for advancing the role of evaluation
theory will be offered.

15
Applying the principles of community-based
research to mental health and addictions program
evaluation
Dr. Colleen Dell, University of Saskatchewan

13

Mr. Mitch Daschuk, University of Saskatchewan
Dr. Randy Duncan, University of Saskatchewan

Assessing evaluation quality: Current practices at
the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat’s Centre
of Excellence for Evaluation
Mr. Robert Chambers, Centre for Excellence for Evaluation –
Treasury Board of Canada, Secretariat
As the policy centre for federal government evaluation in
Canada, the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat’s Centre
of Excellence for Evaluation (TBS - CEE) plays several key
roles including: a) facilitating utilization of evaluations as

Ms. Michelle Kushniruk, University of Saskatchewan
Dr. Raymond Tempier, University of Saskatchewan
Mental health and addiction program evaluation is gradually
engaging with a Community-Based Participatory Research
(CBPR) method. Administrators, supervisors, front-line service
providers and even clients are actively directing program
evaluations. This presentation discusses the application of CBPR
theory and method in a project undertaken by the Saskatchewan
Team for Research and Evaluation of Addictions Treatment and
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Mental Health Services (STREAM) to develop an interactive
evaluation workbook with the health regions in Saskatchewan.
Until recently, the process of determining what questions a
program evaluation should ask, how the evaluation should be
conducted, and what the results of the evaluation are fell under
the ‘expert’ jurisdiction of the researcher alone. Endorsing a
CBPR philosophy requires that communities or groups on which
a study focuses – and who stand to be most significantly
impacted by the findings – are given an opportunity to become
equal partners in a program evaluation process. Illustrating with
the development of the evaluation workbook, the perils and
pitfalls to achieving this are discussed.

assessment activities, a ‘tool box’ of resources and increased
utilization of available data collection and analysis resources.

16

Application and utility of geomatics to evaluation:
Mapping vulnerable populations and community
based services in Canada

Examining measures used in evaluation:
Addressing challenges with new tools

The presenters will offer three perspectives on this assessment
work designed to improve the quality of the university student
experience – academic, co-curricular and extra-curricular.
The collaborative approach has highlighted CES PE Standards
and Guidelines for Ethical Conduct and the evaluation
approach has required the implementation of protocols and
training to address all required standards.

18

Mrs. Kate-Lynn Duplessis, PHAC

Dr. Ann Doucette, The Evaluators Institute

Mrs. Kara Hayne, PHAC

While measurement is the foundation of evaluation, its
quality is often overlooked in terms of the numbers, meaning
and magnitude of the value we assign in determining
whether programs and interventions are effective. Cochrane
(1972) reminds us that “. . . we should always assume
treatment is ineffective unless there is evidence to the
contrary” – a testament to the impact evaluation can have on
sociopolitical, economic, and personal decisions. The
interpretation of evaluation finding rests on the integrity of
the measures we choose, providing an objective criterion of
the level of effectiveness. The insensitivity of a measure to
detect change if it occurs, poorly articulated constructs,
unexamined validity for specific population segments, and an
inability to generalize results compromise the appropriate use
of evaluation findings and their incorporation into actionable
policy. This paper describes and highlights measurement
challenges for evaluation and argues for increased attention to
measurement quality in evaluation.

By mapping and analyzing program data through a spatial
lens, geographic information systems (GIS) can be a powerful
tool to support evaluation of program relevance and reach.
This presentation will demonstrate the application and utility
of GIS as an emerging evaluation methodology. A GIS case
study was completed on two national children’s programs
funded by the Public Health Agency of Canada, namely the
Community Action Program (CAPC) for Children and the
Canada Prenatal Nutrition Program (CPNP). The purpose of
this project was to determine the location of at-risk
populations in Canada, and to assess through spatial analysis,
whether CAPC and CPNP projects are reaching these
populations. This project is expected to help inform program
evaluation and future program directions.
Considerations and lessons learned for building spatial analysis
into other areas of evaluation design will be discussed.

19
17
Diverse voices: Building a culture of assessment
within a multigenerational, multidisciplinary,
multiple program / unit teams
Dr. Wendy Doughty, University of Alberta
Mr. David Rodenburg, University of Alberta
Ms. Norma Rodenburg, University of Alberta
What happens when you bring together Student Services
leaders who vary in age, experience, education/training and
perspectives to build a common set of outcomes that focus on
a ‘positive experience’ for university students? Join us as we
share our learning about communication, language, intent,
values and diversity. Discover how logic models, wikis, blogs
and learning opportunities help build internal capacity and
passion for assessment and program evaluation. Recognize
the value of working collaboratively to build a profile of
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Ethnographic research techniques in the context
of evaluation
Dr. Samantha Evans, Goss Gilroy
Dr. Simon Roy, Goss Gilroy
Ethnography is a research strategy that capitalizes on
participant observation techniques. Without always being
fully aware of it, many evaluators use ethnographic methods
to conduct their evaluations, including in-situ observation
and participatory processes. Participant observation is
particularly useful for providing detailed and in-depth
research on processes and practice for:
l

Longitudinal studies of programs to measure change and
impact over time

l

Assisting self-assessments

l

User studies that measure program impact from a user’s
perspective

l

Community and case studies

This paper will discuss some of the strengths and weaknesses
of ethnographic methods in the context of evaluation, and
how to maximize its use. It will also discuss some ethical
considerations.

20
Should principles of social justice and cultural
competency be included in all program
evaluations?

change. This presentation will introduce the concept of SROI
and review work done over the past two years by a dedicated
group of partners in Edmonton whose efforts focused on
increased understanding and capacity building in this
evolving area. The discussion will include experiences,
learnings and challenges of an in-depth training course, the
creation of an online searchable data base of financial proxies
and the development of a practicing network of individuals
which provide a forum for knowledge exchange and support.
Preliminary findings on the strengths and weakness of SROI
will also be presented.

Dr. Joy Fraser, Athabasca University
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Every year increasing amounts of financial and human
resources are invested globally to support the provision of
training for health care providers. There should be clear
evidence that these training programs have positive impacts
on global health and that the time and money spent on
educational programs is an effective and efficient use of
resources. While there may be anecdotal evidence and some
formal documentation about the positive results of such
endeavours, there is little real evidence based on reliable
research that investing these resources contributes to
improved health outcomes. Undoubtedly, there is a need for
efficient and reliable monitoring and evaluation systems in
order to demonstrate accountability. But, according to
observations from personnel at the World Health
Organization (WHO), and from a review of the WHO website
and documents, there is no comprehensive framework to
evaluate the impact of training programs for health
professionals. Therefore, in collaboration with the Office of
Nursing and Midwifery at WHO in Geneva, the author
engaged in participatory action research related to impact
evaluation of training programs. The intention was to
examine the types of evaluation methods being used, explore
the degree to which users were satisfied with these methods,
and to gather ideas about what should be included in a
comprehensive evaluation framework. Features explored
included return on investment (ROI) and the feasibility of
incorporating indicators of social justice and cultural
competency. Evaluation principles were identified that could
be applied to any program evaluation.

A framework for community-based evaluation:
Theory into action

21
Social return on investment: The Edmonton context
Ms. Sarah French, City of Edmonton

Ms. Rebecca Georgis, University of Alberta
Dr. Rebecca Gokiert, University of Alberta
Dr. Cheryl Poth, University of Alberta
This presentation highlights key characteristics of a
Community-Based Evaluation (CBE) approach and reports its
development using a case study. CBE is a collaborative
evaluation framework that focuses on both process and
outcomes with specific emphasis on the meaningfulness and
intended use of evaluation in community-based initiatives.
CBE is guided by community-based research (CBR)
principles, which promote the active and equitable
involvement of partners and community members in the
planning, implementation, and dissemination of evaluation.
Knowledge sharing and capacity building mechanisms are
integrated throughout the evaluation for the mutual benefit of
all stakeholders. CBE shares characteristics with other
evaluation approaches, however it is unique in that it bridges
different evaluation approaches in a cohesive action
framework. Drawing on the perspective of diverse partners in
a large, multi-year early childhood development initiative, the
unique roles of the evaluator and the factors that facilitate the
CBE approach will be discussed.

23
Community-based evaluation within a crosscultural context
Dr. Rebecca Gokiert, Community University Partnership for the study
of children youth and families

Ms. Anna Bubel, Another Way

Ms. Yvonne Chiu, Multicultural Health Brokers Co-op

Social change has value, but how do we measure the social
changes that service providers facilitate? How can one
measure the change created in people's lives and
communities? Social Return on Investment (SROI) attempts to
do just that. By involving stakeholders, valuing what matters,
using credible research, and ensuring modesty of claim, we
can begin to measure and account for the value of social

Ms. Winnie Chow-Horn, Community University Partnership for the
study of children youth and families
To ensure that early childhood programs and policies meet
the needs of the changing Canadian demographic, it is
important to include the perspective of new immigrant and
refugee families. However, the participation of these families
in evaluation activities is often constrained by pre-migration
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experiences, settlement obstacles, language barriers, and lack
of exposure to evaluation methods. Using a preschool
developmental screening initiative as a case study, we will
highlight the challenges and opportunities that arose when
conducting an evaluation in an ethno-culturally diverse
community. We will discuss how recruitment, data collection,
informed consent, and language can create barriers to
evaluation when utilizing traditional methods and tools. We
will highlight how the use of a community-based capacitybuilding evaluation approach, created new opportunities and
methods (e.g., capacity through local organizations, oral
consent procedures, cultural brokers, and family
involvement) to gain the perspective of new immigrant and
refugee families.

of legal work. Consequently, with the increased emphasis on
these difficult measures, we need to revise the way we think
about the institutional and conceptual barriers. This paper
will also discuss different approaches to measuring the
effectiveness and efficiency of legal services.
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Ms. Heather Moore, Citizenship and Immigration Canada

26
Using case studies to tell the evaluation story:
A hybrid approach
Ms. Eleanor Hamaluk, R.A. Malatest & Associates Ltd.
Mr. Douglas Elliott, R.A. Malatest & Associates Ltd
Ms. Chantall Goyette, Citizenship and Immigration Canada

Dr. Karine Bégine, Citizenship and Immigration Canada

Effective evaluation: Innovative methods, tools and
promising practices
Dr. Kathryn Graham, Alberta Innovates Health Solutions
The Edmonton based Alberta Innovates – Health Solutions
(AI-HS) is a not-for-profit provincial health research funding
agency. In early 2010 AI-HS was incorporated under
Alberta’s new realigned Research and Innovation System
designed to strengthen the province’s role as a world leader
in using science to seek solutions. Evaluating complex
systems requires using novel approaches as well as a multimethod approach to provide an evidence base for policy
making, as well as informing program and organizational
decision making and demonstrating results. The
methodological challenges in evaluating this type of
research vary from attribution, contribution, long time
frames to establishing the counterfactual. The presentation
will provide an overview and comparison of the methods,
tools and practices used over the organization’s 30 year
history and how the organization is currently employing
emerging techniques and practices to evaluate and monitor
performance. In addition, an inventory of models, tools,
promising practices and resources will be provided.
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Transitioning to performance measurement in legal
services: Institutional and conceptual barriers.
Ms. Rita Gunn, PRA Inc.
Ms. Amy Richmond, PRA Inc.
Performance measurement has evolved over the past decade
from a pathway to achieving effectiveness and efficiency – to
a focus on measuring effectiveness and efficiency. These
measures now extend to human services, including legal
services, where there has been considerable resistance
because of a wide range of extra-legal factors that complicate
measurement. Also, quantifying outputs to assess value is
rejected as being too simplistic and not capturing the essence
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R.A. Malatest & Associates Ltd. worked collaboratively with
Citizenship and Immigration Canada on the evaluation of the
Government Assisted Refugees (GAR) and the Resettlement
Assistance Programs (RAP). This evaluation used a hybrid
model and conducted international and in-Canada case
studies to follow the experiences of GARs from selection and
processing abroad to resettlement and integration in Canada.
Under a hybrid model, both the Client and Consultant supply
evaluators as part of the team. The joint efforts of CIC and
Malatest were essential to engaging the participation of
stakeholders, understanding the context and carrying out the
case studies. The case studies allowed the evaluation to
observe firsthand the issues impacting the programs and the
population served. This presentation examines the case study
approach and how it brings unique and rich evidence, central
to the evaluation, with a focus on the value of a hybrid model
to facilitate data collection and analysis.
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Theory building through praxis discourse: A
theory – and practice-informed model of a
transformative participatory approach to evaluation
Mr. Michael Harnar, Claremount Graduate University
Mr. John Gargani, Gargani & Co.
The discipline of evaluation is built upon its descriptions, its
language, and its approaches towards practice. The
development of one such approach – Participatory Evaluation
– has focused almost entirely on a practical model, leaving a
transformative model mostly neglected. Transformative
Participatory Evaluation (T-PE) practitioners find little
theoretical or practical guidance in the evaluation literature.
This research redresses this discrepancy by producing a
theory- and practice-informed model of the T-PE approach
that will help further discipline development by providing
practitioners a model reflecting their work. LeBaron Wallace,
Hansen, and Alkin (2009) used qualitative literature analysis

to develop logic models reflecting Practical Participatory
Evaluation and Transformative Evaluation but overlooked T-PE.
The present research extends that work by developing a model of
T-PE using both quantitative and qualitative methods that inform
one another. The product is a theory- and practice-informed model
of a transformative participatory approach to evaluation practice.

the presentation will address competence in web
conferencing; integrity with regard to privacy, confidentiality,
and communication of findings; and accountability through
timely analysis and reporting. The presentation will be
especially relevant for those evaluating geographically
distributed initiatives.
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Engagement and research design leanings from
a three year, arts based community
development project

Quality of life as a performance measure in
providing supports to adults with developmental
disabilities

Ms. Jennifer Hewson, Faculty of Social Work, University of Calgary

Dr. Dale Howard, Howard Research and Management Consulting Inc.

Ms. Cathryn Bradshaw

Ms. Teresa Bladon, Howard Research

Ms. Karina Ramdath

Mr. Sean McDerrmott, Persons with Developmental Disabilities,
Edmonton Region Community Board

Ms. Christine A. Walsh
The three year Patching People and Ideas Together project sought
to engage youth at a low income housing complex through a
variety of arts based programs. An evaluation was conducted each
year to assess project outcomes and identify key learnings about
the engagement process and the research design. A variety of
qualitative and quantitative methods was used to collect
information from residents and project staff. A sense of community
survey was also administered to the broader community.
Modifications were made each year to the research design based
on learnings from the previous year about best ways to recruit and
hear from participants. Programs varied each year as staff
developed and strengthened relationships, built trust, and
balanced original goals and objectives with the expressed needs
and interests of complex residents. These processes and research
design learnings will be presented along with a discussion about
developing leadership capacity and establishing sustainability.
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Connecting communities on-line to share learning:
Using web conferencing for group interviews in
evaluating community development initiatives
Dr. Tammy Horne, WellQuest Consulting Ltd.
This presentation will focus on web conferencing (Elluminate,
Adobe Connect) for group interviews with community
leaders/facilitators across Alberta – to share success stories,
challenges, and ideas for change. Such sharing can benefit other
communities doing similar work. Facilitating group interviews
through web conferencing saves costs over in-person meetings
and long distance teleconferences, and can strengthen networks
and communities of practice through sharing verbal, written and
visual data. Using examples from community development
projects, the presentation will address: on-line facilitation
processes, benefits/limitations of web conferencing features, and
challenges for rural communities with limited bandwidth. The
presentation will cover issues consistent with Program Evaluation
Standards U1, U3, U7, A5, A9 in particular. For Ethical Guidelines,

As a sector that receives large amounts of government funds,
measuring the effectiveness of services and supports provided
to adults with developmental disabilities is an important
consideration not only for funders (e.g., government
organizations), but also for individuals and families receiving
supports and the service providers themselves. Situated
within the context of implementing a regional initiative to
measure quality of life of adults with developmental
disabilities, this paper focuses on quality of life as a key
component of a “balanced scorecard” approach for a move
forward in evaluation of services and supports provided. The
panel discussion emphasizes the use of quality of life as part
of a quality improvement process, including the importance
of positioning results in the local context in order to derive
value for local agencies and systems. Also, the presentation
includes a discussion of processes used in developing an
instrument to measure quality of life.
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Navigating developmental evaluation: The role of a
sherpa within organizations
Ms. Kathy Howery, University of Alberta
Dr. Cheryl Poth, University of Alberta
Ms. Dorothy Pinto, University of Alberta
This paper reports a cross analysis of two case studies where
developmental evaluation was used for systems-level change
initiatives. Analysis of evaluator reflections during the initial
stage reveals a focus on our sherpa role characterized as
guide, negotiator, and communicator within the complex
environment. By comparing and contrasting two examples,
we develop principles for operationalizing the initial stages
for an infusing a developmental evaluation into
organizational culture. Implications for developmental
evaluator practices will be discussed with specific focus on
supporting innovative ways of capacity building at the
systems level.
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use; and (3) common barriers to evidence use within health care
organizations.

Evaluating long-term outcomes of medical
education programs on the development of
physician competencies
Mr. Chris Lovato, University of British Columbia Evaluation
Studies Unit

A developmental evaluation approach was used, which
integrated organizational development and evaluation activities.
Projects were used as teaching cases, with researchers providing
real time support and consultation. The process was evaluated
using mixed methods, including learning assessments, surveys,
participant observation, process documentation, interviews and
focus groups.

Dr. Linda Peterson, University of British Columbia Evaluation
Studies Unit
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Ms. Helen Hsu, University of British Columbia

Dr. Shayna Rusticus, University of British Columbia Evaluation
Studies Unit
Mr. Derek Wilson, University of British Columbia Evaluation
Studies Unit
An increased awareness by educators regarding the need to
demonstrate social accountability of their program represents an
important challenge for medical schools. In the past, internal
evaluation in medical education has focused predominantly on
using course surveys and assessment data. Evaluators are now
seeking approaches to demonstrate that their institution is being
socially accountable, that medical education programs are
competency-based and that students are achieving the required
level of competency at each stage of their education. This paper
will describe an approach to evaluate the readiness of
undergraduate medical students as they progress from clerkship
placements into residency training. These represent important
indicators of educational effectiveness. Challenges and lessons
learned in developing and implementing a survey approach
from multiple perspectives will be discussed, including insights
related to enhancing utility, feasibility, credibility and propriety.
This presentation will be of interest to evaluators responsible for
evaluating long-term outcomes in higher education.
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Developmental evaluation applied: Promoting
evidence use in health care organizations
Ms. Serena Humphries, University of Alberta, School of Public Health
Dr. Sarah Bowen, University of Alberta
Ms. Tanis Hampe, Northern Health
Dr. Derrick Larsen, Regina Qu’Appelle Health Region
This presentation reports on research evaluating an integrated
planning, implementation and evaluation strategy to build
organizational capacity to use evidence throughout the planning
cycle. Focusing on implications for evaluation practice, it
describes the process of identifying needs, planning and
evaluating the activities at the two pilot sites: Regina Qu’Appelle
– (implementation of early intervention for CKD), and Northern
Health (evaluation of integration of addictions/mental health
services with primary care). Objectives of the research were to
identify (1) organizational needs to support evidence use in
program planning; (2) effective strategies in promoting evidence
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Case studies that work with (not without)
communities
Ms. Andrea Johnston, Johnston Research Inc.
Case studies must have respect for local protocols and a personal
touch, utilizing a non-burdening communication strategy,
operating within the boundaries of providing ownership,
control, access, and possession – including local evaluators. The
case study approach must honour the local needs and desires
and ensure site-visitors and interviewers have the right heritage
and cultural knowledge and also able to provide local language
capabilities. The methodology requires a full ability such as
suitability assessment grids, utilization of comparative national
data sets, data collection matrices, triangulation of sources and
respondents, document coding structures (e.g. file review guide),
and research evidence matrices. Finally, a methodological
innovation will improve data knowledge, such as using
photovoice, an approach like the JRI Waawiyeyaa (Circular)
Evaluation Tool, graphic and dynamic interviewing techniques –
e.g., field data capturing directly into SPSS, sharing circles and
elder facilitated sessions, and multiple options for providing
input and opinions.
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Evolving a capacity-building and utilizationfocused evaluation for CATCH:
A community-driven movement to address early
childhood development in Kelowna, BC
Mr. Eugene Krupa, Community Action Towards Children’s Health
Dr. Katherine Woodman, Charis Management Consulting Inc.
Community-driven movements and coalitions are born
frequently, with the intent for them to lead the way to genuine,
sustainable progress in social and health issues, including
poverty, housing, food security, early child development, and
environmental issues. The coalitions frequently lack capacity to
overcome the complex array of barriers to effective action and
evaluation, including knowledge, human resource, structural,
economic and political barriers. They fall short of their missions
and visions, and do not realize the dream of knowledge
translation. In 1999, Community Action Toward Children's
Health (CATCH) was created to address barriers to early
childhood development in Kelowna and Central Okanagan, BC.

As people, resources and governments changed, it transitioned
from emphasis on participatory to capacity building, to outputs,
to the current focus on building organizational capacity,
utilization and sustainability. We will trace this evolution,
provide examples of evaluation activities today, and link to
theories of sustainability and utilization focused evaluation. If
internet connection permits, we will connect with CATCH team
members in Kelowna so they can describe their experiences in
evaluating their movement.

systems face considerable challenges in system development,
training and sustainability. Many fail. In this session, we will
present what we are learning about project and evaluation
design considerations and processes in low-resource
environments. We will describe innovations in engaging
stakeholders, participatory design and evaluation, capacity
building, facilitating utilization in policy and practice, and
knowledge translation at community, district and national levels.
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Evaluation of LoHiCdSHI in rural / remote Zambia:
Building capacity to addressing maternal and child
health and determinants of health in rural/remote
communities

Valorisation de l’évaluation de programme dans les
politiques gouvernementales : Un examen
empirique de la capacité d’absorption des
ministères agissant dans les principaux domaines
d’intervention du gouvernement du Québec.

Mr. Eugene Krupa, YWCA and MOH Senanga

M. Moktar Lamari

About 4 million rural/remote Zambians live with major barriers
to determinants of health – literacy and education, food and
water security, gender quality, poverty and extreme shortage of
health workers. Tremendous human potential is lost due to
preventable illness (HIV,TB, waterborn), maternal death in
childbirth, and the impacts of the above on early childhood
development. Past action was hindered by isolation, low human
resources, low or excessive financial resources, system
dysfunctions, inattention to traditional systems, culturally
inappropriate approaches a growing acceptance of dependence,
and poor or non-existent evaluation and knowledge translation
processes. In 2007, Canadians partnered with Zambian
stakeholders to support communities and stakeholders in
designing “Low-cost, High-impact, Community-driven,
Sustainable Health Initiatives” (LoHiCdSHI), and various other
health and develop system, initiatives to address the above while
creating a foundation for genuine progress in Western Province.
We will describe what we learned about planning and evaluation
design in this environment, including methods with stakeholders
of varying literacy and perceived power levels. We will offer
recommendations for future work, and an invitation to
collaborate in Zambia and other low resource environments.

M. Mathieu Ouimet, Universite Laval
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Evaluating knowledge synthesis, translation and
exchange: The complexities and the challenges.

Evaluating community health workers systems in
rural / remote Zambia: Designing for intersectoral
collaboration, knowledge translation and
sustainability
Mr. Eugene Krupa, University of Alberta, School of Public Health
Human resources for health are stretched to the limit in rural
areas of Sub-Saharran Africa. Although there are only 1/50 the
number of health professionals compared to similar populations
in Canada, they face many times the burden of illness and
challenge of prevention. Volunteer community health workers
have been effective in sustaining people with HIV, and
improving maternal and child health and survival, but such

M. Jean Turgeon, ENAP-CREXE
Le texte traite de la prise en compte de l’évaluation de
programme dans divers domaines de l’intervention
gouvernementale. Cette prise en compte fait face à des enjeux et
défis spécifiques liés à la diversité des domaines de politiques
publiques et à l’hétérogénéité des sources de connaissances.
Deux questions sont traitées : i) quels sont les déterminants du
recours (consultation) aux évaluations de programmes pour
chacun des domaines de politique publique ? ii) quelle est la
place dévolue à l’évaluation de programme dans la foule
hétéroclite des sources de nouvelles connaissances ? La recherche
utilise la théorie de la capacité d’absorption de connaissances
(Cohen et Levinthal, 1990) pour identifier ses variables et
hypothèses de recherche. Elle utilise les données d’un sondage
auprès de 1614 professionnels dans 18 ministères du
gouvernement du Québec. Les résultats obtenus éclairent sur les
modalités de renforcement de la capacité d’absorption des
résultats des évaluations de programme.
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Ms. Faith Layden, National Collaborating Centre for Determinates of
Health
Knowledge Transfer (KT) or Knowledge Synthesis
Translation and Exchange (KSTE) have increasingly become
the mandates of government agencies and organizations.
The challenge becomes, how do we know when we have
successfully accomplished knowledge transfer? What does
success look like?
The mandates for these organizations are complex and the
settings are often very complex. According to Patricia J.
Rogers (2008) evaluation of complex interventions is a huge
challenge because of the multiple variables crossing the “path
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to success”. Evaluation strategies are often intended to gather
program performance and inform decision-makers. In the
case of the National Collaborating Centre for Determinants of
Health the mandate is to gather and synthesize relevant
public health research and transfer it to front-line public
health practitioners – a different path of influence. This
presentation will focus on the challenges to the evaluation of
KT and KSTE. One KT project will be illustrated to present the
evaluation challenges.
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The process and the learning from developing ESL
course evaluations: From the high-level trust
creation to the ground-level decision of which word
to use
Dr. Augusto Legaspi, Bow Valley College
Ms. Dale McCarthy, Bow Valley College
Ms. Sonja Quitouette, Bow Valley College
Mr. Peter Zuba, Bow Valley College
Course evaluation is one component in the delivery of great
instruction. However, it is a challenge to create evaluations for
ESL courses in which students have a very wide range of
formal education, English proficiency, and computer literacy.
We present the process by which we at Bow Valley College
embarked on a multi-year process of creating different
evaluation tools for ESL classes. We worked with stakeholder
perspectives, varied information needs, different logistical
considerations, and diverse ESL student characteristics. The
process helped establish levels of understanding and trust
that made it possible to try varied data-collection approaches
and to plan a smoother process in the hope of creating an
empirically-based evaluation procedure and tools that:
l

provide more specific feedback on classroom activities and
strategies;

l

suit different streams and levels of ESL students; and

l

allow for computer use.
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which to develop and apply critical competencies. Internships
also have the potential to offer practical benefits to employers
and educators including improved efficiencies in the
recruitment of highly skilled people and establishing relations
with suitable organizations for work on student projects. This
session discusses using evaluation internships to build upon
course-based training from the perspectives of practitioner,
educator and emerging evaluator. It begins with a discussion
of strengths and shortcomings of course-based and practical
training methods and moves to examining the benefits of
integrating such training. The session concludes with ideas for
future directions in evaluation training.
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Aboriginal engagement in the evaluation
process at INAC
Ms. Dianne Lepa, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada
Mr. Daniel Fairbairn, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada
Evaluation work at Indian and Northern Affairs Canada
(INAC) is informed by an Engagement Policy that provides a
framework for including Aboriginal peoples and
organizations in the evaluation process. For the departmental
evaluative work to be relevant, Aboriginal people need to be
involved. This involvement can be achieved through a variety
of methods ranging from Aboriginal participation in
interviews, surveys, focus groups, case studies and the
participation of Aboriginal organizations in advisory
committees, to evaluations being conducted jointly between
INAC and Aboriginal governments.
This presentation will discuss the continuum of participatory
methods being undertaken at INAC as well as the evaluative
theory from which these methods have been derived.
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Evaluating the contribution of medical education
to physician human resources: The Distributed
Medical Education Program at UBC
Dr. Chris Lovato, UBC Evaluation Studies Unit

Bridging the gap: Examining models for
evaluator training

Ms. Helen Hsu, UBC Evaluation Studies Unit

Mr. Andrew Lejeune, Alberta Innovates Health Solutions

In recent years, there has been a call for medical schools to be
more responsive to societal needs and to demonstrate
accountability in meeting these needs. A critical need in health
services is for more doctors practicing in
northern/rural/remote communities and for more family
physicians. This paper describes an approach the Evaluation
Studies Unit (ESU), University of British Columbia is using to
demonstrate achievement of goals related to physician human
resources, including practice choice and location. Using
several sources of data, ESU is creating a system to track
where UBC students and residents are training as well as

Ms. Heidi Chorzempa, Alberta Innovates Health Solutions
Dr. Cheryl Poth, University of Alberta
With the implementation of the CES credentialing program,
developing appropriate competencies in new evaluators is a
prevalent issue. While formal, course-based education is
necessary, it represents only part of the training; evaluation
internship programs can address the professional
development gap by complementing course-based training
and providing new evaluators with practical environments in
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Ms. Holly Buhler, UBC Evaluation Studies Unit

what and where they choose to practice upon completion of
their training. An overview of the approach, data sources,
analysis, key challenges, and lessons learned will be
presented. Early results will be presented, including GIS
maps. This presentation will be of interest to evaluators
working in health professions education.
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Three cases in cost-effectiveness analysis – pushing
the boundaries
Mr. Greg Mason, PRA Inc.
Mr. Andrew Buchel, PRA Inc.
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First Impressions Community Exchange (FICE)
longitudinal evaluation
Ms. Patricia Macklin, Alberta Agriculture and Rural Development
Longitudinal evaluations of community-level programs are
rare. The First Impressions Community Exchange (FICE) was
piloted in Alberta in 2008. The facilitating consultant
conducted a process evaluation in 2008 upon completion of
the community's action plans to assess each step of the
exchange, reporting and planning processes, associated
documents, checklists, general learnings and value to the
community. Alberta's Urban Municipalities Association, the
program champion, conducted a short-term evaluation in
2009 to see if communities were implementing their action
plans, with whom the plan had been shared and what
partnerships had emerged. Alberta Agriculture and Rural
Development, the pilot's funder, conducted a medium-term
evaluation in 2010 to determine whether communities were
still engaging with their action plan and whether their
perspective of FICE had changed over time. An 8 minute case
study video was produced to document and share results.
That video featuring the Town of Westlock is incorporated
into the presentation.
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Challenges in utilizing randomized control trials in
social program evaluation: Lessons learned
Mr. Robert Malatest, R.A Malatest and Associates Ltd.
With renewed emphasis on the measurement of client
outcomes, evaluation managers are increasingly asking for
greater rigour in terms if demonstrating net or incremental
impacts associated with investment in social programs. In the
United States, evaluation projects typically hold up "random
assignment" and/or "randomized control trials" (RCT) as the
gold standard in terms of program evaluations. The question
is, has Canada moved to adopt random assignment as the
gold standard for social program evaluation in Canada?
Sadly, the answer is that in most cases, despite initial support
for the use of random assignment as rigorous method to
measure program impact, the use of random assignment
methodology to assess program impact has not been adopted
by federal or provincial government evaluation managers.
This presentation will highlight the challenges and barriers in
using random assignment to measure social program impacts
in Canada.

Assessing cost-effectiveness poses challenges in any context,
but it has taken on a new imperative with The Treasury Board
Policy on Evaluation, which identifies economy and efficiency
and "progress toward outcomes" as key elements of federal
evaluations. Implied in the policy is the measurement of costeffectiveness or cost per unit of outcome realized.
In most situations measuring net impact as well as developing
accurate measures of cost present a host of challenges …
evaluations frequently resort to weak lines of evidence and
opinion to conclude on cost-effectiveness. This paper draws on
three recently completed evaluations to illustrate some options to
measuring cost-effectiveness.
The first study examines the cost-effectiveness of airport
upgrades when operational data on flight movements and the
value of airport traffic are poor and the outcome is simply
continued operation of the facility. The second study presents
the value for money of a training program for persons with
disabilities, when no control group exists and much of the cost of
serving clients is buried in the overhead of a government
department. The third case represents an attempt to measure the
cost-effectiveness of early screening (cancer), in effect measuring
whether an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
The paper seeks to illustrate how meaningful cost effectiveness
can be derived with what appear to be weak cost and outcome
data. In all three cases, ingenuity was needed to develop
measures of net outcomes and costs.
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Effecting family changes for the healthy
development of children: A provincial early
childhood intervention program evaluated using
mixed methods
Dr. Nazeem Muhajarine, Saskatchewan Population Health and
Evaluation Research Unit
Ms. Kristjana Lopston, SPHERU
Dr. Darren Nickel, SPHERU
Dr. Hongxia Shan, SPHERU
KidsFirst is Saskatchewan’s flagship early childhood
intervention program. It serves vulnerable families with
children from prenatal to age five, in nine targeted areas and
communities. Between 2007 and 2010, we used theory-driven,
framework guided, mixed methods to evaluate the short-term
effectiveness of the program at multiple levels (children,
family and community). Our presentation focuses on the
impacts the program had on participating KidsFirst families.
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Specifically, our quantitative analysis of the initial and interval
family assessment scores shows that families experienced
significant improvements shortly after enrolling in the
program, in terms of social support, food security,
expectations of children, parent motivation, and food and
housing. The qualitative study complemented the
quantitative findings, suggesting positive changes in parents,
such as their prenatal and parenting knowledge and practices,
and readiness to reach out for support and services. It further
reveals the program policies and practices conducive to the
positive changes in families.

a non-profit, NGO, government or for-profit. This paper looks
at the ECB concept and discusses the approaches used in
building capacity in evaluation at various levels, in three
different projects by three different organizations in three
different countries. The three projects were from different
sectors (education, health, and water and sanitation). The
paper shares the ECB experience in designing, the processes
used and the stakeholders who benefited. The paper also
highlights how ECB organically implies a collaborative
and/or participatory / partnership approach to evaluation.
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A logic model for evaluation capacity development

Household surveys – the “traditional way” in
today’s ICT world – a case from Africa

Mr. Michael Obrecht, Intelligence Flows

Mr. Hubert Paulmer, Harry Cummings and Associates Inc.

Ms. Robyn Sachs, Alberta Health Services

Dr. Harry Cummings, University of Guelph

Drawing upon personal experience in evaluation capacity
development projects in Canada and India, and work by other
authors (see references), we propose a logic model to help
provide overview on projects intended to embed program
evaluation within government institutions.

Survey is one of the key methods used in evaluation,
especially in international development initiatives, to assess
effectiveness and impact. Household surveys,
incorporating sampling strategies, are used for baseline and
end-line surveys and for comparing before and after and/
or program and comparison area or group. While electronic
surveys and surveys using cell phones and PDAs are
increasingly in vogue in today’s ICT world, surveys using
“paper questionnaires” are still relevant and effective where
cell signals are erratic or non-existent and in places where
technology could be intimidating, although considered
fashionable and a status symbol. This paper shares a recent
experience of designing and conducting a household
survey in one of the poorest and remote countries in the
world – a positive and successful experience amidst the
intensity of covering 700+ households in a short timeframe
with some security concerns. It still works and is efficient
too, in this generation.

Using the model, we compare and contrast the challenges faced
by organizations in developed and developing countries when
attempting to build program evaluation capacity.
Celebrating the conference theme, we will bring to the
discussion the views of evaluation specialists ranging from
baby boomer to Generation X.
References:
Khan, M.A. (1998). Evaluation Capacity Building: An Overview of
Current Status, Issues and Options. Evaluation. 4: 310-328
Brandon, P.R. and Higa, T.A.F. (2004). An Empirical Study of
Building the Evaluation Capacity of K-12 Site-Managed Project
Personnel. Canadian Journal of Program Evaluation. 19(1):
125–142
Preskill, H. and Boyle, S. (2008). A Multidisciplinary Model of
Evaluation Capacity Building. American Journal of Evaluation.
29: 443
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Evaluation capacity building (ECB) at project /
organization level – experience from the recent past
and lessons for the future from three different
regions across the Atlantic
Mr. Hubert Paulmer, Harry Cummings and Associates Inc.
Over the last decade, and more recently with the economic
roller coaster we have been on, organizations are becoming
more self-sufficient and this includes organization’s capacity
to plan, conduct and use evaluation. This is not only crucial to
the success of individual programs, processes and tasks, but
also to the overall success of the organization as a whole, be it
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51
Evaluation of the Collaborative Research and
Development (CRD) Program: A discussion of
the challenges and lesson learned associated
with online surveys of companies and
university students
Ms. Michelle Picard-Aitken, Science-Metrix
Mr. Michael Goodyer, NSERC
Mr. Eric Archambault, Science-Metrix
In 2009-2010, NSERC mandated Science-Metrix to undertake a
summative evaluation of the CRD program, which to give
companies access to the knowledge, expertise and educational
resources available at Canadian postsecondary institutions,
and train students in technical skills required by industry. As
such, two populations for the evaluation were companies and
students (highly qualified personnel [HQP]), that had

participated in, contributed to and benefitted from CRDsupported collaborative research projects. Each population
presented a challenge that required changes to web-survey
techniques and tools: 1) the collection of sufficient data from
companies to support an economic impact analysis of the
program, and 2) the first consultation of the HQP who had
participated in CRD grants for whose contact information was
not previously collected. The presentation will discuss the
changes in web-survey approaches used to address these
challenges as well as the lessons learned for future
consultation with these populations.
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Changing values and strategies in feedback in
evaluation: Evidence of impact
Dr. Eileen Piggot-Irvine, Unitec New Zealand
This paper outlines an attempt to overcome the formative –
summative evaluative feedback divide through on-going,
often immediate, dialogue using an action science approach.
The change in approach to feedback was new for a national
Ministry of Education programme evaluation in New
Zealand. Despite the traditional limitations of time and threat
linked to the feedback approach, multiple positive outcomes
were noted that might be directly or indirectly attributable to
the feedback. These outcomes signal that the causal links
between such an approach and improved programme
outcomes is, at the very least, worthy of further investigation.
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Planning for program monitoring and
evaluation (M&E) readiness
Mr. Sandiran Premakanthan, Symbiotic International
The Treasury Board Secretariat (TBS) of Canada introduced
the new Evaluation Policy in April 1, 2009. The policy
requires all government program expenditures to be
evaluated (mandatory) on a five year cycle beginning 2013.
The paper examines the state of program Monitoring and
Evaluation (M&E) readiness of government organizations
and agencies in meeting the TBS requirements. It explores
the response of government organizations and agencies to
this policy. More specifically, do government organizations
and agencies conduct assessments to determine where they
are now and how they propose to bridge the gaps of
program M&E readiness through a systematic approach
(planned actions)?, similar to the way Audit findings both
internal and external are addressed. What are the current
practices including tools and techniques that facilitate
program M&E readiness assessments? Program M&E
readiness assessments, if done systematically will in the
long run avoid investment in evaluations that yield very
poor evidence or no evidence about programs and their
impacts on beneficiaries. The paper introduces a systematic
approach to planning for Program Monitoring and

Evaluation (M&E) Readiness and a tool for continuously
assessing M&E Readiness of programs.
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Breakthroughs in shared measurement evaluation:
A BC example
Ms. Vera Radyo, ECD Evaluation Project
Dr. Marla Steinberg, The Capture Project
For the past five years, multiple stakeholders from
government, academia and the community in the BC early
childhood development sector have been engaged in
developing a common evaluation framework, data collection
tools and capacity building supports. To date, the community
capacity tools have been administered three times with 75
communities in BC participating in 2009. The tools for
evaluating parent education / support programs have been
piloted tested and province-wide administration is being
developed. The ECD Project is partnering with the CAPTURE
Project, the first Canadian Shared Measurement Platform, to
support the collection, analysis, and reporting of performance
outcomes in the ECD area. This workshop will highlight the
work in BC, including successes, challenges, learnings and the
unique contribution of The CAPTURE Project.
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Implantation du concept « Hôpital Promoteur de
Santé » en contexte de périnatalité : De l’analyse
des processus à l’appui à la décision: une approche
développementale
Mme. Lynda Rey, Université de Montréal
Mme. Astrid Brousselle, Université de Sherbrooke
Mme. Nicole Debobbeleer, Université de Montréal
L’évaluation développementale est une approche visant à
soutenir un programme en cours de développement pour
soutenir l’adaptation de l’organisation aux réalités émergentes
et aux dynamiques dans un environnement complexe.
Processus d’apprentissage qui s’adapte à la complexité des
systèmes, elle permet une compréhension approfondie du
programme tout au long de sa mise en œuvre. Elle s’inscrit
dans le cadre de l’Utilization-Focused Evaluation (UFE),
approche faite pour et avec des utilisateurs clés pour des
utilisations spécifiques. Elle est appropriée lorsque
l’incertitude règne autour d’un programme innovant. Elle est
guidée bien plus par la vision des acteurs, la perspective
d’avenir du programme plutôt que par des objectifs clairs,
spécifiques, mesurables et prédéterminés. De plus, elle palie
au manque de données probantes formelles relatives aux
résultats escomptés par les promoteurs du programme. Enfin,
le rôle de l’évaluateur qui opte pour cette stratégie est de
faciliter par diverses méthodes, le processus d’évaluation
auprès d’utilisateurs clés.
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Social return on investment – a tool for your
evaluation tool kit
Ms. Stephanie Robertson, SiMPACT Strategy Group and SROI
Canada
Ms. Heather White, City of Calgary, SROI Canada
Interest in social return on investment (SROI) as a forecasting,
planning and evaluation tool is increasing across Canada. The
current pool of activity offers examples of use of SROI in
relation to program, policy and organizational performance,
at all levels of government, and in all sectors. As use of SROI
expands, so does the need for evaluators with knowledge of
SROI in various contexts and experience applying the
methodology.
SiMPACT has been working with the Cities of Calgary and
the Region of Waterloo, the Province of Alberta Safe
Communities Secretariat and more than 85 social service
agencies across the country to build understanding and
capacity to express the social value created through their
work, through use of the SROI methodology. Often,
organizational or project evaluators have been included in the
training exercise, in order to ensure that the results of the
SROI exercise are integrated into the overall approach to
agency or project evaluation.
For the above reasons, in combination with an increasing
need to illustrate the value of results achieved, the social
return on investment methodology is an increasingly valuable
tool for every evaluator’s tool box.
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From micro to macro: What can program
evaluations tell us about an issue?
Ms. Dana Robinson, Alberta Children and Youth Services
Ms. Michelle Anderson – Draper, Alberta Children and Youth
Services
Ms. Donna McBey, Alberta Aboriginal Relations
The Government of Alberta recognizes the importance of
grounding its decisions in an evidence base and is committed
to basing its policy decisions on current findings from
research, evaluation, and performance measurement. The
Government approved Prevention of Family Violence and
Bullying Initiative (PFVB Initiative) has been supported by an
evidence base for the past six years with each of its strategies
having been informed by a variety of research and evaluation
activities.
The challenge today is to learn from these program-specific
evaluations from a different perspective. Collectively, what
are these evaluations telling us about the issues of family
violence and bullying provincially and nationally? How do
these evaluations fit with research findings and performance
measures? How does Government synthesize different pieces
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of information to inform policy decisions? The Research and
Evaluation Framework for the PFVB Initiative is an
innovative approach to address these emerging issues in the
field of evaluation.
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Multi-language electronic surveying –
within budget
Mr. Gunter Rochow
Mr. Waldo Rochow
From the perspective of evaluation techniques and tools, the
multi-generational approach is nowhere more evident than in
surveying generally and in multi-language surveying in
particular. Surveying progressed from mail surveys to
telephone and electronic surveys. Electronic surveying has
become the least expensive and the most accurate. Regarding
multi-language surveying, earlier approaches by mail and
telephone were labour intensive, which resulted in severe
budgetary burdens. With the arrival of electronic surveying it
matters little, in terms of price, whether we survey in five or
fifty languages. Cost considerations apply not only to multilanguage electronic data gathering, but also to approaches
used in data dumping, data analysis and reporting. Yes, there
are constraints, depending in part on the mix of structured
(Likert-scaled) and open-ended responses. The presenter will
draw on recent examples to discuss advantages,
disadvantages, outright limitations, as well as mitigating
approaches.
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The Policy on Evaluation 2009: Progress toward
full implementation / La politique sur
l’évaluation (2009) : Progrès réalisés vers la mise
en œuvre complète
Ms. Anne Routhier, Centre for Excellent for Evaluation, Treasury
Board of Canada, Secretariat
In 1977, Canada adopted one of the world’s first federal-level
policies on evaluation. On April 1st 2009, a renewed federal
Policy on Evaluation (the third since 1977) came into effect,
with the objective of creating a comprehensive and reliable
base of evaluation evidence that is used to support policy and
program improvement, expenditure management, Cabinet
decision making, and public reporting. This renewed policy
included a four-year ‘ramp-up’ for federal departments to
build capacity to meet the policy expectations. In this
presentation, the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat’s
Centre of Excellence for Evaluation will discuss the changes in
the policy (the primary ‘tool’ for guiding evaluation at the
federal level), provide an overview of progress toward full
implementation and outline continuing challenges for both
federal evaluators and the wider evaluation community in
ensuring that evaluation is an increasingly useful and relevant

tool for program management, improvement and
accountability.
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An action inquiry of a pilot community health
promotion program: Empowerment program
evaluation
Ms. Carol Siu, Salvation Army Services (Calgary)
Ms. Jayne Forster, Salvation Army Services (Calgary)
A community health promotion program Community Advocate
Initiative, using a proactive service delivery approach, was
designed to support communities and its economically
disadvantaged residents, empowering them by increasing their
resource network to improve their quality of lives, which in
turns, advance their well-being. The program evaluation was to
study the outcomes and feasibility of that proactive approach in
community health promotion program. The empowerment
program evaluation was designed to involve program team in
designing and implementing their actions, thus contributing to
the program’s improvement and self-determination. The data
includes reflective practice journal of action inquirers (program
team members), where record the description of their
experiences and innovative action plans. The presentation
illustrates how action inquiry was used in programming
redesign; and how staff roles, communicative, relationship
dimension, and organizational structure could be changed to
improve a community health promotion program; and the
lessons learned from using this methodology.
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Using internet research methods in a needs
assessment framework
Ms. Donna Smith-Moncrieffe, Public Safety Canada
Dr. Brian Cugelman, AlterSpark
This presentation demonstrates the use of Internet research
methods during the early planning phases of an evaluation.
Internet research methods have been traditionally used by
academics, the private sector and market research. However
evaluators can apply these methods within a defined
evaluation planning framework. The authors describe various
research tools that can be used in environmental scans and
approaches that assess needs and relevance. The presentation
demonstrates the key steps that can be used to assess
relevance or need for a policy, program or initiative.
Techniques including the development of a composite word
search index and times series analysis will be shared. The case
study used to illustrate these steps provides technical
information but also shares descriptive content material about
the evolving nature of evaluation. CES participants will learn
about what external forces have contributed to the changing
need and interest levels in evaluation over the last decade.
Internet data and research offers new opportunities for

evaluators, however, there is a lack of understanding in the
field on how these methods can enhance evaluations. Some of
the conclusions derived from this paper will also help
evaluation consultants and public servants understand the
importance of diversifying their roles and skills sets within
the ever evolving evaluation industry.
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Change of attitude among non-professional
evaluators
Ms. Pernelle Smits, Unversité de Montréal
Dr. Francois Champange, Unversité de Montréal
The inclusion of practitioners, non-professional evaluators, to
the evaluation process is a key component of participative
approaches. Participatory evaluation introduces non evaluators
into the process of evaluation to co-construct knowledge with
evaluators around the program evaluation and to reach better
and improved use of results.
While resistance to changes and to evaluation has been
scrutinized for a few decades, we investigate the positive side
of attitude toward evaluation. We study the positive attitude of
non-professional evaluators towards participatory evaluation
and will present the factors that might explain their position at
low, medium or higher positive attitude levels. As participation
is advertised, knowing the motivators and inhibitors of
practitioners with low, medium and high positive attitude
should bring leverage to actions in participatory evaluations.
The additional knowledge from studying a positive attitude
versus a negative attitude/resistance will be compared and
opened to discussion with the audience.
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L’ attitude positive des gestionnaires envers les
évaluations et sa traduction dans la pratique
Ms. Pernelle Smits, Unversité de Montréal
Dr. Francois Champagne, Unversité de Montréal
Les organisations sont appelées à réaliser des évaluations,
certaines intégrant des approches participatives. Afin de
produire les résultats escomptés, tant en terme d’utilisation des
rapports que d’apprentissage individuel et organisationnel, les
gestionnaires se mobilisent à des degrés variés. Ainsi l’attitude
individuelle des gestionnaires pour les évaluations, notamment
les évaluations participatives peut conditionner le déroulement
d’une évaluation.
Nous avons étudiés sous quelle forme les attitudes positives,
excluant la résistance, pouvaient s’appréhender dans la théorie
et dans la pratique. Il s’avère que l’apprentissage, l’emploi de
méthodes rigoureuses, l’usage de l’esprit critique et le travail en
groupe, quatre piliers des évaluations participatives, se
traduisent sous différentes formes dans la pratique
managériale. Nous présenterons les attitudes positives, leur
formalisation dans la pratique et leur niveau d’intégration dans
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les pratiques managériales. Connaître la traduction des
mécanismes centraux aux évaluations participatives dans la
pratique managériale devrait permettre d’ajuster des approches
d’évaluations participatives pour renforcer leur réussite.
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CAPTURE and CLASP: Expanding the reach
of chronic disease prevention programming
and evaluation
Dr. Marla Steinberg, The Capture Project
Dr. Jon Kerner, Canadian Partnership Against Cancer
A recent trend within evaluation is the creation of common
measurement platforms. Though varied in their purpose,
their numbers and coverage are growing. Within Canada,
The CAPTURE Project, a strategic initiative of the
Canadian Partnership Against Cancer (CPAC), is
developing a web-based evaluation platform for the health
promotion and chronic disease prevention community. In
developing the platform, CAPTURE is supporting the
evaluation of a large chronic disease prevention initiative
in Canada, the CLASPs (Coalitions Linking Action and
Science for Prevention). Seven cross-jurisdictional/multisector coalitions were funded by CPAC to broaden the
reach and deepen the impact of chronic disease prevention
in Canada. While each coalition developed its own
evaluation, CAPTURE developed indicators and tools for a
cross-CLASP evaluation. This presentation provides an
overview of the development of the cross-CLASP
evaluation framework and the challenges encountered in
developing shared measurement tools given the diversity
of intervention approaches within chronic disease
prevention/health promotion.
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Lessons learned about medical school curricular
integration: Perceptions of students, faculty and
curriculum leaders
Dr. Stephanie Sutherland, University of Ottawa

guide data collection and subsequent analysis. Results will
describe five major emergent themes (interdisciplinary faculty
collaboration, interdisciplinary teaching, effective
organizational structures, frameworks to support content and
sequencing, and students as critical stakeholders) as well as
document our successes and challenges in integrating a
curriculum from the perceptions of key stakeholders. Lessons
learned will be provided so as to promote the transferability
of findings.
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Thinking out-of-the-box: A cancer care
experience of evaluating access and utilization
Dr. Bejoy Thomas, University of Calgary and Alberta Health Services
Dr. Linda Carlson, University of Alberta, Alberta Health Services,
Tom Baker Cancer Centre
Ms. Shannon Groff, Alberta Health Services, Tom Baker Cancer
Care Centre
Dr. Jessica Simon, University of Calgary, Alberta Health Services, Tom
Baker Cancer Centre
Dr. Ayn Sinnarajah, University of Calgary, Alberta Health Services,
Tom Baker Cancer Centre
Prospective evaluation of the quality of a clinical service is
often undertaken through explicitly surveying its users.
However, powerful comparative information can potentially
come from surveying those who do not access the service.
Palliative care services provide care for individuals and
families who are living with progressive, life-threatening
illness. In Calgary, approximately 65% of patients who access
palliative care are cancer patients. However, it is not certain
whether this 65% reflects the proportion of cancer patients
who ideally should access these services. Questions like “who
are we missing?” can be challenging to answer; there is little
information to characterize the needs of those who don’t
request palliative care services, beyond inferences from
population based demographic and bio-medical variables.
This presentation showcases the use of a population based
database to shed light on this key gap: the Screening for
Distress database, which is currently being generated by
cancer centres across Canada.

Dr. Geneviev Moineau, University of Ottawa
Dr. John Leddy, University of Ottawa
Dr. Stanley Hamstra, University of Ottawa
Curricular integration in medical schools has increasingly
become the norm in North America due in a large part to the
dissatisfaction with the way basic sciences have been taught
as individual disciplines or “silos” with little/no clinical
application. In September 2008, the University of Ottawa
implemented a radically reformed undergraduate curriculum.
This paper presents evaluation data on the first two years of
the curricular integration efforts. To explore the lived
experiences of participants (curriculum leaders, faculty,
students and staff) a qualitative research design was used to
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Encouraging experimentation and innovation in
instruction through evaluation
Mr. Stanley Varnhagen, University of Alberta
Mr. Brad Arkison, University of Alberta
Mr. Jason Daniels, University of Alberta
Ms. Cheryl Poth, University of Alberta
Currently, end-of-course evaluations given as a part of most
courses taught at our University may discourage instructional
experimentation and innovation, since the course evaluations

are often primarily used to assess the instructor as a
component of the promotion and tenure processes. The
perception that trying new instructional methods could
negatively affect students’ course ratings probably
discourages many instructors from trying. Even traditional
formative evaluation, while often providing the instructor
better feedback, may not provide enough help to encourage
the use of different instructional methods. This paper will
examine how a different evaluative approach might be able to
encourage instructional experimentation and innovation. By
using evaluation both more proactively and through using
Patton’s Developmental Evaluation, the instructor can receive
feedback that is more useful and better contextualize the
required end-of-course evaluation, which can both reduce the
risk to the instructor and better encourage experimentation
and innovation in instruction.
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Lessons from applying developmental evaluation
approaches: relationships, relevance and rigour
Dr. Jennifer Yessis, The Propel Centre for Population Health Impact
Dr. Bruce Baskerville, The Propel Centre for Population Health
Impact
Dr. Barb Riley, The Propel Centre for Population Health Impact
Ms. Lisa Stockton, The Propel Centre for Population Health Impact
Ms. Barb Zupko, The Propel Centre for Population Health Impact
The Propel Centre for Population Health Impact aims to
accelerate improvements in population health interventions
through research, evaluation and related knowledge
exchange. This involves evaluating policies and programs
within and beyond the health system which are implemented
in complex and dynamic environments. Traditional
evaluation approaches are often not well suited for this work.
Alternatively, Propel takes a developmental evaluation
approach, applying best available evidence to support
intervention design, and adapting interventions through
continuous learning. Presenters will share lessons learned
from case examples, emphasizing the importance of sustained
and trusted relationships between evaluators and partners,
the relevance of evaluation questions to decision making, and
the use of the most rigorous methods to answer the most
relevant questions. Presenters will also raise conundrums
about this approach to evaluation such as how developmental
evaluation serves needs for ‘accountability’, the education
needed regarding evaluation paradigms, and how ‘outcomes’
need to be reframed.

Join us for the
Canadian Evaluation Annual Conference

May 13 - 16 / Halifax Westin
Details soon at www.evaluationcanada.com
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POSTER PRESENTATIONS
LES PRÉSENTATIONS PAR AFFICHE

l

Providing guidelines for informed consent

l

Protecting evaluation data

l

Growing capacity for evaluation within the health system by:

1

– Supporting a strong commitment to training through
hands-on experience

A network revealed: Highlighting the successes,
challenges and the path we took to get here

– Helping business partners increase their understanding of
how evaluation can work for, and not against, them
– Building a stronger culture for evaluation by linking
healthcare practitioners involved in evaluation together
through the Alberta Evaluation Network

Ms. Michelle Anderson-Draper, Children and Youth Services,
Government of Alberta
Ms. Heidi Chorzempa, Evaluation and Assessment Network
Ms. Donna McBey, Evaluation and Assessment Network
As evaluation work becomes increasingly complex, and many
of us confronted with resource constraints and expectations that
we can “do more with less”, this presentation illustrates a novel
means through which a voluntary group of evaluators have
come together to build capacity, promote awareness and
support the development of an evaluation culture throughout
the Government of Alberta.
An overview of the Evaluation and Assessment Network
(EAN), a voluntary community of practice established to
promote and support evaluation and related activities across
government will be showcased. Discussions will focus on
formation of the EAN, its major activities and accomplishments
during its five-year history, with a particular emphasis on the
successes and challenges that the network has faced and the
benefits resulting from membership. Lessons learned and
resources others could apply in forming their own networks or
communities of practice will be made available as will
representatives of the EAN for Q&A.

2
Standards of practice for evaluation in Alberta
Health Services
Ms. Jeanne Annett, Evaluation Services, Alberta Health Services
When Alberta restructured ten separate health regions into one
in 2008, a centralized service for health-related program
evaluation emerged to help meet the needs of the new Alberta
Health Services (AHS). Evaluation Services has worked
towards enhancing existing protocols and establishing new
ones to ensure consistent and reliable professional practice in all
activities related to evaluation. The newly adopted Standards of
Practice for Evaluation Services in AHS addresses many
challenging questions about operationalizing evaluation within
a large organization including such areas of concern as:
l

Conducting an internal model for evaluation, capitalizing
on the strengths of such a model while safeguarding
against vulnerabilities (such as increased risk of bias and
conflict of interest)

While this information targets practitioners of evaluation
activities within healthcare settings, many guidelines are
relative to other settings, as well. This presentation will be of
interest to practitioners with varying degrees of skill including
novice to those with advance experience.

3
Maximizing performance measurement for
evaluations: Analysis framework technique
Mr. Peter Czerny, Evaluation Services Division, Public Health Agency
of Canada
Dr. Betty Ann M. Turpin, Evaluation Services Division, Public Health
Agency of Canada
Over the past four decades, the Government of Canada has
noted concerns with insufficient performance data to support
program evaluations. The Avian and Pandemic Preparedness
horizontal interdepartmental Initiative (PHAC, HC, CIHR)
developed and implemented a coordinated and comprehensive
plan to address both avian and pandemic influenza. A
performance measurement framework of 206 output indicators
was developed as a primary data source for the evaluation. An
analysis matrix, conceived early in the framework design and
driven by the Initiative's thematic structure, facilitated data
consolidation, analysis and interpretation. The analysis matrix,
consisting of eight functional categories cross-referenced with
seven strategic themes, provided a means to judge if all required
data had been captured and a way to manageably interpret such
a large number and wide variety of output indicators. This paper
discusses the process, challenges and opportunities in
developing and using analysis matrix and framework.

4
Designing an evaluation for sub-populations:
Evaluating Ontario's smoking cessation system for
smokers of low socio-economic status
Ms. Emily Di Sante, Ontario Tobacco Research Unit
Dr. Alexey Babayan, Ontario Tobacco Research Unit

l

Improving the use of evaluation results and reducing misuse

Dr. Nadia Minian, ECHO – Improving Women’s Health in Ontario

l

Safeguarding against ethical oversight and reducing or
mitigating risk to participants

Ms. Anne Philpneri, Ontario Tobacco Research Unit
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Dr. Robert Schwartz, Ontario Tobacco Research Unit

This paper explores an evaluation of the effectiveness of
Ontario’s smoking cessation system for smokers of low socioeconomic status (low SES). The Ontario smoking cessation
system includes a helpline, quit contest, cessation services for
hospitalized smokers, a program that provided free NRT and
psychosocial counseling. Evaluating complex systems, as
opposed to unique programs, poses particular challenges. To
address these challenges a multi-pronged mixed methods
approach was used. Information was gathered from four
sources: the longitudinal Ontario Tobacco Survey (n=4,501),
an environmental scan of programs and services, key
informant interviews (n=19), a street intercept survey with
current smokers and recent smokers (n=100). This
presentation highlights how a multi-pronged approach
addressed the challenges of complex system evaluation and of
reaching low SES smokers. It is anticipated that this
evaluation will inform the Ontario Ministry of Health
Promotion and Sport's approach to aiding low SES smokers in
their cessation attempts.

5

Evidence suggests that many lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender (LGBT) community organizations are
experiencing declining attendance rates. Few empirical
studies have investigated the reasons behind this trend. A
process evaluation was conducted for an LGBT
organization in Western Canada to investigate the barriers
that impede people from participating in its programming.
Four focus groups were conducted with community
members (n = 8) and individual interviews obtained the
opinions of organization personnel (n = 4). Thematic
analysis revealed several barriers to attendance that act on
community members (e.g., poor program marketing) and a
number of challenges that the organization faces when
attempting to increase attendance rates (e.g., limited
financial resources). The recommendations made to the
sponsor organization (including expanding its marketing
efforts to audiences that had not yet been accessed) and the
potential implications of these findings for other LGBT
community organizations will be discussed.

7

Using evaluation to enhance clinical practice
through innovation

Meaningfulness in evaluation

Ms. Lindsay Foster, Alberta Health Services

Ms. Katy Mukai, R.A Malatest and Associates Ltd.

Mr. Robert McKim, University of Alberta

Evaluation necessarily focuses on outcomes/impacts of
programs and initiatives – the boxes presented in most
logic models. This linear, causal approach tends to
overlook the “how” of achieving outcomes of interest – the
arrows that connect the boxes in a logic model. We suggest
that program theories, policy makers and evaluators need
to go beyond the boxes presented in a logic model and
explicitly consider the processes that are happening
between the inputs and outputs. Understanding how an
outcome is achieved adds a dimension of meaningfulness
to the interpretation of evaluation results and to the
program theory.

Mrs. Jessica Schuab, Alberta Health Services
In 2001, the Tobacco Reduction Initiative was launched in
Edmonton, Alberta. Over the next 10 years, this initiative
evolved using knowledge generated from a systematic
evaluation process. Now recognized as a best practice model,
this initiative has been adopted by the Tobacco Reduction
Unit of Alberta Health Services and has spread across Alberta.
The development of the Tobacco Reduction Initiative has been
driven by evaluation, providing its stakeholders with a
powerful management tool to make sound decisions and
advance this practice.
Strategic use of evaluation methods encouraged further
development of Tobacco Reduction services, thereby
addressing the needs of participants and enhancing successful
program outcomes.
Service has spread from tobacco reduction services for Family
Health and Emergency populations into an accredited
provincial training program for health professionals.
This presentation will report on the process followed and how
evaluation guided innovative practice along the way.

6
Increasing service use at an LGBT community
organization: Barriers and challenges
Ms. Stephanie Gazzola, University of Saskatchewan
Dr. Melanie Morrison, University of Saskatchewan

Ms. Trudy Johnson, R.A. Malatest and Associates Ltd.

To illustrate the importance of recognizing the “how” of
achieving program outcomes, we will talk about the role of
social responses by those involved in the delivery of
programs or initiatives designed to assist victims of family
violence and abuse. We will also discuss the need to use
appropriate methods/tools to explore these.

8
Developing research competencies among
educational functionaries: An evaluation of a
training programme
Dr. Undurthy Lakshmi Narayana, Regional Institute of Education
Educational functionaries are encountering several
problems in systematically conducting research. Realizing
this lapse among them, a training program was conducted
to develop research competencies among educational
functionaries in conducting educational research. In this
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program an attempt is made to develop research competencies
that are required to conduct educational research. These
competencies are catering to three major stages of educational
research, namely, planning, execution and reporting. In this
program district and state level SSA functionaries of Madhya
Pradesh participated. This training program was conducted in
three phases. In first phase participants were exposed to
competencies pertaining to planning and prepared a research
proposal. In the second phase participants conducted the
research in the field and collected the data. The third phase of
this program was focused on developing competencies in
writing research report. The results are discussed in terms of
implications for the training program and its evaluation.

9

complexity associated with designing a program evaluation.
This poster presentation focuses on one student’s first
experiences collaborating with a university student group to
design and implement an evaluation. A case study
examination of the challenges and learning opportunities
experienced by the student are offered. An overview of the
participatory evaluation is also presented. Implications of
the student’s experiences are discussed, with particular
emphasis placed on the importance of mentorship and
support for student and new evaluators.

11
A custom-designed process and database for
course and program evaluations

Fed-speak and what those acronyms really mean

Mr. Peter Zuba, Bow Valley College

Ms. Lisa O’Reilly

Dr. Augusto Legaspi, Bow Valley College

Dr. Marilyn Cree, Western Canada Economic Diversification Canada

Ms. Sonja Quirouette, Bow Valley College

Evaluation has many uses. One of the most important of these
is developing opportunities for shared understanding. While
different segments of the profession grow, it can help to step
back for a moment to make sure we're all speaking the same
language. This poster includes phrases, terminology, acronyms
and policies from within the federal sector. We've added
definitions and explanations we hope will translate "Fed-speak'
into plain English.

This poster presentation illustrates the process of collecting
and processing data from Learning Experience Feedback
(college course evaluations) questionnaires to producing
final reports. It covers all the steps of the evaluation
process at Bow Valley College (BVC). In 2002 BVC
embarked on a process of systematically collecting data on
the whole course experience.

(This poster was inspired by concerns raised at the 2010 CES
conference where those who 'spoke Fed' were occasionally
misunderstood by those who did not.)

10
Learning by doing: Participatory evaluation from the
perspective of a novice evaluator
Mrs. Katherine Roger, University of Alberta
Dr. Cheryl Poth, University of Alberta
Fieldwork experience during a graduate level evaluation course
provides valuable opportunities to connect theory and practice,
as well as a method to introduce novice evaluators to the
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To accomplish that, a unique Evaluation Data Base
application was custom designed and developed. This
allows for secure and anonymous data processing and
storage; and for custom data searches across years, courses,
course offerings, or individual questions. The data
processing steps are mostly automated which reduces the
chances of processing errors.
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